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SUMMARY
CAPABILITY APPROACH FOR WELL-BEING EVALUATION
IN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
This thesis aims to develop an alternative framework to evaluate a community’s quality
of life, specifically for the practice of regional development planning. To devise a set of
criteria to evaluate the well-being and quality of life, the thesis uses the concept of Capability
(Sen, 1993, 2000) as a fundamental objective in development planning. Capability itself is
understood as someone’s level to perform or to create functionings, whereas functionings is
defined as ability “to do” or “to be”, representing activities that can be potentially performed
by, or representing certain characteristics (e.g. profession, social or economic status, or
feelings) attributable to an individual.
A central idea in this thesis is that current development indicators such as the per
capita GDP and Human Development Index (HDI), have not succeeded in adequately and
comprehensively included issues related to actual people’s qualities of life and the well-being.
Using Capability Approach (CA), the researcher examines how spatial characteristics of a
place might present opportunity, freedom and capacities to its people. Planning itself in this
thesis, is viewed as a process by which society controls and directs themselves (Healey 1982,
1997, 2003), while democratization is seen as an essential ingredient in the planning process,
so that people’s self-evaluation is very important, therefore participatory-evaluation research
is applied to examine an economic groups in Magelang, a small rural area in Central Java,
Indonesia as a detailed case study. The method is in accord with the recommendations from
Rossi (1969, 1971, and 2004). This evaluation strategy is also relevant to the most recent
discussion regarding the evaluation approach in planning, as well as recent works on planning
evaluation, for instance Pinho (2010) and Hull, Alexander, Khakee and Woltjer (2011). This
method isused to give better understanding about the meaning of development and the
nature of development processes.
The thesis in particular presents and discusses people’s perceptual evaluation and the
detailed report of the observation of people’s daily behavior as the outcome of the three series
of surveys conducted as an integral part of the dissertation. The first survey was conducted
for collecting people’s perception with regards to their quality of life and listing the elements,
later would be called assets, influencing it. The second was conducted for checking if the
links between perceived levels of quality of life and elements called assets were consistent,
and different per context. The third was similar to the second but with different respondents.
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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The thesis also uses secondary data and field observations to confirm and affirm the findings
of the surveys.
The thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 presents the main issues, including
the social and theoretical context of the work and the purpose of the study. In particular,
it emphasizes the importance of well-being evaluation in regional development planning.
Chapter 2 is the theoretical exploration that leads to the building of the theoretical
proposition. The proposition provides guidance to participatory research for the evaluation
of well-being. Chapter 3 provides an example of perception survey and its results. The chapter
presents the way people perceive/evaluate their well-being and describes the variety of perceptions
among various stakeholders. Chapter 4 explains the nature of classified community assets synthesized
in Chapter 3. It focuses on explaining the nature of assets and their roles in establishing capability.

Chapters 5 describes how people choose certain types of functionings, whilst considering
the opportunities and constraints provided by assets. Based on all the findings, Chapter 6
develops a new insight (theory) on capability as the base for formulating a framework for wellbeing evaluation in regional development planning. Chapter 7, briefly makes some conclusion and
policies as well as further research recommendation.
The evidence gained from the survey and the analyses indicated that people express their

development in well-being by saying that their current quality of life is “better”, “worse”,
or “not so much different” compared to their earlier days. These statements are dependent
on what kind of and how many assets they have, in addition to how much the benefit they
acquire. “Benefit” thus is a concept, which people use to indicate assets (material or nonmaterial) or situations (local/surrounding, as well as quite far) that determine their quality
of life or well-being.
There are two distinctive non-material elements referred to as assets, which include
conditions attributable to human resources, such as health, knowledge and skills, and a variety
of circumstances produced by social, cultural, political and public policies.
Materials, abilities and circumstances are assets that offer people opportunities
to undertake particular activities (consuming or producing), which in CA are seen as
functioning. This findings guide to the conclusion that functionings as capability indication
can exist only if there are asset.
The “better”, “worse”, or “not so much different” answers explain that people evaluate
the level of well-being in a relative way. They do not measure the level of their well-being
based on the actual state of assets, but by comparing the state of them at different time periods.
Changes, either improvement or reduction are more strongly perceived rather than actual
states. This brings to the conclusion that capabilities are idiosyncratic.
The results of this survey confirm that the same assets can mean different things to
different people and different places. Personal characteristics, for instance age, historical
experiences and profession, and in particular the circumstances surrounding them determine
the way people value assets. In some way, these personal characteristics and particular
contextual circumstances also influence how people use assets. The more detailed analysis
upon mentioned assets give insight that people are aware that some of assets, particularly
the tangible ones, which are owned privately, directly influence the owners as they can be
used immediately as needed without depending on other people. The example of this type
vi
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of asset is land and equipment. Other assets, especially social institutional assets, directly
influence people, too, although only when people interact with others. The example in this
case is trust, solidarity and collectivism. Even so, there are some assets people feel because of
their performance instead of their existence. The performance is not created by one asset only,
but by a combination of several assets. Most of these assets are related to economic function,
such as access to employment due to urbanization, industrialization, or the development of
tourism.
The detailed observation on the way people uses assets explains several examples of
forms of assets providing opportunities and constraints, or encouraging the emergence of
functioning choices. The existence of some assets, such as lands, labor, technology, and social
circumstances in some communities opens up opportunity and encourages the emergence of
functioning which will be positively perceived and vice versa. This indicates that the important
aspect of an asset in supporting capability is not only its existence, but also the influence of
it. Thus, the helping or constraining trait of an asset has to be set as a distinctive variable in
measuring the capability of a person or community. However, it is argued in this thesis that
place assets have a substantial impact on capability and levels of well-being of a community;
therefore they should be a priority in regional development planning practice.
Based on all findings above, the thesis draws conclusion that development is relative,
and understood as contextual progress based on local potential, such as physical character
of land and its managerial system, specific pattern of social, economic as well as cultural
activities, and the current technological level of infrastructures. The finding indicates that
‘progress’ and the ‘process’ of development are blended and moreover, inseparable. The
assessment of wellbeing is defined by “happiness” or “satisfaction” stimulated by changes
from worse to better in their life due to a specific living environment. In this frame, process
is considered as the result or progress of the individual and surrounding environment.
Happiness or satisfaction is not only determined by what people have, but more by how rapid
or how large the change is from worse to better. The thesis also concludes that individual
capability is really vulnerable to the characters of places. A person’s capability is not only
determined by health, education and income as reflected in HDI. The value and benefit of
health and education which in this dissertation is categorized into IIA and ITA really depends
on the physical and nonphysical characters of place (PTA, SIA, and EIA), which in this thesis
are called place’s assets.
Based on these conclusions, this thesis proposes an evaluation framework called
the ‘Capability Index’ (CI) and Place’s Capability Supporting Index (Pcsi). CI is an index
proposed to measure the level of a community’s capability, which defines the level of freedom
to choose; a concept to represent the state of well-being. Representing the level of freedom
to choose, the capability index is an index to state the completeness of assets, and possible
opportunities provided by assets, attributable to an individual or community. Whereas Pcsi
is an index to measure the suitability of a place to facilitate the creation of opportunities
to choose/perform various types of (preferred) functionings (the level of capability). Both
indexes are determined by scale of perception against assets availability and assets function.
Finally, the thesis suggests the application and operationalization of the CA as an
instrument in regional development planning. With regards to Indonesia, it recommends
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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conducting survey every five years together with the routine national census or registration
of people. CI and Pcsi constructed from the data can be treated as in input for participative
budget planning called development planning deliberation (musrenbang) that takes place
annually. In the smaller scale, the framework is recommended to be applied as the preliminary
planning activity in such an empowerment program, especially in the underdeveloped region.
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SAMENVATTING:
‘CAPABILITY’-BENADERING VOOR HET EVALUEREN
AN WELBEVINDEN IN REGIONALE
ONTWIKKELINGSPLANNING
Het proefschrift ontwikkelt een alternatief raamwerk voor de evaluatie van kwaliteit
van leven in een regio, en bij de toepassing van regionale ontwikkelingsplanning. Het proefschrift gebruikt Amartya Sen’s ‘Capability’- benadering (1993, 2000) om een set van criteria
tot stand te brengen voor het evalueren van welzijn en kwaliteit in een regio. ‘Capability’ kan
worden begrepen als het vermogen van iemand om bepaalde functies uit te oefenen of
om functies te scheppen. Functies worden gedefinieerd als de bekwaamheid “om te doen”
of “om te zijn”. Het gaat feitelijk om activiteiten of keuzes van een individu (bijvoorbeeld
beroep, de sociale of economische status).
Het centrale idee van het proefschrift is dat huidige ontwikkelingsindicatoren zoals
bruto binnenlands product (BBP) of gross domestic product (GDP)en de Index of Human
Development Index (HDI), er onvoldoende in slagen de actuele kwaliteit van leven en de
welzijn weer te geven, en tevens onvoldoende uitgebreid zijn. Met het gebruik van de
Capability Approach (CA) kan een onderzoeker vaststellen hoe ruimtelijke eigenschappen van een plaats gunstige kansen, vrijheid en mogelijkheden bieden voor mensen.
Het plan in dit proefschrift wordt gezien als een maatschappelijk gestuurd proces (Healey
1982, 1997, 2003), en tegelijkertijd een centraal ingrediënt in het proces van planning.
Evaluatie van het welbevinden van mensen is hierin essentieel. In dit proefschrift
wordt evaluatie-onderzoek uitgevoerd om verschillende groepen in Magelang te onderzoeken,
een regio met kleine dorpen in Midden-Java, Indonesië. De methode sluit aan bij suggesties
van Rossi (1969, 1971, en 2004). Het evalueren van welbevinden en plaats is ook relevant in
recente recente werken over planevaluatie, bijvoorbeeld Pinho (2010) en Hull, Alexander,
Khakee en Woltjer (2011). Het gaat hier om een beter begrip van de betekenis van plaats, en
de processen van regionale ontwikkeling.
Dit proefschrift verkent en bespreekt de evaluatie van mensen in de regio, en doet
en-detail verslag van observaties over het dagelijk gedrag. Drie soorten veldwerk en rondvragen liggen ten grondslag aan het onderzoek. De eerste rondvraag is uitgevoerd ten behoeve
van het verzamelen van waarnemingen van mensen over hun kwaliteit van leven. Dit
leidt tot een lijst van zogenaamde activa. De tweede rondvraag richt zich op het verband
tussen de waarnemingen over de kwaliteit van leven en deze activa; de nadruk ligt op
consistentie en verschillen per context. De rondvraag is vergelijkbaar met de tweede,
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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maar met verschillende geënquêteerden. In aanvulling op deze data gebruikt de dissertatie
secundaire gegevens en veldobservaties om de bevindingen van de rondvragen al dan niet
te bevestigen.
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit zeven hoofdstukken. Hoofdstuk 1 introduceert kernbegrippen en ook de sociale en theoretische context van het werk, alsmede het doel van
de studie. Het benadrukt vooral het belang van het evalueren van welbevinden in regionale
ontwikkelingsplanning. Hoofdstuk 2 omvat de theoretische basis en een uiteenzetting van
implicaties voor het onderzoek. De uiteenzetting zet de lijnen uit voor het bijbetrokkende
onderzoek en voor de evaluatie van welbevinden in de praktijk. Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een overzicht van waarnemingen in de regio Magelang. Het hoofdstuk laat de manier zien hoe mensen
hun welzijn waarnemen/evalueren, en het beschrijft de variaties tussen de waarnemingen
van verschillende belanghebbenden. Hoofdstuk 4 legt de kenmerken uiteen van verschillende soorten activa uit Hoofdstuk 3. Het richt zich op een classificatie van activa en de
functies die nodig zijn om capability mogelijk te maken. Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft hoe mensen
bepaalde soorten functies kiezen in het licht van kansen en beperkingen van de activa. De
bevindingen zijn een basis voor Hoofdstuk 6 om een nieuwe begrip (theorie) te ontwikkelen
over ‘capability’ als basis van een raamwerk voor het evalueren van welbevinden in regionale
ontwikkelingsplanning. Hoofdstuk 7 trekt conclusies, geeft implicaties voor beleid en
tevens aanbevelingen voor verder onderzoek.
De duiding verkregen uit de rondvragen, het veldwerk en de analyses duidt erop
dat mensen hun ontwikkeling in welbevinden en huidige kwaliteit van leven verwoorden
in termen van “beter”, “erger”, of “niet zo groot verschil” in vergelijking met voorgaande
perioden. Deze verklaringen zijn afhankelijk van het soort of de hoeveelheid activa die ze
hebben, en de mate waarin ze voordeel verwerven. “Voordeel” is een begrip dat wordt gebruikt
door mensen om activa (materieel of immaterieel) of toestanden (plaatselijk/omgeving en
verder) aan te geven, in verband met hun kwaliteit van leven of welbevinden.
Er zijn twee onderscheidende immateriële elementen die verwijzen naar de activa.
Het omvat de condities die worden toegeschreven aan mensen (zoals gezondheid, kennis,
vaardigheden), en de variaties van omstandigheden die worden voortgebracht door sociaal,
cultureel, politiek, en publiek beleid. Materialen, bekwaamheid, en omstandigheden zijn
de activa die mensen aanbieden om bijzondere activiteiten (consumeren of produceren) te
ondernemen, waarin capabilities worden bekeken als functie. De bevindingen leiden tot de
conclusie dat de functie als richtingaanwijzer van capability alleen kan bestaan als er activa
zijn.
Het onderscheid tussen de “beter”, “erger”, of “niet zo groot verschil” antwoorden
geven aan dat mensen het niveau van welbevinden op een relatieve manier evalueren.
Ze beoordelen het niveau van hun welbevinden niet op basis van de actuele staat van
de activa, maar ze vergelijken hun toestand over verschillende tijdsperiodes. Veranderingen
(zowel verbetering als vermindering) worden in sterkere mate waargenomen dan de actuele
situatie. Dit leidt tot de conclusie dat capabilities specifiek zijn.
De resultaten bevestigen dat dezelfde activa verschillende kwaliteiten kunnen betekenen voor verschillende mensen op verschillende plaatsen. Persoonlijke eigenschappen zoals
leeftijd, historische ervaringen en beroep, en in het bijzonder de omstandigheden die hun
x
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omringen, zijn bepalend voor de manier hoe mensen activa waarderen. Deze persoonlijke
eigenschappen en bijzondere contextuele omstandigheden kunnen invloed hebben op de
manier hoe mensen activa gebruiken. De uitgebreide analyse van de activa die zijn genoemd
laat zien dat mensen ervan bewust zijn.
De analyse laat ook zien dat sommige van de activa, vooral de tastbare
persoonlijke activa, direct invloed hebben op eigenaren omdat ze direct kunnen worden
gebruikt, onafhankelijk van een ander. Voorbeelden van deze soort activa zijn grond
en benodigheden. Andere activa, waaronder voornamelijk sociaal-maatschappelijke activa,
kunnen direct ook invloed hebben op mensen, ofschoon alleen wanneer mensen op elkaar
zijn betrokken. De voorbeelden in dit geval zijn vertrouwen, solidariteit, en collectivisme.
Desondanks zijn er sommige activa die mensen voelen vanwege hun prestatie, in plaats
van hun bestaanswijze. De prestatie wordt niet veroorzaakt door slechts één activa maar door
een combinatie van een aantal activa. De meeste van deze activa hebben betrekking
op economische functies, zoals toegang tot de arbeidsmarkt als gevolg van de verstedelijking,
industrialisatie en de ontwikkeling van het toerisme.
De gedetailleerde observaties van de manier waarop mensen gebruik maken van
activa brengen een aantal voorbeelden naar voren van vormen van de activa die kansen en
beperkingen bieden, of het uitkomen van functies en keuzes juist aanmoedigen. De
bestaanswijze van een aantal activa, zoals grond, technologie en sociale omstandigheden in
sommige gemeenschappen opent kansen en stimuleert het uitkomen van functies die positief
worden waargenomen en vice versa. In dit proefschrift blijkt met name dat ruimtelijke activa
een grote invloed hebben op capability en niveaus van welbevinden van een gemeenschap.
Om die reden moeten ze prioriteit krijgen in de praktijk van regionale planontwikkeling.
Het proefschrift trekt de conclusie dat ontwikkeling relatief is, en kan worden begrepen als contextuele vooruitgang gebaseerd op plaatselijke mogelijkheden, zoals de fysieke
eigenschappen van grond en het bijbehorend management, het specifieke patroon
van de sociale, economische en culturele activiteiten, en het huidige infrastructuren. De
bevindingen geven aan dat ‘vooruitgang’ en het proces van ontwikkeling onderling vermengd zijn en bovendien onafscheidelijk. De beoordeling van welbevinden wordt
gedefinieerd door niveaus van “geluk” of “tevredenheid” over tijd, of door veranderingen
van erger naar beter in het leven als gevolg van een specifieke leefomgeving. Geluk
of tevredenheid wordt niet alleen bepaald door wat mensen bezitten, maar vooral door hoe
snel of hoe groot de verandering van erger naar beter verloopt. Bovendien concludeert dit
proefschrift dat individuele capability aanwijsbaar vatbaar is voor de eigenschappen van
plaats. De capability van een persoon wordt dus niet alleen besloten door gezondheid, onderwijs en inkomen, zoals weerspiegeld in de HDI. De waarde en het voordeel van gezondheid
en onderwijs (gecategoriseerd in dit proefschrift als IIA en ITA) zijn sterk afhankelijk
van de fysieke en niet-fysieke eigenschappen van een plaats (PTA, SIA en EIA), die in dit
proefschrift ruimtelijke activa worden genoemd.
OP basis van deze conclusies stelt dit proefschrift een raamwerk voor met de titel
‘Capability’ Index’ (CI), en daarnaast de op plaats gebaseerde ‘Index of Place’s
Capability Supporting Index’ (Pcsi). CI is een index die wordt voorgesteld om het niveau
van het vermogen van een gemeenschap te meten. Deze index definieert het niveau
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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van vrijheid om te kiezen; het is een concept om de toestand van welbevinden weer te geven.
De CI geeft een indruk van het niveau van vrijheid om te kiezen. Het is een index om
de volledigheid van activa en mogelijke kansen te verklaren voor een individu of een
gemeenschap. Pcsi is een index om de geschiktheid van een plaats te meten aan de hand van
het creëren van mogelijkheden om te kiezen, of het uitvoeren van verschillende vormen van
functies (het niveau van het vermogen) te vergemakkelijken. Beide indexen gebruiken een
schaal van waarnemingen over de beschikbaarheid en functie van activa.
Het proefschrift geeft tenslotte suggesties voor de toepassing en de operationalisering van de CA als een instrument in regionale ontwikkelingsplanning. Met betrekking tot
Indonesië beveelt het aan om een vijfjaarlijkse rondvraag uit te voeren tegelijkertijd met de
bestaande nationale volkstelling of bevolkingsregistratie. CI en Pcsi gegevens kunnen worden
toegepast als input voor participatieve begrotingsplannen–de zogenaamde Musrenbang, die
jaarlijks plaatsvinden. Op kleinere schaal wordt het raamwerk aanbevolen als toegepassing bij
plannen en activiteiten voor empowermentprogramma’s, vooral in onderontwikkelde regio’s.
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PREFACE
It is such a great relief for me to be finally able write this thesis down. It is the time
when I feel I have poured out all the stories I found during years I explored Magelang regency,
a rural area in Central Java, Indonesia that I picked for the case of this study. It turns out
that it is not so easy tell about this region, the community living in it with all its dynamic
although I was born here. However, as difficult as it is, I feel thankful to this place because I
learn a lot of things. At least, this experience has inspired me to learn more about the essence
of human being, humanity, and life in general; how people struggle for better life and for
their dignity, all in an environmental setting which is socially, politically, and economically
growing more and more infinite.
I believe I will not find this precious finding without God’s blessing that has sent
incredible helping hands and led me to enlightenment. In every way, I have to thanks them.
My first gratitude should go to Profesor Johan Woltjer and Prof Gerard Linden of
Groningen University who have patiently guided me. I cannot express enough thanks to
my counselors, Dr. Kawik Sugiana and Dr. Leksono who have introduced me to those great
promoters, to Professor Bakti Setiawan, Profesor Bambang Hari Wibisono, Dr. Sani and all
my colleagues in the department of Architecture and Planning, Gadjah Mada University for
their endless support and encouragement.
I would like to offer my sincere thanks my friends who have helped me completing the
field research, data compilation, and putting them down in a script; Wisnu, Niken, Mayang
and some others I cannot name one by one.
Finally to my caring, loving and supportive wife, children, and parents; my deepest
gratitude. Your spirit, patience, and sacrifice for me to complete this project are priceless.
I wish the lesson I get and write down in this book will be useful to many; my
students in Urban and Regional Planning and people interested in community and regional
development planning and evaluation. I also hope the approach I offer in this thesis will be
implemented in the regional development, particularly in Indonesia.
RWD Pramono
Yogyakarta,
November 2015
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ABSTRACT
The thesis uses Amartya Sen’s Capability Approach (1993, 2000) to devise a set of
criteria to evaluate the well-being and quality of life of economic groups in a case study
of Magelang, a small rural area in Central Java, Indonesia. In applying this method, the
researcher examines how the spatial characteristics of a place might present opportunity,
freedom and capacities to its people.
The fundamental conception of well-being in the capability approach is based on a
set of attributes and on the level of ‘freedom to choose between various valuable states of
being and doing’. The approach is tested through action research with local stakeholders to
define the extent to which their environment offers them adequate capabilities to develop.
With the author, participants evaluate the changes in agro-economic opportunities and the
supporting asset base. The analysis distinguishes between five types of assets: individual
tangible assets, public tangible assets, individual intangible assets, social institutional assets
and economic institutional assets.
Based on the comprehension of how assets influence capability and observation with
regards to how people function with different assets, the thesis proposes to broaden theory
in relation to capability.
Further exploring theory, this thesis suggests that capability analysis could be used to
measure the level of a community’s well-being, particularly as the result of development and
to strategically guide planners in setting up priority and to creating greater awareness of the
constraints and opportunities available to people. Therefore, the method could be applied
to regional development planning and evaluation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Development as intended action must be evaluable in order to be accountable. For
planning, evaluation and measurement of success, therefore, has been an important concern
during the last decades (Patton, 1978;Issac& Michael, 1981; Rossi,2004; Khakee et al 2008;
Hull et al 2011; Pinho, 2010). The general idea has been that without evaluation, there is no
way to distinguish the worthwhile from the worthless (Schmidt et al 1978), and to express
adequately levels of quality or success. Evaluation not only refers to practical skills, but also
needs theoretical thinking in order to understand notions like development, well-being and
context (Sanders, 2001).
The evaluation of well-being1 and quality of life of communities has been an emerging
issue in regional development planning practice (Nussbaum, M., and Sen, AK 1993).
Nevertheless, a framework for expressing and operationalizing issues of well-being within
this field, in an adequate and coherent way, is still lacking. This deficiency is mainly caused by
the absence of a set of indicators which are contextual to social, cultural, as well as political
circumstances, and specific to the situation planned for.
Nevertheless, although academic in nature, evaluation also has to be implementable
to support practices in public policy formulation and development intervention. To meet
this requirement, an evaluation framework will have to be contextual and specific to the
issues characteristic of development planning, like land use management, accessibility, water
supply, or public services. The context of any evaluation effort will include local problems,
institutions, current aspirations, and potentials.
This thesis sets out to operationalize an evaluation framework for development
planning based on well-being and quality of life, thereby employing Indonesia and more
specifically the Magelang Regency in Java’s Central Province as a context for research.
1.1 INDICATORS FOR MANAGING WELL-BEING IN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Currently, there are a variety of countrywide indicators available for expressing
development attributes, including Gross Domestic Product (GDP), indices on income
growth and the Human Development Index (HDI). As these indicators pertain to nationwide
statistics, they are limited in their usefulness to actually describe well-being and quality of
life at the regional scale (Nussbaum and Sen, 1993). For the case of Indonesian regional
development for instance, the increase in GDP or GDP per capita has not always been in
1

In this thesis well-being and quality of life have similar meanings and are therefore used interchangeably.
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line with people‘s general feelings on the improvement of their quality of life. An example
at hand is the so-called Farmer Household Survey conducted by the Indonesian Central
Bureau of Statistics in 2003 (CBS, 2004). It showed that people still felt their living situation
to be unsatisfactory, while, at the same time, national and regional GDP showed significant
progress, also in terms of local productivity and production volume (see chapter 3).
So, the growth of regional and national GDP does not always concur with a similar
growth in well-being of the population. An evaluation study by Breman & Wiradi (2004)
in Indonesia showed that although the regional GDP per capita had improved, a systematic
decrease of rural prosperity could be detected. Also rural-urban disparities increased (Baswir,
1999), while agricultural and rural economic conditions were unstable (e.g. Noertjahyo, 2005).
There are several reasons why GDP is not sufficient to evaluate quality of life. First,
GDP is measured at the national scale, which automatically precludes indications of the
distribution of well-being over a group or an area. The second reason is that certain levels of
GDP, or income per capita, will be evaluated and perceived differently by different people.
The third reason is that GDP includes only material and measurable aspects, thereby ignoring
important non-material, or wider aspects of quality of life.
The “Capability Approach” (CA), introduced in 2000 by Amartya Kumar Sen in his
book Development as Freedom (2000) presents a new approach to the evaluation of wellbeing in a development setting. The central focus in CA is the notion of ‘levels of freedom to
choose’. Sen defines capability as the level of freedom available to a person to choose between
various valuable “functionings2” (states of being and doing). A large number of freely available
options imply a higher level of ‘capabilities’, where the level of ‘capabilities’ is an equivalent
of the level of ‘freedom of choice’.
Compared to GDP, the merits of the capability approach (CA) are: 1) it allows for a
variety of personal preferences and is locally contextual; 2) it considers reciprocal relationships
between individuals’ interests; 3) it evaluates material and non-material well-being at
the same time. Based on these characteristics of CA it is expected that –given a proper
evaluation framework- planners will be able to evaluate regional development in relation
to regional development aspirations. CA provides insight in factors of relevance to regional
development and at the same time how to use these factors to the benefit of the region. The
capability concept has been widely recognized as a useful evaluative concept for development
achievement. However, operationalization is still problematic. The main difficulty in the CA
concept is the fact that preferences of individuals are idiosyncratic due to personal, spatial,
and temporal differences in situation.
A well-known effort to operationalize ‘capability’ was proposed in 1990, in the Human
Development Report (HDR) by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP). It
served to replace previous income indicators. Sen’s concept on human development was used,
defined as “a process of enlarging people’s choice”; The concept –better known as the Human
Development Index (HDI)- was developed into a set of indicators to quantify the increase
This term is perhaps unusual in English. However, it will be used throughout this thesis, as it concurs
with the terminology introduced and explained by AmartyaSen in his book “Development as Freedom (2000).
Functionings represent activities that can be potentially done by an individual. It also may represent certain
characteristics (e.g. profession, social or economic status, or feeling) attributable to an individual.
2

2
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of an individual’s freedom of choice. The HDI was considered – as indicators such as life
expectancy, adult literacy and real per capita gross national product (GNP) were included,
to represent the whole concept of ‘capability’. Nevertheless, according to Kaley (1991),
HDI is a linear concept portraying only the latest well-being/capacity, while excluding any
evidence about when and to what extent human development has occurred, as well as the
factors influencing them. The HDI does not explain how the development process should
continue. Kaley (1991) argues that this observation ignores the phenomenon of productiontransformation interplay among indicators. The HDI has been applied predominantly at a
national level, also to compare the different levels of development between nations.
However, a debate on the sufficiency of HDI and the development efforts goes on.
Blanchflower et al (2005) and Leigh (2006) debate whether HDI goes along with happiness
index or not. Grimm et all (2005), Hicks (2007) and Alkire & Foster (2010) proposes to
perfect it by adding some indicators that can describe inequality. Previously Morse (2003)
proposes merging HDI with ecological footprint indicators so that the indexes turn to be
more comprehensive and will concur with sustainability concept. The bottom line is HDI
has not satisfy all parties and still opens for development or even replacement.
There are a series of approaches that are essentially expanded versions of per capita
GDP indicators. Robert Ericson (1993) and Mercer (2010), for example assume absolutequantitative analyses to value the indicators investigated. Ericson tried to measure the levels
of quality of life, and in a study of Swedish households using some indicators such as health
and access to health, employment and working conditions, economic resources, education
and skills, family and integration, housing, security of life and property, recreation and
culture, and political resources such as membership of parties and voting participation.
Mercer’s analysis is essentially the same. While it is adequately evaluate the phenomenon
of production-transformation interplay among indicators, it contradicts the relative and
contextual characteristics of ‘capability’, which are idiosyncratic by nature since it applies
rigid quantitative-standardized parameters, such as the ability to walk 100 meters or the
ability to cover unforeseen expenses of up to $ 1,000 within a week.
Other evaluation methods have included perceptual data. Illustrative examples
of these methods are, for instance, the Happy Planet Index (HPI) and the World Values
Survey. HPI (Nef centre, 2006) measures how efficient countries are in achieving certain
levels of happiness. This index includes a perceptual survey on satisfaction, combined
with life expectancy, lessened by the ecological footprint as a general standard of natural
resource consumption. The World Values Survey focuses mainly on periodically identifying
perceptions. Both methods may depict development, but do not generally provide information
about the development process itself.
There is a recent discussion on measuring well-being in the field of regional economics.
In Fitoussi Report in Clerc (2011), economists and social scientists in The Commission on
Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress” (CMEPSP) distinguishes
assessment of current well-being and assessment of sustainability. Current well-being has to
do with both economic resources, such as income, and with non-economic aspects of peoples’
life (what they do and what they can do, how they feel, and the natural environment they live
in). Whereas, sustainability evaluates whether these levels of well-being can be sustained over
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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time depends on whether stocks of capital that matter for our lives (natural, physical, human,
social) are passed on to future generations. Generally this report recommends that quality of
life includes the full range of factors that make life worth living, including those that are not
traded in markets and not captured by monetary measures, and survey to evaluate it should
incorporate questions to capture people’s life.
Barca (2009)emphasizes the importance of outcome indicators rather than output
indicator. He also encourages high-standard system of indicators and targets and a
community-based database that can be accessed by community. The developer indicators
can be quantitative or qualitative, as long as they verifiable.
As a response to the aforementioned limitations of available indicators, this thesis aims
to develop an alternative framework to evaluate a community’s quality of life, specifically for
the practice of regional development planning. A framework that is contextual to a region’s
characteristics and its actual issues. The thesis will take the merits of the capability approach
as a theoretical base by giving due respect to individual aspirations. It will be holistic in nature
(including physical and social aspects of well-being), relative and contextual, thereby taking
into account the spatial, social, and political circumstances of a place. A so-called ‘Capability
Index’ (CI) will be introduced to determine capability levels (level of freedom to choose) and
their increase within a certain period of time.
INDICATOR

DATA

SOURCE

CHARACTER

GDP

Actual

Top down

Absolute, materialistic, general, the
process not informed

HDI

Actual

Top down

Absolute, partial, general,
the process not informed

Ericson

Actual

Top down

Absolute, holistic, general,
the factors informed but not the process

Happy Planet
Index

Mainly actual

Mainly top down

Mainly absolute, holistic, general, the
cost informed but not the process

World values
survey

Perceptual

Bottom up

Relative, in the context informed
through evaluator interpretation

Mercer QoL
Survey

Actual

Top down

Absolute, holistic, general,
the factors informed but not the process

Fitoussi

Can be either
quantitative or
qualitative, as long
as they represent of
community’s real life

Bottom up

Holistic, and should describe the
relation between quality of life and
sustainability

Barca Report

Can be either
quantitative or
qualitative as long as
they areverifiable

Bottom up

Focus on outcome rather than output.

Capability Index
(proposed in this
dissertation)

Perceptual and tested to
actual

Bottom up

Relative, holistic, contextual, the factor
and the process informed

Table 1.1 shows a review on a series of common indicators to evaluate well-being.
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Participatory research with a specific region as case was used to explore the kind of
assets that determine capability. Asset in this case is defined as material (money, goods, and
infrastructure with which a person has property right or access rights to get benefits), and nonmaterial (health, knowledge, skill/abilities, relationship, organization, social environment,
political condition), which may influence a person’s access to particular assets)
The study, therefore, combines participatory research and case study to evaluate
development. The case study area selected stands for dynamic economic consumption,
production and transformation, with a variety of local community’s as well as government’s
development innovations. It also displays strong linkages to external and contextual
circumstances. Participatory research is conducted through simulation of activities assistance
which becomes part of daily life, such as in evaluating agriculture cultivation and its
marketing, working together to build roads, and proposing budget planning in Musrenbang
(Multi Stakeholder Consultation Forum for Development Planning) at the village level.
Participatory research conducted in those activities enables us to involve local people’s
observation and perception as much as possible on the development their quality of life
and the context. Based on other previous authors (such as Kemmis and McTaggar, 1998;
Andersen, Herr and Nihlen, 1994; Reason, 1994, and Stringer 1996), it can be resumed that
fundamental investment of process of participatory research is rigorously empirical and
reflective (or interpretative). It engages people who have traditionally been called “subject”
as active participants in research process, and it results in some practical outcome related
to the lives or work of participant. This method can potentially enrich concept/theories to
be proposed applied in community planning practices as it has promote both practical and
theoretical outcome (Stringer, 1996).
1.2 INDONESIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
Regional development planning refers to the practice of preparing the development
of an area of land. It typically aims to influence and manage social, economic, and physical
changes of a region (Friedmann, 1996), with the objective to enhance people’s welfare so
they are not left behind compared to other regions. It involves systematic activities like
proposing and budgeting for infrastructure projects, and also creative activities like making
alternative designs for future land uses. This systematic and creative approach covers a range
of development processes including plan-making, implementation, and the evaluation of
policies and regulations, as well as action programs. Policies can include fiscal, subsidy, land,
and investment priority policies (e.g., Amstrong and Taylor, 2000). Regulations in order to
direct regional development may include building guidelines, ownership protection, funding
arrangements, agreement making rules, environmental norms, and licenses on the usage
of land and space (e.g. Kim 2011). Regional development action programs are typically
implemented based on government budgets or public participation through social, economic,
and cultural activities (see Martinussen, 1997).
The study area selected in Indonesia is relatively complex in terms of situational
circumstances and community attitudes, yet it has the potential to provide opportunities
for replication and generalization. The Indonesian government has consciously been aware
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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of economic globalization, democratization and participatory governance as part of the
global development debate, as shown in their development policies and actions (McGee
and Kumsa, 2001).
Since the start of extensive and intensive national development programs at the end
of the 1960s, Indonesian development planning has witnessed many well-documented
and solidly evaluated experiments. During this period, the Indonesian government
actively developed policies based on modernization theory, growth pole strategy, and
import substitution strategies (see Tambunan 2011)). The country also welcomed various
advisors from institutes such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.
The documentation of the Indonesian government’s experiments in regional development
planning provides lessons, not only for Indonesia, but also for other developing nations. Based
on these lessons learned and by observing regional planning processes, this thesis expects to
find factors/variables that are contextual for regional development.
Development factors/variables to be included in the evaluation framework should be
contextual and, henceforth, emerge from a bottom up process. For this reason, this thesis uses
participatory-evaluation research among a variety of social economic groups in an agricultural
community. The choice for an agricultural community is a choice for the majority of
Indonesian communities belonging to the ‘silent majority’. More than 45 % of the Indonesian
population is engaged in the agricultural sector. Nevertheless, agricultural communities have
the most limited access to political and decision-making processes. This characteristic is of
relevance to participatory-evaluation research, which pivots on a participatory and grassroots
approach. Within the agricultural communities pressing development problems exist, such
as poverty. There is a clear need for ideas to mitigate them.
Regional development practices in Indonesia testify of complex policy formulation
and development intervention. By reviewing several authors (Booth, 1988; Mubyarto, 1989;
Van der Eng, 196; Harun, 1999; Pranoto, 2006; Sudaryanto and Rusastra, 2006), three types
of policies in regional development (especially related to agriculture) can be distinguished.
The first type based on the modernization paradigm is “agricultural intensification” by a
technological development strategy and the establishment of supporting institutions. It was
the most successful program/strategy as it increased rice production and enabled food selfsufficiency by 1984.
The second type is “poverty alleviation” by economic programs such as IDT (Presidential
instruction to solve the problems of underdeveloped rural areas) carried out from 1993 to
1996, Poverty Alleviation through Rural Urban Linkage (PARUL) launched in December
1997, and KPD (sub-district development program) started in 1998.
The third type is “regional spatial planning programs”. These programs were directed at
the enhancement of rural services, rural-external linkage diffusion, and to the facilitation of
agricultural input supply and product marketing. PARUL is also included in this third type.
Other examples of the third type are the Secondary City Strategy through NUDS (National
Urban Development Strategy) in 1990, and the comprehensive Regional Spatial Development
Planning which has become a routine program.
Regional spatial development planning in Indonesia has been the responsibility of
provincial and regional government since the promulgation of Law of Spatial Planning no
6
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24/1992 which is revised by Law no 26/20073.
In both laws, spatial planning contains instructions on cities system development and
pattern of space utilization which is stated as spatial dimension of regional development
planning. This spatial planning is the basis of government investment such in infrastructure,
city order, and area expansion like industrial and tourism zone. It has also become the
investment reference for private sectors and guideline for community housings.
Since 1999, in Indonesia Long Term Development Strategy, one of spatial developments
which has been put forward to reduce the disparity between regions and accelerate national
development is Development Program on Strategic and Fast-Growing Regions. This program
is implemented by the development of master-plan on Integrated Economic Development
Areas (KAPET).
In the next period, the governments prepare a master plan for Acceleration and
Expansion of Indonesian Economic Development (MP3EI program 2011-2025) which more
strategically direct the infrastructure development based on development focus. The focus
is divided into six economic corridors (Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Bali-Nusa
Tenggara, and Papua-Maluku Islands). The master plan on the development of toll-roads,
harbours, and industrial areas are decided based on this scheme. In smaller scale, the
government has agropolitan program. It is a program to develop town-region for promoting
agriculture-based economic growth. This program was started in 2002 and has provided aid
in form of Technical Planning Development Assistance and Detailed Engineering Design in
seven provinces as the reference of development of agropolitan areas.
All policies as described above corresponded to the then actual global debate on
development theories. For instance, the emphasis on technology as the key to development
is based on the Modernization Theory, as proposed by Rostow (1971) and Organski (1965).
The second type might be related to Chenery et.al (1974) Investment Re-direction theory. The
regional spatial planning approach adopted several proposals such as the Growth Pole strategy
of Perroux (1950), Boudeville (1950), Rodwin (1969), Friedmann (1966) that demands public
investment to be concentrated in relatively few sectors and places; North’s (1955) Export-Base
theory to develop a region’s comparative advantage, or Rondinelly’s (1985) Urban hierarchy
& secondary cities to facilitate innovation diffusion. The Region & Urban Spatial System
of Friedmann (1955) has also influenced regional spatial (development) planning (see also
Friedman J. & Alonso W., 1975 and Friedman J. & Weaver C., 1978).
Basically the programs of Integrated Economic Development Areas as an economic
corridor is relevant to strategic development of economic cluster introduced by Porter (1998).
Those programs also have something in common with some development trends in other
countries like in China (see Weidon g& Dadao 2002) which develops Methodological Basis
for Making Regional Spatial Planning in China Economic Regions. In a broader way, the
basic thoughts and cluster approach of this program also correlates with the current scholars’
discussion such as Asheimet all (2006) and Stimson et all (2006). While the term ‘agropolitan’
3
The difference of those two laws lies in the broadness and the strictness. The latest is broader, for example
concerning accommodation of disaster aspects and participation. This law gets deeper in the taking part analysis
variables and the details f mapping. Whereas the strictness is shown in the threat of crime punishment for
violation of space utilization and license. Regional spatial planning is made into some scales, starting 1:250.000
in provincial scale, 1: 50.000 municipal scale and 1: 5.000 for district.
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was introduced by Michael Douglas in “Regional Network Development” seminar held by
UNHCS – Indonesia Development Planning Board” seminar in 1986. Indonesia’s challenge
now concerning regional development planning practice is how to really integrate all those
concepts and programs with regional spatial plan as mandated by Law no 26/2007.
With these varieties in development strategies, many potential variables related to
technological, human, as well as institutional resources, are expected to emerge from the
research in this thesis.
1.3 RESEARCH APPROACH
In this thesis planning is viewed as a type of process by which society controls and
directs itself (Healey 1982, 1997, 2003). Democratization has thus become an essential
ingredient in the planning process, which makes people’s self-evaluation very important.
Hence the choice for participatory-evaluation research with a region as case. This method
is in accord with recommendations from Rossi (1969, 1971, and 2004). According to Rossi,
instead of being based on a routine work with standard procedures and skills, evaluation
should be based on academic social research, where researchers use social theory and social
research methodologies.
In participatory-evaluation research, perspective from society is important, and thus,
the exploration of people’s perceptual evaluation and the detailed report of the observation
of people’s daily behavior are very important. This will bring us to better understand the
meaning of development and the nature of development processes. Therefore, this research
includes institutional aspects related to a specific case, in its analysis. It is quite relevant to
the most recent discussion regarding evaluation approach in planning as well as recent works
on planning evaluation like Pinho, P. (2010) Hull, Alexander, Khakee, and Woltjer (2011).
Using participatory-evaluation research methods (see Appendix 1 for Research Design
explanation), people’s economic behaviour has been portrayed and their perceptual evaluation
on development progress surveyed. A conscious orientation to a grassroots/mass perspective
on planning practices will result in a comprehensive and contextual research process in
support of the development of an evaluation framework.
In academic social research, the researcher facilitates the interplay between theory and
reality so that reality may lead to adaptations of theory. This makes participatory- evaluation
research a social learning process (Rossi 1989, Friedmann 1987), where indicators derived
from theory may be adapted by empirical findings.
With participatory research as social learning, a researcher tries to be involved in
certain episodes of people’s daily live, in an attempt to understand people’s meaning and
aspiration with regard to development through interviews and empathy. Through intensive
participatory observation, the factors/variables that determine people’s economic production
patterns can thus be found.
Synthesis is arrived at by combining and interpreting previous background knowledge,
results of experiments and the actual experience in the field, leading to the proposal of an
evaluation framework in this thesis. The framework was tested in the same case study region
to give due credit to the social learning process described above.
8
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1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT, RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND FIELDWORK
STRATEGY
A central idea in this thesis is that development planning efforts have not succeeded
in adequately including issues related to actual qualities of life and the well-being of people.
Indicators such as the per capita GDP or indices on income growth are limited by definition
and generally fall short of articulating quality of life (Nussbaum and Sen, 1993). Therefore,Sen
proposed theCapability Approach (CA) as the underlying theory for the evaluation of wellbeing.
CA is potentially applicable for evaluating well-being in regional development
practices;nevertheless, how to operate the theory is still unclear. Furthermore, the HDI is
not holistic and contextual enough to be an alternative for CA. Some approaches as listed in
the previous part of this chapter are also not satisfying as instruments to measure well-being
holistically. Prior to redeveloping an evaluation framework, the following research questions
are to be addressed:
1. How do we evaluate well-being and quality of life in the practice of regional development
and planning?What is the usefulness of the capability approach in relation to the practice
of regional development and planning?
2. How do we build an evaluation framework that is contextual to regional circumstances?
To answer those questions, three series of surveys were conducted as an integral part
of the dissertation. The first survey was conducted for collecting people’s perception with
regards to their quality of lifeand listing the elements, later would be called assets, influencing
it. The second was conducted for checking if the links between perceived levels of quality
of life and elements called assets were consistent, and different per context.The third was
similar to the second but with different respondents using the questions classified by type of
asset. The dissertation also uses secondary data and field observationsto confirm and affirm
the findings of the surveys. More elaborate explanation of this fieldwork series can be read
in appendix 1.
1.5 EXPECTED RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTION
As a starting point, the thesis explores development-related theories (in chapter 2)
that are potentially useful for the evaluation of well-being. Based on theoretical analysis,
an evaluation framework is formulated. This theoretical proposition integrates the concept
of ‘assets’ into the existing Capability Approach (CA), which is argued to be useful to
operationalize CA for well-being evaluation. This is the first contribution of the thesis.
Based on this theoretical preposition, institutional issues are reviewed, and participatory
evaluation research is done to document and observe a community’s perceptions, thoughts,
and behaviours in order to understand the meaning of development and to identify the
factors/variables which determine development processes and progress. The compiled
variables are the second contribution of the thesis.
Finally, by utilizing variables, the thesis proposes to deepen theory on capability which
will be the base of a framework useful for a contextually sophisticated yet relatively simple
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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evaluation project. The evaluation framework is tested during the research. This evaluation
framework is the third contribution of this thesis.
1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION
The report consists of seven chapters. Chapter one presents the main issues including
the social and theoretical context of the work and the purpose of the study. In particular,
it emphasizes the importance of well-being evaluation in regional development planning.
Chapter 2 is the theoretical exploration that leads to the building of the theoretical proposition.
The proposition provides guidance to participatory research for the evaluation of well-being.
Chapter 3 provides an example of perception survey and its results. The chapter presents
the way people perceive/evaluate their well-being and describes the variety of perceptions
among various stakeholders. Based on the variety of the stakeholders’ perceptual evaluation,
the chapter presents the kinds of assets that are considered by the various stakeholders as
contributing factors to the improvement of quality of life (well-being). This chapter will also
report the result of testing of the relationship between people perception upon mentioned
kinds of assets with their perception on their quality of life. On the whole, this chapter
discusses the illustrative case of Magelang Regency that as the main point of this dissertation.
Chapter 4 explains the nature of classified community assets synthesized in chapter 3.
It focuses on explaining the nature of assets and their roles in establishing capability. Chapters
5 would describe how people choose certain type of functionings considering opportunities
and constraints provided by assets. Based on all findings, chapter 6 developed new insight
(theory) on capability to be based in formulating a framework for well-being evaluation in
regional development planning. Chapter 7 is the conclusion.

10
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CHAPTER 2

THE CAPABILITY APPROACH
TO THE EVALUATION OF DEVELOPMENT
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter one has established that well-being has been accepted as a measurement for
Development and that the CA is an appropriate, comprehensive and contextual evaluation
approach. The theoretical basis of the CA has included almost all aspects of human
development relevant to regional development planning. Current regional development
planning is generally oriented towards respecting the role and achievements of people; it
is diverse in nature as well as concentrated on encouraging participatory and democratic
processes (Healey 1982, 1997; Pinho 2010, Hull et al., 2011). However, in practice, planners
do not only work with abstract concepts, but also use operationalised indicators to measure
progress and benchmarks of success and failure. This is the reason why the CA needs to be
converted into indicators before it can be applied in regional development planning. The
indicators should be suited to operationalize and measure levels of development, and at the
same time these indicators should be able to provide information about further development
options. The usage of development indicators will help to assess public sector performance.
Indicators based on an underlying theory like the CA, and which are applied contextually will
help establish fair evaluation judgments for development programs, policies, and leadership.
The effort to develop CA indicators has been conducted by some researchers as has
been summarized in chapter one. However, there is still a chance open for discussion and
experiments.
This chapter will mainly discuss synthesis effort to construct one more alternative
framework of operationalization of CA as evaluation instruments.
2.2 OPERATIONALIZING THE CAPABILITIES APPROACH: THE CONCEPT OF
ASSETS
A contextual characteristic is one of the important concepts in CA to properly evaluate
well-being in regional development planning. To be contextual, an evaluation framework
based on the CA must be able to evaluate the existence of a variety of inputs and outcomes
a community, and to further circumstances that influence the production process.
In the theoretical framework presented in this thesis, all kinds of inputs, circumstances,
and outcomes are called “assets”.
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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As stated in chapter 1, regional development planning is a systematic and creative
approach to influence and manage the social, economic, and physical change of a region,
to enhance people’s welfare. Asset is an appropriate term for items or resources that can be
operated and managed (see Storper, 1996). In this process, policy, regulation, and action
program will actually modify the assets such as land, taxes and other financial resources,
even assets attached to communities such as labour, knowledge, and the social and cultural
organizations of society. Asset as a term is more flexible than capital or input because capital
is only invested on purpose when there is a need to and input is only procured when someone
wants to produce something. Assets can directly be associated with wealth as an indicator
of welfare. An asset can be used or saved. It may be less visible, for example when clean
environment assets are considered. Assets can be physical or non-physical. An ownership
can be excludable (private) or non-excludable (public). Professionals working in the public
domain and in regional development planning would do well to identify kinds of assets, and
the way they can be modified and managed systematically and creatively. Economists are
most familiar with the concept of ‘assets’. In the System of National Accounting (SNA) issued
by IMF (CEC et al. 1993), ‘(economic) asset’ is defined as ownership from which economic
benefits may be derived.
Asset may be defined as (CEC et al, 1993, pp: 711):
..........assets in the form of financial claims, monetary gold, Special Drawing Rights (SDRs)
allocated by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), shares in corporations, and certain
of the instruments called derivatives.  Monetary gold and SDRs are treated as financial
assets even though their holders do not have claims over other designated units.  Shares,
even though their holders do not have a fixed or predetermined monetary claim on the
corporation, and certain derivatives, are treated as financial assets by convention.  For
convenience, the term “financial asset” may be used to cover both financial assets and
liabilities, except when the context requires liabilities to be referred to explicitly.

Accountancy uses the term ‘asset’ extensively, actually referring to financial assets. In
the Financial Accounting Standard Board (FASB), it is stated that (CEC et al, 1993, pp: 711) :
assets commonly have other features that help identify them—for example, assets may
be acquired at a cost and they may be tangible, exchangeable, or legally enforceable.
However, these features are not essential characteristics of assets. Their absence, by itself,
is not sufficient to preclude an item’s qualifying as an asset. That is, assets may be acquired
without cost, they may be intangible, and although not exchangeable they may be usable
by the entity in producing or distributing other goods or services...

Based on above definition then, besides tangible assets such as money and other
things that can be pledged as collateral such as trucks and other goods that can be sold,
the definition of assets would include raw materials, finished goods, common stocks, land,
buildings, equipment, mineral deposits, and even intangible things such as air rights, water
rights, landing slots at airports, broadcast rights, patents, and copyrights.
2.2.1 Tangible Assets
In addition to money, securities, and valuable goods commonly known as financial
assets, tangible assets also includes non-financial assets, which consist of non-produced and
12
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produced assets. Land and its properties are considered as non-produced assets. Whereas
produced assets are distinguished into three kinds: 1) fixed assets; 2) inventories; and 3)
valuables. Both fixed assets and inventories are assets that are held only by producers for
purposes of production. Fixed assets are defined as produced assets that are themselves
used repeatedly, or continuously, in processes of production for more than one year. The
distinguishing feature of a fixed asset is not that it is durable in some physical sense, but it
may be used repeatedly or continuously in production over a long period (more than one
year). Some goods, such as coal, may be highly durable physically but cannot be fixed assets
because they can be used once only. Fixed assets include structures, machinery and equipment
but also cultivated assets such as trees or animals that are used repeatedly or continuously to
produce other products such as fruit or dairy products.
There is another kind of non-produced fixed assets which are not saleable as they are
public properties. However someone or a corporation is aided by those assets in terms of
production and marketing system. It is the value of some location shaped by environment
quality and infrastructure.
Other form of tangible assets is inventories consist of (a) Stocks of outputs that
are still held by the units that produced them prior to their being further processed, sold,
delivered to other units or used in other ways; and (b) Stocks of products acquired from
other units that are intended to be used for intermediate consumption or for resale without
further processing. While valuables are defined as goods of considerable value that are not
used primarily for purposes of production or consumption but are held as stores of value
over time. The economic benefits that valuables bring are that their values are not expected
to decline relatively to the general price level. They consist of precious metals and stones,
jewelry, works of art, etc. (CEC et al, 1993).
2.2.2 Intangible Assets
There is a growing recognition so-called intangible asset in a firm that may finally
influence macro-economic issues. Starting in community development field, Page and
Sherraden (1977) introduce System of Individual Development Account (IDA’s), which
includes not only income but also personal, social, economic, and community characteristic,
that will affect development of individual household’s wealth (social capital is as considered in
this classification; for futher discussion, see Fukuyama, 1995). In a business firm, Christopher
(2000) mentions that several examples of intangible assets such as worker’s good stamina to
work for long hours, creativity, working atmosphere and relationship among workers, values,
productivity, on-the-job learning, and networking, determine progress and competitiveness
of a firm.
2.3 THE ASSETS-CAPABILITY RELATION
In this research CA is used as underlying theory in translating welfare as the
development goal, while assets’ definition is used as underlying theory to recognize factors
of well-being achievement. Therefore, it is necessary to elaborate CA and assets as the
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translation tools against exploration results in chapter three and afterward. Important term
that can bridge those two is ‘functioning’ which is the core of CA.
‘Functionings’ are actions that have been done by people, while ‘capabilities’ refer to a
set of ‘available functionings’ that could have been employed by people. Capabilities can be
measured by identifying various functionings, which were already available or have already
been performed. Because available functionings are perceived or have been experienced, it
is their perception that determines the evaluation of these functionings.
However, in regional development practices, if only the level of capabilities is surveyed,
a perceptual evaluation will not be enough for adequate policy evaluation. This kind of
evaluation should also guide a community and planners to detect the factors determining the
enhancement or the decrease of capabilities. To meet this requirement, the possibility to use
assets to indicate capabilities is proposed in this thesis. The basic idea is that the improvement
of assets will potentially enhance capabilities and otherwise. And capability is a fundamental
objective in development planning.
For the above proposition, “asset” is defined as: (a) material (money, goods,
infrastructures), or non-material (health, knowledge, skill/abilities, relationship, organization,
social environment, political condition, property right or access rights); and (b) from which, a
person might take benefit. The basic proposition of the idea to integrate asset and capability is
that the level of capability correlates to available/accessible “assets” according to the following
logic:
–– For a person, assets can be material or non-material to be directly consumed, as
well as material or non-material to be invested in production enhancement.
–– For production, assets are seen as resources or capital. Assets can be input or a
catalyst in production processes.
–– The outputs or revenues from production can be material as well as non-material.
The outputs, then, become new assets.
–– Using assets in consumption or in production activities is defined as functioning.
Having property or access to many kinds of assets, gives a person the opportunity
to do various functionings, therefore it is a capability.
–– Because preference on functioning is really idiosyncratic (contextual and relative
based on the combination of several factors such as personality, time, and place),
assessment on asset existence and function is also relative; it might be different on
different person, even it would be different for the same person in different time
and place. Assessment on asset existence, the level of assets benefit to support
expected functioning, and finally the capability level is based on perception.
Therefore, capability and asset evaluation would be best conducted by a field
survey to obtain respondent’s perception on the level of existence and benefit of
particular assets. The statement regarding the perception is the fundamental part
to measure capability level.
–– Planning serves to improve, and enlarge functionings, and the capability of
people and their spatial context overall.
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Figure 2.1 Asset-Capabilities Relationship

Similarly to Sen (2000) in short, the definition of ‘functioning’ in this dissertation is
the ability to ‘do’ or to ‘be’’. To do means to conduct some activities, to be means to be someone
(identity). Activities can manifest in using assets to survive living or achieving some level
of satisfaction or activities in order to find assets to conduct the aforementioned activities.
Supplementary to Sen’s approach this dissertation classifies functioning as consumption or
production activities and in accordance to Sen’s concept, functionings can only be attained
if people have both pertinent ‘abilities’, i.e. owning or having access to relevant commodities/
capital/resources/input, and supportive circumstances in their environment. Commodities,
abilities, and circumstances are classified as assets. Therefore, functioning is a function of
ability (abilities), commodity (commodities), and circumstances that make achievement
of certain functionings possible. The quantity and variety of assets determine the variety
of available functionings, or capabilities. Because commodities and circumstances provide
opportunities to people and their abilities, it also can be said that capabilities represent the
sum of opportunities and abilities, as listed in Table 2.1.
The scheme in Table 2.1 also shows the integration of terms explored in this chapter.
C (capability level) = Σ Functionings
Functionings = ƒ (available assets)
Capability Approach for Well-Being Evaluation in Regional Development Planning
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C = Σ ƒ (available assets; tangible/intangible)
		
C = Σ ƒ (commodities, physical & non-physical circumstances, human
			abilities)
Tangible Assets

Capability is a
function of

Money,
goods, and
securities,

Land (non
produced
assets)

Commodities

Produced
assets
(Fixed;
Inventory;
valuable)

Intangible Assets

the quality of
environment,
and
infrastructure
in location

Values, Norms, social
& business Network/
interrelationship,
organization

Physical & non Physical Circumstances

Human assets
(stamina,
working
hours , skill,
creativity)

Human
Ability

Table 2.1 Assets Classification as Sources of Capabilities

The scheme (table 2.1.) depicts the integration of terms and the classification logic
within the literature on CA and assets. It shows the relationship between terms and provides
a basis to integrate both concepts. Classified assets as described in literature on asset may
be categorized into three main concepts in CA, which make functionings possible. Material
assets, such as land, money, tools, infrastructure and bonds are financial and non-financial
commodities. Intangible assets such as values, norms, management, human interrelations,
organization, are classified under circumstances. Human resources assets such as skills,
knowledge, hours, which are also intangible, are in the CA classified under abilities.
Commodities and circumstances give opportunities to persons having abilities to select and
achieve functionings.
The above schematic relationship helps regional development planning profession
to understand the way people generally self-evaluate their well-being. This shceme can be
framework for the profession to analyse important contributing factors in certain society
prior doing schematic creative intervention to protect, expand, or improve their values. The
protection, expansion or value improvement of assets will asertain the availability or improve
people’s choices and, therefore, level of wellbeing.
2.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter highlights basically two fundamental contributions to the development
of an evaluation framework for regional development planning, which is the main objective
of this thesis. The first basic observation is that the level of capability equals the available
functionings. The latter term represents activities or certain characteristics (e.g. profession,
social or economic status or feelings) that can be linked to a person. This is the core concept
to measure well-being. The second basic observation is that functionings can exist only if
there are assets, a term to include material (money, goods, infrastructures), or non-material
(health, knowledge, skills/abilities, relationships, organization, social environment, political
16
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conditions, which person has property right or access rights, and from which assets a person
might benefit.
The biggest task of regional development planning is to creatively push big and fair
benefit from people’s assets. Policies, regulations, and action programs recommended by
regional development planning through systematic and creative process should be targeted
to assets utilization, both private and public, optimally. It means it has to include efficiency,
effectiveness, fairness, and continuity consideration. Regarding continuity especially, action
programs of asset utilization should be directed to produce or to recycle new assets. They
should not go toward finishing off the available assets.
Taking Sen’s classification, assets which are the objects of creative influence and
management of regional development planning can take shape in commodity, ability, and
circumstances. Commodities include tangible assets that consist of financial and nonfinancial assets, abilities as intangible assets within human resources comprising skills,
knowledge and time, and circumstances provided by institutional assets that encompass
social values, norms, management, human interaction and organization. Theoretically, all
these assets are structured in such a way, that they can be used as a framework to understand
the way people evaluate their well-being.
As an hypothesis, as found through literary study in this chapter, the classification of
those assets are still too general, therefore they need to be proved and deepened through
a field survey. They survey should include attribute of place showing various assets of the
community considered determining their quality of life. The result of the survey needs to be
verified whether those assets can be really classified as in what literature suggests. At very
first, it is important to understand on how people perceive their quality of life.
According to CA, quality of life is idiosyncratic; therefore the evaluation of quality of
life and its factors needs to be explored directly from people through a field survey. The data
can be obtained from questioners and interviews.
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CHAPTER 3

EVALUATION OF WELL-BEING OF MAGELANG REGENCY
AND ITS CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Magelang is a small regency (1090 km2) located in Central Java, Indonesia. It is
surrounded by volcanoes –Merapi, Sumbing, and Merbabu—and has semi-tropical humid
climate. It has around 1.2 million people which results in the density of 980 per square km.
Most of its population (85%) lives in rural areas and the rest in urban areas. The population
grows slowly with an annual average rate of about 1.2 %.
Position in the World
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Figure 3.1 Map of Magelang Regency

Magelang strategically lies between two bigger cities, Semarang and Yogyakarta.
These two cities are busy with industry, education activities, and tourism. Magelang Regency
provides good examples to better understand the role of land in connection to capabilities
and how these capabilities are distributed. The reason is Magelang is a predominantly
agricultural region with a high density of farms and an average farm size of about 0.15 ha
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to 0.25 ha per household. It can be seen that the ratio of land and population is quite small.
The land will not get any bigger, but the population keeps on growing. Land then becomes
significant issue. Magelang is also an example of a region with developed infrastructure. It
has electricity service, market, health facilities, schools, and roads. Banks and other financial
institutions also exist in this area.
The region is also a good case from a planning view of point as it is covered by
a relatively complete set of policies developed by the government. Some examples of
government’s programs for this region are the infrastructure development such as road and
market facility and agricultural intensification such as BIMAS (agricultural education for
community) and INMAS (agricultural instruction for community regarding types of paddy
and fertilizer) as well as several kinds of economic measures focusing on poverty alleviation
for instance Support for Undeveloped Regions (1993 to 1996) and National Community
Development Program (since 2002).
3.2 SURVEY OF PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF THE REGIONAL ECONOMY
CBS (2004) once conducted a survey on economic growth of Central Java and in their
report-- Report of Agriculture Census 2003: Listing of Household in Central Java-- they
convey that there is some dissatisfaction among people against their life situation. Whereas,
during those years, economic and regional growth is quite good, that is around 5.13 % with
income growth around 4,2 % per year (summarized from Central Java in Numbers, CBS,
2000-2007). This paradox is revealed because the 2003 agriculture census held a perception
survey to find out people’s perception on their well-being. It is a survey asking about some
condition according to what people feel. CBS disseminated questionnaires to people to
evaluate regional economy according to what they perceived. They were asked to assess:
1) current economic condition compared to the previous period.
2) current household income.
Respondents were selected using two-stage-random-sampling among Central Java
Population including Magelang Population. This survey was very extensive one with
thousands of respondents. This survey has proved to be useful for regional development
planning discipline to understand what kind of living progress actually is wanted by most
people. Paradox between commodity and income growth and farmers’ perception on the
quality of life changes (better or worse) has driven this discipline to re-question the indicators
of well-being. Well-being simply does not automatically go hand in hand with the growth
of materials and income.
The resulted picture suggests reconsidering absolute commodity measurement as an
indication for well-being.
It goes with what have been discussed in chapter two that the presence and growth of
commodities (e.g. income and goods) are not directly linked to well-being. It means people
with good income do not necessarily feel satisfied with their quality of life and vice versa.
There might be some other factors influencing the usefulness of commodity and income in
contributing to well-being growth.
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The question is then if income and commodities cannot indicate well-being, then
what else should?
There is another problem raised by that survey since as a matter of fact it failed to
detect which groups and place felt to have an inadequate quality of life, and which groups
enjoyed enough of a good quality of life and the characteristics offered in the specific area, or
spatial context. Therefore, there is a difficulty to identify which group should be prioritized
as the target of future development intervention. And hence the most important missing
information is an answer to why particular groups are feeling incapable.
Research conducted for this thesis tries to fill in the blank and to answer the question.
For that purpose, the perception survey conducted here encompasses the contextual reasoning
of stakeholders in stating their perception of their situation.
Unlike the CBS survey which used an extensive random survey to assess well-being
at the community level, this research utilized a snowballing technique (see Appendix 1 for
research design). The purpose has not been the amount of interviews of classified stakeholders,
but the variety in answers and the reasoning behind them. The ultimate goal of this survey
is to catch people’s perception on their quality of life since when evaluating the result of
development, one of the most important things to be explored is the community’s perception
on their quality of life. Deep-interviewing respondents and comparison of their answers with
observations was the core activity of the survey. In some cases the survey information was
also compared to secondary data sources.
The perception survey activities set out by asking simple but fundamental questions
related to people’s perception of their current qualities of life, and the improvement, and
progress they observe in their environment. The explanation of their perception was not
less important (see Appendix 1 for overview all survey activities and Appendix 2 for list of
questions).
Respondents were selected through a snowballing process (see Appendix 2 for 199 list
of Respondents and Appendix 3 to key Informants). The first respondents would suggest the
names of the next informants, and so on.
There were three basic conditions to select representative respondents. The first
condition was that they had to represent the variety of jobs in the region. During snowballing,
it was decided several times not to continue with the respondents, as their occupation was
similar to previous respondents. By employing this approach, the variety of respondents
also increased time by time. Second, they had to represent the variety in age. This is in the
understanding that development is about changes so that situational comparison in the
longitudinal time dimension is necessary. Variety in age is expected to provide different
historical based-comparative evaluation. The third rule is the need for spatial variation. To
this end, specific routes for weekly journeys were selected.
The data collected were recorded and transcribed. Some key words that were mentioned
frequently were noted and then classified. Basically, those words can be classified into two
groups; adjectives and nouns. The adjectives mentioned very frequently are comparative
ones such as worse and better. Those words describe their perception of their well-being.
Meanwhile, those frequently mentioned nouns, such as land, car, and salary then can be
considered as the important factors people see for their well-being. In the process, this
20
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research finds a notion supporting CBS survey. It strengthens the point that public perception
and economic growth do not always go in parallel. Figure 3.2 summarizes the result of this
perception survey on the level of well-being.

Figure 3.2 Perception survey with snowballing technique, 2008

Figure 3.2 shows the answer of the respondents on the question “how would you
compare your household economy today to last year’s?”, in percentages. If in the CBS
survey (CBS, 2004) most farmers stated that their current situation is not so much different
(NSMD=75%) to the previous year, the result of questionnaire to 199 respondents in this
thesis (2008) even shows that most farmers stated that their current situation is worse to
the previous year (55%). Based on the results, it is known that most respondents stated that
their income is not satisfactory.
Based on the earlier findings of this thesis, however, the impression rises that the feeling
is not only about a respondent’s living situation at the time of the survey, but encompasses
almost their entire lifetime experience and includes contextual experiences about regional
development. This impression is supported by information gathered during interviews as
supported by the following quote:
“It seems that the situation has continually got worse even though our country has gained
its independence for more than 50 years. It seems that the future of our generation is
absurd. There are so many unemployed young people, so that the parents have to take
care of them even some time until they get married. On the other hand, we almost have
no land. It yields very little as it is often finished before next harvest. It is also difficult to
be a labourer, as we need to offer any kind of services to get income. It is okay to the older
men like me but I cannot see the younger do the same. (Mr. T, 60, small farmer)
“It is true that nowadays it is little bit better compared to the 1960s. At least there is nobody
forced to eat only once a day. But, look at the young, many of them are unemployed. Even
to obtain money by doing hard work in the village or in the market is not easy. They are
forced to compete with each other. Although, if they do a serious effort, there must be
some opportunity.” (Mr. J, 80, ex village leader/kadus).
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The presented perceptual evaluation contradicts the fact that per capita GDP is based
on constant price, which increased relatively year by yearand the growth of agriculture
production (figure 3.3).
Commodity productivity in Magelang regency
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Figure 3.3 Commodity productivity (left) and GDP percapita (right) in Magelang Regency (compiled from
Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

3.3 COMMUNITY’S SELF-EVALUATION OF THEIR WELL-BEING
The community’s self-evaluation of their well-being started with the question: how do
you assess your present living situation; is there any progress or improvement, for instance on
welfare. Those ‘better/worse’ responses came automatically from the respondents when they
were answering. After further interview, it turned out that ‘better/worse’ refers to comparison
between current conditions with previous one.
“Better and worse” answer was unexpected since the anticipated one was “developed”
or “undeveloped” or some similar terminologies as commonly discussed in development
theory (see Todaro, 2006) for instance by comparing their region with other regions that they
have heard, visited, or seen on TV, or by considering their standard of sufficiency in relation
to transportation, water, and food. However, after further exploration, time-dimension
comparison turns out to be more dominant.
The answers to those questions show that profession and age influenced the answers
upon quality of life and situational improvement/progress mainly. This typical evaluation
was very much influenced by the perception of each group of age and profession on the
opportunities available to them, such as what efforts they have to do to achieve something.
This encompasses their professional opportunities, what they own or consume such as land,
goods, livestock, technologies/knowledge, the market situation, and certain physical and
social environmental factors. Table 3.1 shows the perceptions found classified according to
profession and age.
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Table 3.1 Groups Perception on Quality of Life

This table is based on a selection of representative interviews, whereas the following
narratives are a further illustration of the typical perceptions found.
“Better” Answer
Mostly successful agribusiness people, traders, and civil servants, such as teachers, the
military and local government officers give this answer. These groups including government
officers or pensioners are all engaged in agricultural activities as will be described in sub
chapter 4.4.2. The size of these groups is relative small. During the time span of the survey,
only four successful agribusiness people, who also acted as wholesalers, were encountered.
The general impression was that the present situation is better than two decades ago
due to the development of better transportation networks also enlarged market with better
opportunities to sell more local products or at a higher price. Better access to agro-technology
such as fertilizer increased the local productivity in tons per hectare significantly.
Although with different levels of confidence, smaller traders perceived the situation
generally also as ‘better’. Some collectors/middlemen, for instance, said:
“… as far as we can maintain good relations with farmers as well as with wholesalers,
we can still run our business. It is okay not to get so much profit but to have continuity.”
….especially since I got a mobile phone, I never experience any loss because I know
updated price in Jakarta. It is not easy anymore for the wholesaler to manipulate the price.
One day I may have my own business like them. I already know a big trader in Jakarta.
Only because I don’t have any capital I have not had the chance to start developing my
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business. I am now trying to get closer access to this person in Jakarta. I hope that he will
lend me money and I guarantee him to find good and enough commodities for him.” (R.
34, Small Middleman in Sewukan)

Most government officers living in the rural areas also mentioned the perception
“better”. All of them, especially those born in the region, belong to a farmer family; their
parents or even most of themselves do still practice on-farm activities. Commonly, they said
that being a government officer has given them access to a secure source of finance.
“I can save or use my salary for non-food.”
“Although now the prices of some necessities increase, it is still okay for our family. We
use our salary not for food, but mainly for kids schooling. Now my kids are still at the
elementary and junior high school. I don’t know if he wants to go to the university , let’s
see.”
”Being a government officer makes it easy for me to buy a motorcycle on credit, or to
access another line of credit, as for instance my colleague who set up a small home shop
run by his wife.” (Mr. B, 38, Government Officer in Grabag)

Another group that perceives the current situation as “better” is the recently emerging
organic fertilizer producer/retailer. There are at least 2 of such individuals in the research
area, but there are about 10 people in this region and many more in other regions doing the
same. Due to newspapers, television, and, most importantly, the coming of several NGO’s,
farmer’s awareness in using organic fertilizer is increasing. And especially in the present
days, farmers experience that some chemical fertilizers are difficult to get, and when they
are available, only for a very high price.
“This situation is fortunate for me as I now have at least 200 farmer customers to supply
to.” (Mr. A, 34, organic ferlitizer producer in Ngablak)

“Worse” Answer
‘Worse’ was the answer of all hard working agricultural labourers or most of the small
holders with less than 1000 m2 arable land. There are two factors that seem to be the reason
for the “worse” perception. The first reason is that they don’t have sufficient equipment to
increase their production. The second is their income cannot catch up with the ever-increasing
price of daily necessities.
“We (family) don’t know why luck has never been at our side. Living now is even worse
than in my childhood. If in the past, although I knew my parents had not much money,
we never had to worry about food. Now, with our very small landholding, we have to
decide whether to grow paddy and some vegetables, or for commodities to sale. For us
this is just like gambling. Of course we have more expectations than just our daily food.
We would like to give our kids a higher education, just like other families. We would also
like to buy a motorcycle. However, like in gambling, we are only working and waiting.
The basic hope is that we will always be able to buy food and pay our other bills, such as
electricity and the social fund from the revenues of our harvest.” (Mr. S, 56 Smallholder
farmer in Tegalrejo).
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Similar to the hardworking agricultural labourer, most 50-70 years old respondents
compared the current situation of food security and the margins on commercial commodities
with the past. They asserted that although they had not much cash in the past, they never
had to worry about food. Compared to the current farmers who focus to on cash crops,
formerly farmers (until the 70’s) prioritized growing food crops for their own daily needs and
set aside part of the harvest for bad seasons. Only cash crops such as cabbages and tobacco
were obtaining prices with a very high profit margin. This group of informants observed that
today’s farmer tends to depend on commercial commodities with a too optimistic expectation
of market prices as compared to the rice price as experienced in 1970’s to the early 1990’s.
Another group that perceived the current situation as “worse” are the blue collar
workers; they are worried about their future. Local drivers experience the decrease in
customers since some farmers have invested in cars for transporting their own commodity
and that of neighbouring farmers. For the active industrial workers two things are worrisome.
First the uncertainty of keeping their job, as this is dependent on the economy at large. The
second reason is that their salary deflated due to ever increasing daily necessities prices. The
following statement illustrates this worry:
“… Sometimes I think that not to be in deficit is just okay, Sir, perhaps, some small money
left for gasoline and lunch. But we are happy that we now get health insurance.”
“You know the standard payment in this region. Only because the certainty of this income
I still keep this job as it is not easy to find another job nowadays.”
“I hope, that I will always be able to at least reach a minimum target to pay to the car
owner every day, The situation seems to be more difficult. I do not know whether I will
survive doing this job or not. But in fact I also don’t know yet another job, can you suggest
me, Sir?” (Mr. D, 37, Industrial laborer in Tempuran)

“Not so much different” Answer
This means that the situation is perceived as not having any significant changes; it
could be always good or bad. However, the second impression is more dominant as the
most comments pointed out by lower class labourers and farmers whose land size is not so
different from the regional average (about 2000 m2 wet or dry land). This pessimistic sound is
likely due to experiencing a bad situation during most of their live. Their poverty is generally
inherited from their parents, which is difficult to escape without external help.
“For us, the situation remains constant. It is perhaps our destiny to be poor. We don’t have
any land except this small piece to live on. We don’t have any skills except cultivating a
very small-scale farm. However, I cannot blame my parents; they have given all these to
me. I hope my son can understand the situation.”(Mr. TR, 56, small farmer)
“I think we should still thank God. This situation is better than them (her neighbours).
We cultivate our own land, whereas they cultivate somebody else’s land, and only get
some share.” (Mrs. TR, 55, Mr. TR’s wife)

Respondents’ answers show that there are ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ changes. People were
happy when experiencing positive changes and sad when experiencing negative changes,
while many are also sad when the situation remains the same. The question is “what should be
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changed in a positive sense?” By giving proper attention upon the content of the conversation,
it is found that there are typical ‘words/terms’ used by respondents. These words (see table
3.2) are the input to answer that question.
MENTIONED TERMS/ASSETS

ACTOR MENTIONS

CHANGING

COMMON ACTOR'S PERCEPT.

ASSET FUNCTION/BENEFITS

Farmer, Trader

Decrease (ha/pop)

Worse

Production Input

Traders/Middleman

Increase

Better

Production Input

Traders/Middleman

Increase

Better

Production Input

All

Increase

Better

Consumption

All

Increase

Better

Consumption

All

Increase

Unclear (better and worse)

All

Improved

Better

All

Increase

Unclear (better and worse)

Goats
Cows

Farmer

Increase

Current/Future Production input/consumption

Farmer

Increase

Current/Future Production input/consumption

salary
saving

Govt. Officer, Ind worker

Increase

better

Consumption/futue necessities

Govt. Officer

Increase

better

future/unpredicted necessities
Production Input/consumption

Land
car
mobile phone
motorcycle
television
farm yield
House
Family member (population)

transportation network
new auction market
national market nodes

Consumption

All

Increase

Better

some farmer

Added

Better

Production Input

Big trader

Measurable

Better

Production Input

Local Product

All

Increase

Unclear (better , worse NSMD)

local productivity (ton/ha)
Farming tecnique (mulsa)
Farming tecnique (tumpangsari)

All

Increase

Unclear (better , worse NSMD)

Production Input

All

Increase

Unclear (better , worse NSMD)

Production Input

All

Increase

Unclear (better , worse NSMD)

Production Input

Big trader

Increase

Better

Production input

Big trader

Volatile, uncertain

Better

Production input

All

Increase

Worse

Production Input

Farmer, Retailer

Uncertain, tend to increase

Worse

Production Input

All

Increase

Worse

Consumption

All

Volatile, uncertain

Unclear

Consumption

"open market"
National demand
gasoline price
fertilizer price
daily necessities price
yield price
big trader in Jakarta
Person/inst will lend me money
NGO
local image
(news) paper
television progam
credit availability
health insurance availability
guaranteed pension availability
good relation with
Skil
Certificat (education)

Middleman

Increase

Better

Production input

All

Uncertain (IF)

Unclear

Production Input

Farmer

Increase

Better

Production Input

All

Increase

Better

Production input

All

Increase

Better

Production Input & Consumption

All

Increase

Better

Production Input & Consumption

All

Uncertain (IF)

Govt. Officer, Ind worker

Increase

Better

unpredicted necessities

Production Input

Govt. Officer,

Increase

Better

Fauture necessities

Trader

Uncertain (IF)

Unclear

Production Input

All

Inccrease

Valuable

Production Input

All

Uncertain (IF)

Valuable

Production Input

Table 3.2 Kinds of Assets Perceived Influence People’s Quality of Life

From the analysis of factors pertaining to perception it emerges that to achieve a
better quality of living people need the “assets” mentioned. Apparently, concept of ‘benefit’
embedded in ‘assets’ is very important. The ‘assets’ mentioned by the interviewees actually
correspond to the definition of an asset as discussed in chapter 2. Because of these assets,
people have opportunities to attain their current and future necessities, either for direct
consumption or for the production of commodities. Table 3.2 depicts the functions/benefits
of assets mentioned by the people interviewed.
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3.4 MOST COMMONLY EVALUATED ASSETS
Besides mentioning the kinds of assets perceived to be very closely related to their
current quality of life, people also mentioned several assets that at first they did not think as
related to their quality of life, but then they realized they did, for example roads and mass
media. These perceptions were received based on by a very general question, ”Have you
observed any improvements or progress here?” From the answers to these questions, it could
be deducted that the changes in the infrastructure and services condition and the changes of
economic modes, are the most noticeable improvements and progress. The presence of new
roads, the introduction of temporary health clinics at village or at sub-village level, and better
quality of common housing are perceived mostly as improvement. While some phenomena
such as new farming techniques, the bigger access to information and entertainment through
the very fast growth of television ownership and the presence of many new TV programs
were perceived as a progress.
People’s general perceptions are relatively homogenous compared to their perception
of the quality of living that mostly relates directly to their own experiences. In short, the
indicators that are widely perceived as have been improved are those that are easily observed
and had have changed drastically such as road infrastructure, motorcycle ownership, and
television.
Following are several comments on the improvement of the transportation
infrastructure and the developed environment.
“ I think there are so many good things nowadays and that live is dynamic. It is easy to
travel; really from my younger years around 50’s of last century. Then it was silent and
dark. When I went to the city I had to walk on foot and left very early in the morning to
come back home in the evening.” (Mr. N, 93, villager) .
“…especially housing, almost every family now lives in a permanent house. Of course
there are some people, usually those who are classified by the government as poor families,
who still live in bamboo or other non-permanent houses. However, this is in contrast with
25 or 30 years ago when only one or two families had very good permanent houses. They
were mostly hajj, Lurah (village leader), or government officers. “ (Mr. P, 64 age former
village leader).
“Even though the prices are occasionally high, now most goods are available. It depends
on whether we have enough money or not. Everybody has the opportunity to buy
modern stuff such as soap, toothpaste, bread/cookies, kid’s toys etc. This is different
compared to the situation when I was a child. At that time only children from the
richest villagers could afford it. I even borrowed some toys from them. Now although I
am only a construction worker, I can buy some toys for my kid. In the past, as I know,
not every village had a rich family.
“There is also progress in entertainment, almost everyday we can watch dangdut programs
(Indonesian typical music) on the television. Or if you are deeply interested you may stay
tuned on hourly news program. It is also easier for the children to go to school due to the
better roads. Even many parents give their children a ride on their motorcycles.”(Mr. K,
35, construction worker).
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As noticed in the comments above, information and entertainment are elements that
are perceived as causing great progress. Particularly young informants perceived that life
is now more enjoyable because of the presence of television with a variety of programs, as
televisions are affordable to most people. The easiness in procuring daily necessities is also
an element perceived as strongly instrumental to an improved condition of living. There are
two aspects to distinguish. First, the improved spatial accessibility due to the transformation
of sub-districts to rural services centres with more variety of goods and services, and the
increase in numbers of easy to reach shopping centres spread over the settlements. The second
is the availability of relatively cheap manufactured goods.
People also appreciate the health services program called Posyandu (neighbourhood
level health service) conducted periodically in the neighbourhood providing health services
for instance related to the development of children and maternity care free of charge. They
also appreciate the existence of Puskesmas (Community Health Clinic).
“In my opinion, there are some good things in the previous government development
program. I like to mention very much POSYANDU (village level health service). That is a
very helpful program for most villagers who previously had no idea on what to do when
their children are sick, or how to support for staying healthy. Previously there were only
traditional medical practitioners available for the sick children. With Posyandu, children
may have free vaccines, while the program also provides extra vitamin, nutrition and
milk and mothers get very good information about parenting.”(Mr. K, 35, construction
worker).

Another change noticed by the people is the changing of the local economy: its
production and market orientation. People are aware that farming practices in their region
have been changed drastically. The most obvious transformation mentioned includes the
decisions on selecting agriculture commodities, production composition and scale, and
farming techniques.
“Today’s farmers, mainly the young ones, are very clever. They know many kinds of
commodities and grow those with very new techniques such as the usage of plastic to
avoid parasitic plants, and shelves for seeding.”

It is said that in the 1950’s there was an early local societal transformation movement
from subsistence farming to semi-commercial farming. The transformation was mainly driven
by good prices of horticulture product (vegetables). Farmers in the region were benefiting
from ecological conditions relatively suitable for vegetables. Un-intentionally, they ended up
with a surplus production of vegetables. Particularly in the 1970’s the price of vegetables was
high, and gave a significant profit.
“At that time, the income of farmer or agricultural trader was very good. The living of
farmer family perhaps was comparable to the living situation of a government officer’s
family. As the price of agricultural products were generally very good, farmer or trader
who did intercity trading such as in Semarang were able to buy lots of things in the city
market from the money they get of selling only a small car of vegetables. Giving good
income, we are proud to be local farmers and traders of agricultural products.(Mr.J, 60,
small farmer).

New farming techniques previously originate from two sources: outsiders to the region
or the government. As part of the green revolution policy, government support emerged for
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farming intensification and new land management called panca usaha tani (five farming
methods), which then changed to sapta usaha tani (seven farming methods). Combined
with information dissemination, these programs significantly increased the agricultural
productivity in this region as well as in Java in general (see figure 3.4). This applies especially
to horticulture.
Other new farming techniques that improve economy are the use plastic mulch
and organic fertilizer. They also apply new management and strategies, such as combining
agriculture and tourism. These modern techniques and management are usually carried out
by young people who are eager to see change and ready to adopt new technology.
The other obvious transformation in the local economy is the orientation of the market.
The market shifts their orientation of agricultural produce from the region. Earlier, their
focus was Yogyakarta and Semarang, but since 1990s they have aimed at national market.
“Our region is famous now. Big traders come from everywhere, such as Yogyakarta,
Semarang, Jakarta, and other smaller cities in East Java. And those juragan such as (he
mentioned some names) even have supplied Batam, Samarinda, and Balikpapan.” (Mr.
D, 62, managerof Auction Market).

Some cities

Jakarta

Int. Port

of west Java

Semarang

Bandung

Yogyakarta

Figure 3.4 Marketing Orientations for Agriculture Products of Magelang Regency (information of the volume
of the commodity distribution is based on Magelang CBS’s census on Agriculture 2003, while the market
direction is based on field interviews)
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This map shows the marketing orientation of the products of the region (node) to
national markets and even to international exports. First class cities within the island such
as to Jakarta, Bandung, Yogyakarta, Solo and Surabaya become the main supply orientation.
Export to the outer islands such as Kalimantan, Sumatra, and Batam and international
export (Singapore and Malaysia) is possible via the nearest international port in Semarang.
The growth of external marketing is the result of combined growth of productivity due to
developments in farming techniques and the growth in external demand, for instance the very
high population growth of other cities and developments in transportation infrastructure.
3.5 COMMUNITY’S ASSETS
Types of assets of the agro-economic community in this research were extracted from
people’s reasoning when they perceptually evaluate their quality of life. Abstracted from people
perceptual evaluation on their current living situation, an asset is a concept that includes
elements considered to have provided current necessities and sometime also opportunities
to add new kinds of future necessities.
Assets for current necessities for instance are food, housing, health, children’s
education, leisure/recreation time, or money to purchase those commodities, while future
necessities are those not yet available or affordable.
First, all terms mentioned by people were collected then classified. Secondly, their
reasoning was classified to whether they are measured quantitatively or valued qualitatively.
It was also found that most terms have measurable and valuable characteristics. The next
step is to classify those characteristics based on our ability to sense if those terms are tangible
or intangible.
The tangible assets are those which have physical attributes such as land, goods or
livestock, or other physical entities such as infrastructure and tools. Meanwhile, intangible
assets are those which do not possess a clear physical dimension such as human knowledge
and skills and other kinds of abilities for example, human’s cognition or perception of objects
and events, the way and structure of human interactions, languages of human interaction
such as price, and the law of demand and supply.
There are two kinds of intangible assets: Intangible Individual Assets, attached to a
human individual such as skills and abilities, and Intangible Institutional assets, which are
attached to a social context such as such as kinship, business relations, and social engagement.
Assets perceived to be significant to the determination of a community’s well-being
can be reclassified in a way shown in Table3.3.
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MENTIONED TERMS
Land
Car
Mobile phone
Motorcycle
Television
Farm yield
House

Quality
Character
Valuable
Valuable
Valuable
Valuable
Valuable
Valuable
Valuable

Salary
Income-expenditure comparation (ToT)
Saving

KATEGORY ALL

PRIVATE

TANGIBLE

Money

Family member with skill or certivicate
Good relation with
Relation with big trader in Jakarta
Relation with person/inst will lend money
Interaction with NGO
Interaction with knowledgeable person
(News) paper
Experienced government's Assistance
Clever young people

Transportation network
New auction market
National market nodes

TANGIBILITY

Live stock

Credit availability
Health insurance availability
Guaranteed pension availability

"Open market"
National demand
Gasoline price
Fertilizer price
Daily necessities price
Yield price
Local production

OWNERSHIP

Tools

Money/saving

Goats
Cows

Local productivity
Farming tecnique
Local image
Accesed television program
Marketing orientation

FORM

Valuable

Labor

Valuable
Institution

Valuable
Valuable
Valuable

"ASSETS"

PRIVATE - PUBLIC
COMBINED

Human
INTANGIBLE
Technology /
knowledge

Market / economic
institution

PUBLIC

Valuable
Valuable
Valuable

Infrastructure

TANGIBLE

Table 3.3 Assets Categorization Process

3.6 SAMPLINGFOR THE TEST ON RELATION BETWEEN ASSETS AND QUALITY
OF LIFE
Generalized explanations of the types of assets that significantly determine capabilities
have been described in the previous section. These explanations will be used as a set of
variables to develop an evaluation framework, the main objective of this thesis. Nevertheless,
before the set of variables can be included in the evaluation framework the thesis is aiming
at, they have to be tested and may be amended.
The test is mainly directed to assess if:
1. inventoried assets in this chapter are relevant for well-being by testing whether there is
consistency of the relation between perception on assets with perception on quality of
life or not;
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2. The evaluation of well-being is relative, contextual, and idiosyncratic.
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Job

Age

Sub district

Village

Neighborhood
(dusun)

Respond

To test the variables, further random sampling was undertaken in February 2009,
in 10% of the households in every village of 6 sub districts. It was carried out purposively
to obtain a different character in relation to the village (see Table 3.5), and resulted in 343
household respondents. Moreover, respondents were selected randomly from the list provided
by the village administrator (see Appendix 1 for overview of the survey and and Appendix
3 for quisionaire).
The first question is similar to the question (see Appendix 4 for Quisionaire Design)
asked to the respondents in the snowballing survey: to give an evaluation whether their
current quality of life is better, worse, or not so much different compared to previous days.
Secondly, they were asked to give similar statements (better, worse, or not so much different)
to the assets listed (seen in table 3.4. and figure 3.7). For the analysis, the “better” answers
scored 2, “worse” -2, and “not much different” scored as 0.

1 bandonganbandonganbandongan 20 - 29 Driver

2

0

0

-2

2

2

2

2

-2

2

-2

2

-2

2

2

0

0

0

-2

2

2

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

0

0

2

2

2

0

24

2 trasan

bandonganbandongan 50 - 60 Trader

2

0

0

-2

0

2

2

0

-2

2

-2

0

-2

2

2

2

0

0

-2

2

0

2

0

2

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

0

0

0

20

0,61

3 trasan

bandonganbandongan 30 - 39 HH mother

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

-2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

0

2

0

2

-2

2

-2

0

2

-2

-2

-2

-2

0
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0,85

4 trasan

6

0,18

0,73

village
bandonganbandongan 40 - 49 debitor

-2

2

2

-2

2

2

2

2

0

2

-2

2

-2

2

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

-2

0

-2

-2

-2
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0

2

2

2

2
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2
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2

2

2

2
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0

2

2
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0

2

2
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0
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0
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0
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9 Pringombopringombotempuran 40 - 49 peasant

0

0

0

2

0

2

2

2

-2

0

-2

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

-2

-2

-2

2

2

2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2

8

0,24

0,61

Table 3.4 Example of perception score on quality of life and on listed assets

The survey results give a picture of the relationship between perception of quality of
life and perception of improvement of assets. Figure 3.5 shows the graph consists of two
lines; Thin line (like amplitude)relates 343 points of respondent’s score on their perceptions
on current quality of life, and thick-smooth line relates the same number of points represent
the average score of each respondents perceptions on asset’s availability.
Those two lines in figure apparently show the correlation: When the respondents
score amplitude resulted from individual score on quality of life tends to move upward
(positive), the smooth line which shape score of perception on assets also tends to be upward
(positive) and otherwise. When checked at the community level (villages), the consistency
is still maintained.
When that perception data is processed based on villages (Figure 3.6), aggregated
scoring of community’s perception on quality of life remains showing the same pattern as
the pattern of aggregated score of community’s perception on assets. In these two units of
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data (individual and villages), correlation between the high perception against Quality of Life
goes parallel with the high perception on the aggregation of many various assets.

Figure 3.5 Patternal Correlation between individual perception on Quality of Life and Individual Capability
Index

Figure 3.6 Correlation between communities’ aggregated perception on quality of life and assets

The gradation of perception on well-being among villages is shown in Figure 3.6.
Findings from this survey show that the perception on quality of life is more related to the
situational changes that happened and to past experiences, rather than to actual levels of assets.
People feel that their life is good when their life changes toward betterment and viceversa. Acceleration level (time dimension) and the improvement gradation; the difference
between ‘before’ and ‘after’ will define their assessment on their quality of life as what they
feel during the interview. Therefore, the richer ones do not automatically feel that they have
better quality of life because perhaps their income is decreasing at that moment. Whereas
the poorer ones may feel that their economy situation is better because their income may be
increasing. The real example of this phenomenon can be seen both in individual and village
level.
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In individual level, it can be seen in the comparison between a driver in Bandongan
and a trader in Tempurejo (score of their perception is shown in table 3.4, which are sampled
from 343 respondents). Financially speaking the trader is richer than the driver. However,
the driver is being optimistic since he is having many opportunities concerning job, co-op,
and aspiration. In the other hand, the trader is having difficult time in his business since his
village is undergoing economic fall-down.
In village level, the important role of changes on perception of quality of life is also quite
obvious. Let’s take a look an example by comparing two villages, Tempurejo and Pringombo.
Tempurejo is an urbanized and developed area. However, because its community has just
experienced economic decrease during national economic crisis in 1998 when there were so
many factories were closed down (see figure4.10. in chapter 4),aggregate perception of quality
of life of Tempurejo respondents is the lowest since they are the most effected by economic
crisis and the closing down of industries.
In contrast, Pringombo does not have that kind of experience. Therefore, although
it is a relatively isolated area, it has a better perception about their quality of life, although
some infrastructure and facilities have just developed and far worse than those in Tempurejo.
However, physically, Tempurejo has a better transportation access and better schools, health
centre, and market. This village is recorded having the highest income per capita during
1980s-end of 1990s.
These facts provide evidence that perception about well-being is relative and contextual
related to the situational changes and to past experiences. Table 3.4 gives an explanation
about the relation between perceptions on well-being (general quality of life) with changes.
No

Village

QoL
(Village’s
average)

Asset
(Village’s
average)

Significant Changes

1

Tempurejo

-1,013

-0,334

y
y
y
y

2

Pringombo

0,756

0,727

y Mountainous village, relative remote areas
y Feeling the benefits of new government scheme
(funding for elementary school, and public health
insurance
y Just got street material improvement

3

Sidoagung

0,865

0,554

y Not so far to provincial road
y Near to the growing urban center (better access to
daily necessities)

4

Bandongan

1,000

0,640

y Subs district center
y Concentration of rural facilities (better access to
daily necessities)
y Good agriculture development at surrounding areas

5

Banyuroto

1,330

1,040

y Mountainous village
y Far to the urban center
y new business opportunities due to the present of
tourism sector
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Alongside provincial road
Industrial location
Losing job opportunities due to industrial decline
Limited opportunities to comeback to agriculture
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No
6

Village
Sewukan

QoL
(Village’s
average)

Asset
(Village’s
average)

1,869

1,181

Significant Changes
y village with very good land for agriculture
y income growth due to modernization, and
y new market facilities

Table 3.5 The Relation between Perception On Quality of Life and Changes

Figure 3.6.shows the mean of aggregated score of quality of life is quite parallel with
the aggregated score of the asset availability, while table 3.4. shows the expected reason of
their perception. Figure 3.7.show the variation of people’s evaluation to variety of assets in 6
villages. These data indicates that every community in every place needs unique composition
of assets to achieve certain level of quality of life. This perhaps lead s us the understanding
that the relation role of assets in contributing to quality of life contextual nature.
Contextuality happens against places; urban, rural, hills, and against comparison make
by people upon past and current experiences
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Figure 3.7 TheUnique Composition of Assets Determining Level Quality of Life

Contextuality of the assets-QoL relation relevance’s to regional development planning
practices. The need of quantity or quality level of one kind of asset cannot be analyzed in
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general (nation-wide), but has to be local and contextual. Regional development planning
indeed work in this scale and is meant to reduce well-being disparity among regions, therefore,
it is important to identify the variety of assets needed by community in each region.
Some examples about the role of regional development policies from the case of
magelang regency has been revealed from the interviewed mentioned earlier in this chapter.
Some things considered as positive community resulted by regional development policies
are road works, schools, community health center, banks and markets.
Those infrastructures development is mainly the program of the second and the forth
Five Years Development Planning (1974-1997). After 2004, the development of service center
in sub-district capital keeps on going, particularly the provision of sanitation facilities, like
clean water and housing areas order. Lay out of the roads, facilities, and development priority
in that sub-district capital has been degraded by urbanization. Villages located in near the
sub-districts capital usually have a better access to facilities.
However, in general development has helped a lot of people accessing daily domestic
service and doing their economic activities, especially due to paved roads which are relatively
table chapter 3.4.) can be overcome in shorter time. In that table, it can be seen that Bandongan
village, although located in mountain area, gets benefit from this policy because it is the
capital of sub-district.
Other examples of policies which effect assets and functioningsis BIMAS (mass
assistance) and INMAS (mass instructions) around 1970s. Villages with fertile soil, like
Sewukan and Bandongan, got the most benefit out of this program. It is caused by the fact
that BIMAS and INMAS programs provided assistance on farming methods and distributed
fertilizers massively. It made the productivity go very high and Indonesia could be selfsufficient in staple food production in 1984. It also increased the farmers’ income.
In 80s and 90s, not-so-fertile villages but located in flat areas got the most benefit
from the regional development programs. These villages were the main object of industry
development. Tempurejo is one of these villages. Whereas in 2000s, some villages with tourism
potentials get their turn. One of them is Banyuroto which is close to scenic Merapi Volcano.
3.7 FORMULATION AND SUMMARY
After exploring the way people evaluate their well-being, extracting contributing
factors, and empirical testing, the following conclusions can be formulated.
People express their development in well-being by saying that their current quality
of life is “better”, “worse”, or “not so much different” compared to their earlier days. These
statements are dependent on what kind of and how much assets they have, and how much
benefits they may get.
“Benefit” thus is the concept, which people use to indicate assets (material or nonmaterial) or situations (local/surrounding as well as quite far) that determined their quality
of life or well-being. People feel the benefits of assets when they can use those as commodities
for direct consumption, as raw material/tools/supporting elements (catalyst) used in economic
production, or as stock for future security or future investment.
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People mention elements considered as assets not only in a material sense, but they also
include non-material ones, as long as those generate benefits to achieve certain goals or to
fulfill necessitates. Material assets mentioned include money, land, tools and infrastructures.
The benefits mentioned are material for direct consumption, or raw material/tools/supporting
elements used in economic production, or stock to give benefits for future security or future
investment. There are two distinctive non-material elements mentioned as assets. Those
include conditions attributable to human resources such as health, knowledge and skill,
and a variety of circumstances produced by social, cultural, political and public policies.
Health, knowledge and skills are considered to be assets. They give abilities to people to use
or take benefits of the presence of material assets. While circumstances considered as assets
as those possibly support or constraint their effort to take benefit of owning or having access
to material assets.
Materials, abilities, and circumstances are assets that give people opportunities to
undertake particular activities (consuming or producing). In CA, an activity of using assets
(commodities) is seen as functioning. The numbers (level) of possible functionings provided
by assets determine the level of capability. Based on these premises, this chapter underpins
a fundamental logic of the assets-capabilities relationship.
The “better”, “worse”, or “not so much different” answers documents in this chapter
show that people evaluate the level of well-being in a relative way. They do not measure the
level of their well-being based on the actual state of assets, but by comparing the state of
them at different time period. Changes, either improvement or reduction are more strongly
perceived rather than actual states.
The relativity of people’s evaluation of their well-being also shows that people value
assets idiosyncratically. This survey results shows that the same assets can mean different
things to different people and different places. Personal characteristics such as age, historical
experiences, and profession, and particular circumstances surrounding them determine the
way people value assets. In some way, these personal characteristics and particular contextual
circumstances also influence how people use assets.
The result of the survey described above shows that changes perceived to be positive
is the ones regarding physical infrastructure, such as roads, electricity, markets, health and
education facilities, and region expansion. The form and provision of these changes may be
enhanced through adequate regional development planning.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EMPIRICAL OBSERVATION ON ASSETS:
THEIR ROLES IN ESTABLISHING CAPABILITIES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter three has explained that through a survey and interviews with 199 respondents,
various assets could be identified. The variety of those assets is influenced by people’s
perception regarding their effect to people’s life. Some questioners were disseminated to
343 respondents in order to see relation between perception on the assets and perception
on their effect to quality of life. The result shows a strong connection between those two set
of perception. A further step to understand the relation between assets and capability which
in chapter two has been described as concept of quality of life measure is to know how one
kind of asset influences someone’s or people’s capability in an area. This description is based
on the result of field observation and statistical data analysis. It will be divided into three big
parts, i.e. tangible assets, individual intangible assets, and institutional assets.
4.2 TANGIBLE ASSETS
Tangible assets (see Chapter 2) are assets with physical properties, which can be sensed
directly, and generally, are measurable. In Chapter 3 it was shown that these assets are the
most commonly perceived when they are improved or reduced. The analysis within Chapter
3 has suggested dividing tangible assets into three categories:
a. Land, including natural resources with all their characteristics,
b. infrastructure, including public infrastructure and private tools,
c. Current or financial assets, including livestock, savings, insurance, credits, and
subsidies.
Based on field observation, in-depth interviews and data analysis, this sub chapter will
discuss the source and the distribution of tangible assets. Furthermore, it explains the role
of tangible assets in determining individual and community capabilities.
4.2.1 Land Assets
Land is a physical object that can be identified, both quantitatively as well as
qualitatively. Its value in the local market can be estimated relatively easy. The value of land
is not constant; it can either increase or decrease due to its usage. For instance, its value
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increases when irrigation is available. It may also decrease,
for instance due to an intensive use of chemical fertilizers,
which in time, reduces productivity.
Together with labour, land with all its properties
is the main input in the economy of Magelang region.
Accordingly, all types of respondents perceive land assets
as the first fundamental determinant for their capabilities
achievement. Land is seen as a valuable good, which can
be developed and may include natural resources. Both
quantity and quality properties of land have been perceived
as determinative for peoples’ capabilities.
For a farmer, the amount of land they possess
provides opportunities to combine and vary between
subsistence farming, commercial production and possibly
limit cultivation in order to prevent land degradation. Land
quality (e.g. irrigated land) is an aspect which incorporates
broader opportunities to farmers to select the most
productive or suitable (i.e., less input, less maintenance, less
risk) commodities, establish marketability, and to improve
their profit. For traders, the bigger the volume of local
product, the bigger their opportunities are to enlarge their
scale of business. The enlargement of a certain economic
sector will multiply other sectors. A larger regional
economy provides more jobs and, likely, more intensive
economic exchange.
a. Land Quantity
The quantity of land within the region is limited
and, within communities, more or less constant. Empirical
evidence from secondary data (figure 4.1.) shows that the
regional land market mostly involves farmers. Especially in
Magelang regency, the number of farmer selling agriculture
land is equal to the farmer buying land.
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Land-Farmer Ratio Changes Due
To Selling
For farmers, selling land is
done only under very difficult
circumstances, as portrayed by the
following respondent:
“No, I hope I will never (sell my
land), except I get larger and
better agricultural land from that,
for instance selling my land to
industries with very good price and
with certainty I could get other land
with that money, as experienced
by some people here.. I believe my
ancestor would not be angry with
me for selling inherited land to buy
other larger land. Otherwise, when
it is sold for speculation or even
for only luxurious consumption,
I am afraid we will end up in sin
and bad living circumstances in the
future..
“Life can’t be predicted. Sometimes
there is a family who gets into a
difficult situation, for instance when
one family member gets very ill.
Sometimes there is a young person
who has to move to another city
for a better job. In those cases, it is
likely they will sell their inherited
land. Who knows, just save your
money if you have more and open
your eyes just in case any land is
available.”.(SF, 30, job)
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Figure 4.1 The Pattern of Agriculture Land Transactions (CBS, 2004)

A “better’ or “worse” evaluation statement related to land, therefore, is linked to landfarmer ratios. Generally, the decrease of a land-farmer ratio in this region emerges due to
population growth, while in certain places it increases as a result of industrial development.
As shown, the decrease of land-farmer ratios due to population growth in the Magelang
region is evident. This section, therefore, will now focus on changing land-farmer ratios due
to the transformation of economic activities.
For Magelang, economic transformation has been predominantly a matter of industrial
development. This chapter will clarify this matter more closely through an analysis of two
sub districts that are exemplary for this transformation: Tempuran and the neighbouring sub
district of Borobudur. Tempuran is an area where most industrial development in the regency
is occurring, while Borobudur district is one of the main sources for industrial workers.
To start the story, let us give attention to the Figure 4.2, which shows a comparison of
the land-farmer household ratio between Tempuran and Borobudur.
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Lan-Farmer Family Ratio
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Figure 4.2 Land-Farmer Ratio in Borobudur and Tempuran Subdistrict (compiled from Magelang Regency in
Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

The use of agricultural land is determined largely by papaya production, particularly
for Borobudur. The pioneer of this papaya agriculture SW (50), said it was ‘accidental’. He
clarified that most lands in Borobudur are not highly arable, especially for paddy, until his
family started planting papayas on their dry land and successfully marketed them in Semarang
and Yogyakarta.
As the demand of papaya from this area increased, many farmers were interested to
follow his example. Much land was converted to papaya fields. SW himself needed also land
to expand his fields as papaya needs more land than, for instance paddy. However, papaya
needs a relatively small investment and little maintenance. To support optimally the economic
development of the farmers, the land-farmer ratio needed to increase. In this matter, industrial
development in the Tempuran sub district offered a substantial opportunity. Many new
employees in the industrial sector in Tempuran were originally from farmer households in
Borobudur. This shift decreased the local employment pressure to the agriculture sector in
Borobudur and increased the land-farmer ratio in the area. The benefit for the farmers lies
in the opportunity to rent farmland from those who were employed in the industries.
The papaya production of this area then experienced a significantly growth until
about 1997. The economic crisis and the subsequent breakdown of industries led to another
decrease in land-farmer ratio’s. A number of employees who were formerly working in
industries came back to agriculture. But why did the papaya production decrease at that
time? The answer is related to people’s concern for survival. The graph below illustrates
the situation. It shows, particularly in Borobudur, that paddy production increased (again)
since 1998. Paddy production now occurs on land still available as it was not converted into
industrial area like in Tempuran (see Figure 4.3 and 4.4).
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Papay Production in Magelang regency
(particularly Borobudur Sub District)
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Figure 4.3 Magelang Papaya Production
(compiled from Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975–2005)
Paddy Production of Tempuran and Borobudur Sub Districts
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Figure 4.4 Paddy Production of Borobudur and Tempuran
(compiled from Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

The influence of the ups and downs of industrial development at the sub district level
has clarified the roles of land asset availability for the rural-agricultural community. The story
will now continue at the hamlet (dusun) level, i.e., Dusun Turus, Tempuran Sub District, as
the location for industrial development.
Turus is located about 1 km away from the provincial road. Prior to industrial
development in the early 1980s, it was only a small village dominated by relatively poor
smallholders with dry land. The advent of industry changed almost everything. The market
value of land (prices), which formerly was never thought of by local people, became a daily
topic of conversation. When industries came, they were willing to buy land for at least 25
thousand rupiahs per square meter. Therefore many people were not hesitating to sell their
land for industries. In addition, there were negotiations initiated particularly by younger
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residents and informal leaders. They required that local people would get priority with
employment. As a result, many local employees were engaged in the production of, for
instance, umbrellas, furniture, textiles, auto spare-parts, auto assembly, and some cementbased products. From the 1980s to the middle of the 1990s, the village, Tempuran Sub District
and its surrounding, enjoyed the highest per-capita GDP in Magelang regency.
The breakdown of industrial activities due to the crisis was a shock to the community
in Turus and in surrounding villages, where most of the community had been employed
as an industrial worker. Since that time, un-employment has been very high (about 20%).
Former industrial workers could not return to agriculture as agricultural land has already
been transferred and converted. Ex-employees of the automobile assemblies migrated in
general to the big cities or even to the outer islands. The younger generation has been the
most unfortunate group. They were already exempted from agricultural activities, as the
sector activities had virtually ceased to exist in the village. They were not trained as farmers
as their predecessors, while they lacked other skills. The situation worsened as they have no
(or very little) opportunity to inherit land from their parents.
In the case of the Borobudur sub district, industrialization in a neighbouring sub
district (Tempuran), which represent the improvement of EIA (Economic Institutional Assets)
in term of variety of economic sector and jobs, led to an improved individual land ownership.
In next phase, higher individual land ownership changed the composition of agricultural
products (the presence of an economic sub sector related to papaya production). All these
changes generate export-import values, which directly enhance well-being. This implies that
the presences of industrialization has opened an opportunity to farmers in Borobudur to
extent and in the same time diversify their business.
Industrialization generates new assets. However, opposite to this, an unsustainable
industrialization might deliver negative impacts to the community. Some individuals at the
location of industrial activity experience considerable asset change (a reduction for some and
improvement for others). During the growth phase, industrialization generally improves job
opportunity (EIA), but at the same time reduces land assets. When industry breaks down,
it reduced jobs opportunity (EIA) without re-improving land assets for some individuals.
It also diffuses particular skills to set up small enterprises for others. The diffusion of skills
through industrialization is discussed in next chapter.
b. Land Quality
A direct indication for the level of opportunity offered by quantity of land is provided
by the land-farmer ratio or the level of land ownership, while productivity (in terms of ton/
ha) is an indication for the opportunity given by land related to its quality. The decrease or
increase in productivity correlates directly with the reduction or addition of opportunity
(of available functionings) for a community. In this region, land quality degradation has
occurred due to over-intensification practiced in the past. This situation has been the result
of decreasing land-farmer ratio’s, combined with governmental agricultural intensification
programs with fertilizer subsidies.
Very small farms (often less than ¼ ha) are common to the Magelang region. Their
size has pushed many farmers to a continued intensification of farming. There has been
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widespread discussion among the community in this region on the intensive practice of socalled tumpangsari1 (mixed commodity farming in one field). This practice combines extensive
use of fertilizers. It also has degraded the soil and thus its productivity. Government and
private sectors have much facilitated the availability of artificial fertilizer. Government
agencies have released subsidies; the private sector actively mediated its distribution. It
worked particularly well until about the end of the 1990s.
Recently farmers have recognized that productivity does not improve anymore, and has
even decreased, as they continue to use artificial fertilizer intensively. Many of them realized
that several years ago they might harvest chilli 25 times within a growth, now it is only 1014 times even though they continue to intensify fertilizer supply. As they realized that the
decrease of land quality has had direct negative influence to their capability (opportunity
to maintain certain levels of income), they recently have been actively trying to re-enhance
the quality of land, for instance, by using organic fertilizer. However, most of them still mix
organic with artificial fertilizer.
Some farmers have now also returned to a practice of rotated farming (paddyhorticulture), to balance the ecologic cycle and to secure their food supply. Usually, after 5
years of growing horticulture commodities, farmers use one year to plant paddy. This practice
of rotation is intended to firm the soil that was previously too soft because of horticulture
crops. This recovery effort now is practiced widely, but the result depends on the natural
quality of land. For instance in a place, which has abundant water (Sewukan village), it is
easier to rotate horticulture with paddy. While in other places, where water is not abundant
(Kaponan or Ngablak), the soil has only to be ploughed and planted by maize and carrot to
turn back the fertility. Especially in a particular place (Kaponan), the dominant approach to
recover is to rent out the land (bero) so that the land can rest, the poison can evaporate, and
the life cycle of disease can be avoided while the land was not planted.
The aforementioned stories of land have shown its strategic role to a community’s
quality of life and their capabilities. The change of both quantity and quality has directly
impacted the economy or capacity to fulfill a person’s daily necessities. The strong attitude of
community to keep (or enlarge) their land, and the serious effort of a community to recover
land quality are clear supporting circumstances.
4.2.2 Private Tools and Public Infrastructure Assets
Private tools perceived to significantly determine a community’s well-being include
technological products that are used for direct consumption (enjoyment) and for income
generating activities (work in service sectors, agriculture, or industrial production and
marketing). Strongly perceived assets for direct consumption are accommodation (a house),
home appliances, transport modes, and television. Assets for production and marketing
1
However, a certain level of tumpangsari was beneficial for individual farmer. The variety of plants with
different harvest time gives opportunity for the farmer to get a steady income. Another benefit is that the farmer
has several commodities to offer to the market. This gives security to them when price of certain commodity
is low, sometime lower than its production cost. In this situation, it is hoped that the price of other commodity
will be normal or even higher.
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include tractors, vehicles, and mobile phones. The relation between privately owned tools
and well-being were mentioned very clearly. Besides enjoying their functions, it was admitted
that private tools offer people a higher social status.
Improvements in some of the public infrastructures were more strongly perceived.
Those infrastructure facilities include roads, electricity, communication nets, market places,
irrigation, and health and school services. In particular, these public infrastructures have
changed their productive activities (production and marketing). Among public infrastructure,
transportation and communication are most strongly perceived to have contributed to ‘better’
economic progress.
a. The Impact of Improved Transportation (Roads and Cars) and Urbanization
Public transportation infrastructures have a profound impact on choices available
to individuals. At the same time, its condition and improvement is related to the growth of
private vehicles. While road development is mainly the outcome of government policies and
funding, most investments in vehicles are intrinsically private. Both tangible assets (roads
and cars) have tremendously improved in the region. Better transportation infrastructure has
enticed the community to invest in vehicles (cars or motorcycles). The growth of the number
of vehicles has increased the degree of physical connectivity, which gives new opportunities
to a community to intensify economic exchange among individuals or groups within the
region, or with other external communities.
Figure 4.5 shows the improvement of road quality and length while figure 4.6 shows
that investment in vehicles is a direct response to additional road length.
The Length of Road based on Material in Magelang Regency
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Figure 4.5 Road Qualities in Magelang Regency (CBS, 2004)
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The growth of Vehicle in Magelang Regency
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Figure 4.6 The Growth in The Number of Vehicles in Magelang Regency (CBS, 2004)

For cash crop farmers, road improvement has also influenced the mode of production.
Better distribution opportunities made it more convenient to farmers to specialize their
products; they are more confident to distribute their yield externally and they would get
simple input from the external market.
Besides economic benefits due to the opportunities to change modes of economic
production, road improvement was perceived especially by older smallholders as a ground
for community enjoyment (direct consumption). The older smallholders are actually the
respondents with the strongest perception on the scale of transportation improvement. The
benefit of having improved road assets for them is mainly related to the opportunity for leisure
rather than for improving productivity or enlarging economic production. There are the
different reactions between older men (mostly producing farmers) and young middlemen on
the improvement of road assets. The middlemen link road improvement to the improvement
of their professional practices (by investing in a car, using their savings or other available
asset, e.g. credit or even selling their part of land asset). The old people commonly took this
new opportunity for improving their leisure activities. The productive farmers react in a
similar way as the vehicle investment by middlemen.
b. The impact of Market Facilities or Urban Services Centres
Combined with government spatial policies and expenditure related to market facilities
and urban services centres, transportation improvement has also given opportunities
for spatial specialization in terms of agriculture producers clustering and in terms of
concentration of services sector investment. Spatial specialization and clustering of agriculture
producers has increased since the early 1980s. It appeared at about the same time of the
growth of transportation facilities. Specialization generally occurs in two steps. First, cluster
differentiation between horticulture and paddy. This specialization takes the comparative
advantage of ecological and vicinity location (the combined geographical comparative
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advantages and external market opportunity, related to natural geography in form of soil and
vicinal position to urban population concentration). The second step in spatial specialisation
involves cluster differentiation among horticulture producers. In addition to sub regions
specialising in general horticulture, some areas are particularly focused on producing specific
commodities, for instance papaya, tobacco or potatoes. Respondents pointed to this practice
of clustering as a manifestation of the shifting from subsistence to commercially-orientated
production. Therefore, this shift materialised due to better opportunities to conduct exchange,
as the degree of connectivity improved through road development.

Figure 4.7 Spatial Pattern of Commodities Production(CBS, 2004)

Figure 4.8 Typology of Urbanizing Places
(compiled from Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)
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Simultaneous to government investments in service facilities, transportation
development has also generated distributional concentration of urban service centers. The
emergence of urban areas has been perceived by the community, generally as an improved
easiness to people to get more variety in their daily necessities.
Figure 4.8 shows five2 typical attributes of developed urbanized areas as they have
emerged in the region. Those types are: (1) rural services center/town village, (2) municipality/
secondary city, (3) urban corridor, (4) industry generated urbanized area, and, (5) tourism
generated urbanized area. The development of the first type has a direct correspondence
to the volume and economic values of agricultural product in the surrounding village. The
second category (municipality/secondary city) historically has emerged in a similar way as
rural services centers or town villages. These areas, however, have entered a next phase as they
have been formally planned and developed through government intervention, for example as
an appointed capital (of regency). Both the first and second category can be characterized as
‘endogenously’ generated urban development. The third to fifth category are predominantly
‘externally’ generated types of urban development. Urban corridor development appears due
to the higher exposure of the area from transportation growth; -the development follows
a high-density transportation route. The industry-generated urban development follows
foreign investment, and so is the tourism-generated urban development, which depends on
the number of visitors.
The Growth of Telecomunication
The key point here is that different urbanization Devices
types influence the communities’ capabilities differently.
Type 1 and 2 mainly provides better opportunities for a Television and mobile phones
community because of easier access to consumed goods are telecommunication devices
(manufacturing goods), and because of opportunities that have significantly grown
in the region. Their growth is
for local product marketing (collecting). Type 3, 4, and 5 perceived to improve peoples’
particularly broaden jobs opportunities to them.
living quality directly as well as
c. The Impact of Improved Communication
Overall in Magelang, improved communication
is positively perceived. Respondents express that
communication assets have improved the degree of
informational exposure(or the level of informational
connectivity). A higher informational exposure enhances
a community’s capabilities for instance through broadening
knowledge about available technologies and understanding
a potential external demand for their economic product.
Information has inspired communities to diversify and
improve production. Additionally, informational exposure
also has given enjoyment (leisure) to them, and thereby also
other kinds of economic production.

indirectly. Figure 4.9 shows that
television ownership has climbed
since 1985 from about 1000 units
for 967.517 (1 for 967 person)
population to about 5500 unit for
1.102.904 population (1 for about
200 person) in 2000. The growth
of the market in Indonesia for
cellular phones has also grown
dramatically, possibly to around
48% (Indonesian Commercial
Newsletter 2011). Although
there is no statistic data about
the growth of mobile phone in
the region, the situation is likely
similar.

In other region, mostly near big cities in such as Jakarta, Surabaya, Semarang and Jogjakarta, one
additional pattern appear resulted by the development of large residential complexes (new town development),
usually located at the sub urban or urban periphery.
2
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The Growth of Television ownership for Each
Subdistrict in Magelang Regency
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Figure 4.9 The Growth of Television Ownership in Magelang Regency
(compiled from Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

The improvement of television ownership has enhanced local capabilities by providing
communities with more insights in farming technologies. Mobile phones can give accurate
information on external product demand. Both tools for communication (television
and phone) have influenced farmer’s decisions in selecting commodities, technique, and
marketing.
Although they are only few programs which have provided agriculture-related
information, they have been influential. One of the respondents even recognized that her
family had been inspired and motivated to grow strawberry after once watching a television
program presenting tourism destinations located in certain places on Western Java, which
offers strawberry farming-based tourism, and where the visitor may pick the fruit themselves.
Television has influenced local economic activities mainly related to production
behaviour, while cell phone technology has principally influenced transaction behaviour.
Most middleman respondents say that their mobile phone helps them ‘to never lose in
business as they permanently have access to information on commodity prices at national
markets (Jakarta, Batam). According to them it is not easy anymore for juragan (wholesaler)
to manipulate the price, a practice previously common before middlemen could use cellular
phones. These respondents also add that these phones will improve their role in the agriculture
market chain, and perhaps work as wholesalers since they now know several big traders in
Jakarta.
We can conclude here that television and cellular phones have improved knowledge on
agriculture markets and techniques, which then improve economic efficiency and profitability.
Especially for cellular phones, information exposure on commodity prices and market chains
has generated a restructuration of market chain’s institutions.
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4.2.3 Community’s Current/Financial Assets
Included in current/financial assets here are savings, cash, livestock, and other stock
such as gold. Other assets also considered as financial assets are insurances, credits, and
subsidies. These kinds of assets, which are relatively clear and measurable, and therefore are
easily transferable, are classified as tangible assets. The benefits of these assets to individuals
are clear: they are used to be a source of production input (including organic fertilizer and
power of livestock). As easily being used, the existence of current assets and their benefits
were perceived very strongly. This section will not argue the function and benefits of current
assets, but it will focus more to explain the sources and distribution of this assets type.
In the region, livestock and government subsidies are the main financial assets, which are
widely possessed by the community. Livestock is the most common instrument for household
saving. Loans are not widely used, despite government efforts to provide them. Bank credits
aimed to facilitate starting farming business are not generally accessible either. Government
subsidies for production, particularly for fertilizers exist in the region, but currently have been
terminated. Several years ago, subsidies on rice and energy pricing were also among the most
widely accessible sources of financial assets. Currently a new program of community’s health3
insurance for the poor and government expenditure to free elementary and junior school
fees are prominent sources of current assets.
This section will now describe in more detail the distribution of current/financial assets
and their role in establishing capabilities.
a. The Importance of Livestock
As touched upon, livestock is very important for rural-agricultural communities as
a saving scheme. For them livestock is more beneficial than bank saving or other stock like
gold. The rural environment gives them opportunity to grow animals easily. Local market
and routine cultural/religious events provide them with the opportunity to sell in the market.
An Example of Livestock Roles for Communities
Goats and cows are common livestock being raised traditionally as small, micro scale business. They
are bought typically when farmers potentially have extra money (profit) gained from their on-farming
activities. They, then, will be sold again after several months, especially at special cultural or religious
events (iedul fitri and iedul qurban). As a home-based and marketable stock, livestock is relatively ready
and flexible to be utilized. For instance they can be used for immediate necessity (e.g. health funding), to
achieve secondary necessities (e.g. marriage party), to finance future necessity (e.g. kids schooling), or to
improve their current business or establish new business opportunity (investment).
Cultural and/or religious events (especially iedul qurban) represent useful institutional assets for poor
farmers who have opportunities to breed and raise livestock. This event signifies a time of peak in national
demand for animals. Generally, richer families (mostly urban families) buy a goat or a cow as a religious
compulsory act, and redistribute them mainly to poor families. It is through this practice that the poor will
actually get money and in the same time meat that they rarely have. If well organized, for instance through
industrial processing and modern packaging, this practice will benefit society along the year.
3

In the past, health insurance was mostly only use by government officer or by large/medium industrial worker
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Because of the significant economic benefit to a rural community of having livestock,
the government has released a subsidized program to farmers. Especially for the poor who
have no livestock yet, a direct subsidy program (bantuan bergulir/rotated subsidy) has been
introduced to provide opportunity to breed and raise livestock. For those who already practice
livestock ownership, the government has a low rate credit program aimed at enlarging their
business scale as the demand -at least in national market- is still promising. Currently it is
estimated that national demand for meat is about 300,000 tons annually while 30% of it is
still imported. This is of course a big opportunity even for famers, who predominantly still
practice breeding and raising livestock as a side-business
b. Government Subsidies on Production Input
Government subsidies are perceived as an important source of financial assets for
farmers. These subsidies have given opportunities for farmers to increase their production.
In the beginning of Indonesian National Development, government’s subsidies on production
input were mainly part of government program to ensure staple food availability, but in the
next phase it has also promoted commercialization. Government subsidies on production
input (fertilizer and technological support) have opened three interrelated opportunities to
society. First, as consciously intended by government, it generated intensification. Second,
it created diversification, and then, third, both intensification and diversification generated
more intensive and extensive market exchange. Intensification was a matter particularly for
farmers with land suitable for paddy farming. For others, it mainly generated diversification
on horticulture. Both groups benefited from each other through the broader opportunity
to exchange.
Goverment Subsidies
Intensive subsidy programs started in 1952 until the end of the 1980s. The attitude was first to support
national food security programs in response population growth. Subsequent programs included Rencana
Kemakmuran Kasimo 1952-1956, Padi Sentra in 1959-1962, program Demonstrasi Massal (Farming Mass
Demonstration program) in 1963-1964, program Bimbingan Massal/Bimas (Mass guidance program)
since 1964, program Intensifikasi Massal (Mass intensification program) in 1969, program Intensifikasi
Khusus/Insus (Specific Intensification) since 1980, and program Supra Insus (Supra Specific Intensification
program) in 1987. However, the aim of these programs were intensified during the early Soeharto era
under the so-called ‘rice self-sufficient program’. During this period, intensification and mechanization
was a priority. Particularly since the early 1970s up to 1985, government fertilizer subsidies and technical
assistance were extensive.

The interrelation between intensification, diversification, and the growth of market
exchange led to clustered production. Viewed from the national level, for instance, Magelang
is apparently a cluster region for horticulture. However, viewed from Magelang itself, within
the region sub-regions have developed into different clusters: paddy or horticulture, or even
specific crops.
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c. Direct Government Subsidies
Besides focusing on the growth of agriculture’s production, subsidies released to
directly combat rural poverty have also been on the agenda for many years in Indonesia.
Example of Direct Government Subsidies
The so-called IDT (i.e., the President’s instruction to solve the problems of underdeveloped rural areas)
is one of the programs. This program was launched in 1993 and included in the sixth Five-Year National
Development Plan as per capita grant program intended to assist especially rural areas that are categorized
as underdeveloped by Central Bureau of Statistic (BPS). According to Akita (2000), the program can be
seen as a program of fiscal decentralization that allows regional government (provincial and districts)
to have greater autonomy in reducing poverty in their respective areas. The targets of the program were
the poor, the less developed community including farm laborer, peasant, fisherman, forest dweller, and
young dropout. Based on the statistical analysis of the both 1993 and 1996 Social Economic Survey data
(Susenas 1993 and 1996), Akita (2000) observed that IDT has a significant effect on the change of the intra
provincial expenditure in equality.
Currently, existing direct subsidies are called Bantuan Langsung Tunai (BLT=Direct cash subsidies). BLT
is released to compensate onto the poor to overcome negative consequences due to the increase of fuel
price. It is a program set to distribute about Rp. 300.000 to poor households every three months. This
program was not really perceived positively as additional assets. The amount is seen by most respondents
not enough to improve their economic capabilities. They use it mainly for consumption. Respondents use
it even for gambling (buying lottery).

d. Credits Programs
Credit schemes have been important programs for rural communities, particularly
within the context of the so-called swasembada program (self-rice provision program) in
the 1970s and 1980s. Conceptually, credits program are a promising source of finance for
local farmers and other small entrepreneur to enhance their productive capabilities through
enlarging their business scale or establish new business. Nevertheless in the implementation,
compared to technological promotion and fertilizer subsidies, respondents indicate that it
was complicated to get credit for most farmers. These problems still exist, though. At least
there are two issues in this matter. The first issue is related to the delivery system that relies on
relatively advantageous and accountable institutions. This second issue links to compliance
principles such as a clear proposal or sometimes also collateral items, while some farmers
have little capacity related to this matter. What follows is the review of the credit program
in relation to the effectiveness of providing opportunities to rural communities to enhance
their future capabilities.
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Example of Credit Program
During the early phases of the delivering scheme, the government relied on the Bank Rakyat Indonesia
(BRI). In 1970, BRI set up the Unit Desa System (UDES), village credit service, to channel credit to
farmers. The interest rate was fixed at low levels by the government. This scheme had as of yet to deliver
a positive impact, largely attributed to mismanagement or institutional failure. As Maurer (1999) noted,
based on case study research, in the early 1980s, this program lending volume declined and default rates
climbed to above 50%.
In 1985, the government replaced that program with the Kredit Usaha Tani/KUT (Farmer Credit Program)
which employed a group approach to credit. This refers to a credit program provided for farmers,
particularly for the poor. Nevertheless, again, this scheme had not generated any positive impact to the
community due to mismanagement or institutional failure. Some observational reports claim that this
incentive opened misallocation and misuse (Holloh, 1996). It was indicated by many ‘free rider’ farmers
(not listed as a target) and even co-operative managers took additional credits. By the end of 1988, only
104 of 7,873 KUD were self-reliant. Two years later, 2,092 of 8,535 KUD were categorized as self-reliant.
During the next phase, the government modified subsidy schemes in order to alleviate poverty, which
meant a shift from focusing on the household to a more group-centred approach. In 1998, the government
released the kecamatan development program (KDP) which provided grants to sub-district governments,
which then allocated funds for villages on a competitive basis for a range of small-scale infrastructure,
economic and social activities. This program was then transformed into the PNPM-PPK(Program Nasional
Pemberdayaan Masyarakat-Program Pengembangan Kecamatan) or Community Development Program.
At this stage in the research, it was not yet possible to review this programme. In Magelang Regency, the
program started in 2003. The sub districts that were selected are the ones that house a larger number
of poor, which is based upon CBS registration. The new innovation of this program is the involvement
of University graduates as facilitators, hired to help local farmer organization (e.g. Paguyuban Petani
Merbabu in Ngablak sub district) With the involvement of these young scholars, some essential efforts
were performed, for instance, such as a cross check upon BPS data. According to their survey, people
perceived poverty as being more related to the occupational conditions and household assets (material
or immaterial) such as skill or social relationship they have (Informed by Sts, Facilitator at Grabak Sub
District on December 2007).

e. Health Insurance and Education Fund
With the exception of governmental officials, up to 2005, almost the entire rural
population and industrial workers had no health insurance. For this reason, health insurance
costs had never been accounted for into a household’s budget. In this context, illness frequently
became the main cause of household economic failure largely related to when one family
member developed a serious illness (see chapter 3). Due to this experience of this situation,
the government program termed as ASKESKIN (Asuransi Kesehatanbagi Keluarga Miskin,
or health insurance for poor people) was perceived as a highly valuable asset for the rural
community. The program had the potential to not only provide security, which in turn
stimulated business within the community, but also higher confidence in using other financial
resources for additional investments. Although there are still some recipients who face
difficulties in using/claiming insurance in the hospital (largely due to a lack of knowledge or
the inhospitality of health services), most of the poor rural community encountered during
my fieldwork expressed their sincere hopes for the program.
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An additional valuable government program that
is anticipated is the free funding for children’s education.
For example, the junior school participation in rural areas
of this case region is still at 11 % (BPS and Agriculture
census 2003) and some families reported that they found
it difficult to finance their children’s schooling. For this
reason, the rural community remains positive with the Nine
Years Compulsory Education instituted by government
due to the fact that the basic principle of the program is to
free the family from financing their children up to junior
school level. The Minister of Education reported that the
government will finance around 963,891 of the 13-15 years
old population to have the opportunity to participate in the
junior school in 2008.
The general understanding can be taken from this
sub chapter is that the presence of particular tangible
assets gives opportunities to community to do economic
production, and yield other kind of assets, tangibles as well
as intangibles.

ASKESKIN (Health Insurance)
The ASKESKIN program was
put into place by Indonesian’s
Government through Decree of
Minister for Health No. 1241/
Menkes/SK/XI/2004 on November
12, 2004. In doing so, the Ministry
of Health (MOHRI) appointed PT.
Askes as the implementer of the
program. In the 2006 fiscal year,
the ASKESKIN Program included
60 million people with a total
budget of Rp.3.6 trillion (about
US$ 400 million). The Health
Public Expenditure Review (PER)
in 2008 notes that Indonesia had
quadrupled its public spending on
health from about US$1 billion in
2001 to over US$4 billion in 2007,
largely due to the ASKESKIN
health insurance program for the
poor.

4.3 INTANGIBLE INDIVIDUAL ASSETS (HUMAN
RESOURCES)
The fieldwork result presented in chapter 3 indicates that the existence and the roles
of intangible individual assets (IIA) in affecting the individual capabilities are perceived
relatively strong by actors because they have relatively direct influence on their quality of life.
Nevertheless, their roles with regard to collective/regional capabilities are less understood.
This part will mainly discuss their formation and their impact upon regional capabilities,
especially related to economic issues.
Categorized in chapter 3, intangible4 individual assets consist of skill, (physical)
power, time, knowledge, and other kinds of abilities, which correspond to leader and
entrepreneur present in the region. Skill is related to training and experiences people get;
physical power is mainly related to health quality, while knowledge is related to education
or other informational exposure they get. For analysis in this chapter, this kind of assets is
distinguished into three categories; labour, entrepreneur, and leader. Labour is said to consist
of human skill, physical power, and time. Composed of skill-power-time, labour is observed
mainly as a ‘tool’ in economic production, while it is distinguished from other human abilities
such as entrepreneurship and leadership, or other more knowledge-based human abilities.
The observation within Magelang regency shows that as tools, just like infrastructure, labour
Intangible assets are assets that have no clear physical property and are difficult to be sensed and measured.
This kind of assets can be divided into two categories. The first is those embedded in human individual called
‘intangible individual assets’ and the second is ‘institutional assets’ that represent human perception of other
forms of assets and the forms of human interactions.
4
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is being used and its use is ‘being created/invented’ by entrepreneurship and leadership.
Based on the above two characteristics, the presentation will be grouped into two focuses:
The dynamic mobilization of labour, and the kinds as well as roles of other human abilities
(entrepreneurship and leadership) in regional capabilities enhancement.
4.3.1 Labor Asset
Although intangible, labour asset is identifiable, evaluable and measurable. Its value is
inherent in the human character. For instance in farmer character, it includes the mastery of
farming technique. The value of labour is mainly evaluated by farmers themselves.5
Labour is perceived by respondents as a determining asset for capability when they
stated their family members or when they talked about the number of farmers compared
to land availability. They also talked about labour related to the potential household/local
employments compared to job availability (e.g. in industries). People considered the number
of family members as positive assets when they could generate income for the family or
in terms of employments if they were proportionally involved in household economic
production activities, especially in farming activities. Nevertheless, household members
(especially those at the productive age) were often regarded as negative assets when no
available income generating activities were done.
Two important issues related to labour will be presented in this section in order
to understand the nature of IIA and its impact on individual as well as on collective
capabilities. The first is related to its optimal utilization, and the second is related to its
quality improvement. Higher quality of labour (skilled) and optimal utilization of it increases
productivity and thereby income.
Observed in the region case, the degree of labour utilization is greatly determined
by the creation of economic sectors, such as industrial sector development, tourism sector
development, and urban sectors development. Especially for industry, its influence on labour
quality improvement is obvious.
a. Labour Utilization and Improvement Influenced by Industrial Development
The influence of industrial development on the level of labour utilization and
quality improvement is apparent in the region case. The direct relation between industrial
development and the level of labour utilization can be argued using serial statistical data
showing the dynamic shifting of labour especially from agricultural economic sector to
industrial sectors or vise versa. The proportional number of industrial workers increased
when the industrial sector grew, and it decreased when the industrial sector went down. For
the very dense agricultural region, as this case, the growth and the decrease of employment
in the agriculture sector significantly determined the optimality of labour utilization.
The concept of opportunity cost, demand-supply mechanism, and scarcity are concepts that can be used
to calculate labor value, while the concept of marginal productivity function can be used to explain its role in
production.
5
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Industrial development in the region was started in the 1980’s. However, some
industries, mostly textiles and automobile assembling, have been in operation several years
before (middle of 1970’s) and spread at several subdistricts. Industries in Magelang regency
declined in about 1997 (during the global economic crises), just similar to the decline of the
industrial sector in Indonesia.
The relation between the growth and the decrease of farmers and industrial development
can be seen in figure 4.10, 4.11., and 4.12. Figure 4.11.draws the growth pattern of industrial
workers in Magelang regency, which has similarity to the growth pattern of industrial
development (figure 4.10). These data give evidence that industrial development gave job
opportunities and absorbed some of the laborers from the agricultural sector. While figure
4.12.shows that unskilled agricultural workers are those who entered the sector. Unskilled
agricultural workers in this region are landless or semi-landless people. In this region, as
agricultural land has been limited, land holding famer’s time used in farming activities is
low. But due to solidarity to still give opportunity to landless farmers to generate income,
some of them still accept this poor people to be involved manage their small piece of land.
This results in the inadequate utilization of labour that leads to in efficiency problem may
be dealt with in a particular period but appears again in another period. This was closely
related to the ups and downs of the industrial sector. As shown in figure 4.12. the proportion
ofunskilled agricultural worker decreased during 1978 to 1992, stable from 1992 to 1994 and
increased again until 1996, and then was stable until the end of this research in about 2007.
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The growth of Industrial Worker in Magelang regency
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Figure 4.11 TheGrowth of Industrial Workers in Magelang Regency Large means large
Industries with 100 or more workers and Medium means Industries with 20-99 workers
(compiled from MagelangRegency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)
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Figure 4.12 The Proportional Shifting of Unskilled Agriculture Workers and Industrial Workers in Magelang
Regency (compiled from MagelangRegency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

In this agricultural region, industrial development has benefited at least two groups
of community. The first is individual with certain relevant abilities (e.g. health, educational
qualification, or skills etc). Industrial development has offered new job opportunities to
this group. The second group is the local farmer. They are those who do not have relevant
abilities or who are not interested to be involved in industrial sectors (for instance remaining
in charge in the agriculture sector). The outward movement of other employment from
agriculture giving them greater opportunity to enlarge their business as land availability per
individual will increase (see sub chapter 4.1 on the case of papaya development), or because
agricultural product suppliers (competitors) will decrease. The coming of industries (new
sector) influences and recomposes the structure of the economic sector and thereby job
composition (both are considered as EIA).
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Besides influencing the utilization level of labour, industrial development may improve
labour quality. This can be indicated by first giving attention to figure 4.11 and figure 4.13.
The Worker in Small/Home Industries in Magelang Regency
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Figure 4.13 The Growth of Worker in Small/Home Industries in Magelang Regency
(compiled from Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

Figure 4.11 shows the decrease of workers in large and medium industries during
the crises in about 1998 to 2000. In contrast, figure 4.13, shows the significant growth of
workers in small/home industries. From fieldwork observation, it is indicated that some exworkers from large and medium industries created jobs in the small scale/home industries
sectors. The question is why did they run small scale/home industries just after the industrial
breakdown? Why not before, for instance, since they realized that land had been limited and
they could not use their labour assets optimally. The reason is that they had acquired skills
from industries. This skill diffusion is another positive influence of industrial development
on the people in the region.
Based on the qualitative observation, the ex-workers especially of food industries and
automobile assemblies are those who benefited skills which can be applied in small-scale
industries or small home enterprises (small automobile-painting workshops). Particularly for
the last, it may be seen along the sides of the regional road in the regency where small-scale
auto mobile service centre (painting, interior, etc) are abundant.
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Figure 4.14 Example of ex-workers from large and medium industries who created jobs in the small scale/
home industries sectors (field survey)

b. More Intensive (More Optimal) Labour Utilization due to Tourism Sector Development
Besides industries, the second non-agriculture sector’s development that has influenced
labour utilization is tourism. Within the region, several tourist destinations that exist can
be divided into:
1. world heritage object of BorobudurTemple complex
2. resort (e.g. Kopeng, and Kyai Langgeng)
3. spot areas for natural scenic view (mainly to volcano, e.g. Ketep Pass)
4. Adventure (e.g. Progo River’s rapids white water rafting)

Figure 4.15 Ketep Pass (Natural-Merapi Volcano scenic view spot) in Sawangan Subdistrict, Magelang
(field survey)
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Identified in the observation, tourism development has influenced local economy
through two structural changes; first, it has changed the farmer structure based on crops
planted. The evidence of the first is the shifting of commodities selection. The development
of tourisms within the area has generated the shifting of the local farmers’ inclinations in
choosing the kind of crops to plan: formerly it was vegetables, which were orientated to
commercial-external market through export, but later they opted for fruits such as strawberry
and pepino. These commodities are sold mainly in situ to the coming tourists who are willing
to pay more. In this region, the variation of commodities does not only have forward linkage
to market, but also backward linkage. It gives opportunity to intensify land utilization, which
demands a greater use labour.
Secondly it has changed community structure based on profession (job composition).
Tourism development generates the emergence of trading, including informal trading of
locally produced fruits, the emergence of the service sector such as restaurant and souvenir.
In general terms, tourism development creates new job opportunities, even though in very
small scale. Figure 4.16.shows women (housewives) starting to establish food courts, small
restaurants, or to be street vendors retailing local agricultural products or handicraft.

Figure 4.16 Women In Rural Traditional Market, in Kopeng Tourism Area(field survey)

The scale of the new commodities’ growth and job absorption is related directly to the
number of visitors. In the case of this region (with under 2 million visitors a year) it is still
very small for really improving the economy of the region. Moreover, tourism activities are
seasonal, mostly only in the holiday season when real job opportunities are created.
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c. More Optimal Labour Utilization due to Urbanization
The first phase of all types of urbanizations generally generates construction sector
activities. The construction sector largely absorbs many landless laborers from surrounding
areas. Particularly in the industries-generated urban areas, the scale of the construction
sector is very big. Nevertheless it usually occurred in a quite short time. The existence of the
construction sector in the longer period gives additional skills to the people. Having better
skills, the laborers keep being involved in the construction sector, even though the project in
the region has ended.Generally, these converted construction laborers, who were formerly
landless farmers, go to the bigger cities such as Yogyakarta, Semarang and Jakarta where
building industries are continually operating.
In the next phase, the employment absorption of urban areas is in urban services.
Unfortunately, the absorptive capacity of urban areas inside and surrounding the region is
still not satisfactory because of the excessive number of job seekers. Unemployment is still
high even in the places very close to the urban areas.
The early part of this section argues that the quality of labour and the optimal utilization
of it is important to capability enhancement. Further, this section has shown that the level of
utilization of labour and its quality improvement is influenced by the coming of the economic
sector, which may recompose/restructure the heterogeneity of the local economy and jobs.
The heterogeneity of the economic sector and jobs give greater opportunities for people to
generate income through more intensive use of labour and exchange. The heterogeneity of
the economic sector and obs is included as EIA.
4.3.2 Entrepreneurship
Many respondents perceive this ability as a positive asset for capability enhancement.
They stated that the presence of entrepreneurs has opened opportunities for other people,
especially in terms of new job opportunities. Entrepreneurship can be conceived of as the
causal agent that recognizes and evaluates opportunities and introduces new practices into
social life. Entrepreneurs are a necessary part of the process that establishes the institutions
of economic growth.
Particular individual assets such as entrepreneurship that have significantly influenced
the agriculture economics of the region are: (1) creativity and innovation, and (2) fighting
spirit and survival power. Creativity is defined as the tendency to generate or recognize ideas,
alternatives, or possibilities that may be useful in solving problems, communicating with
others, and entertaining ourselves and others (Franken 2001). Innovation is defined as the
introduction of something new, such as new idea, method or new device (Merriam Webster
Dictionary). Innovations are generated by creativity Innovation observed during the fieldwork
is a process by which an individual or a group of a community generates creativity of new
ideas and converts them into useful and viable commercial products, services, and business
practices. Fighting spirit is the capacity of person to manage experiencing vicissitudes of their
business or purpose to the realization of the idea. Creative persons with high fighting spirits
are assets of the region as they generate economic innovation, and therefore the community’s
economic development.
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a. Creativity and Innovation
Embedded in individual, creativity and innovation
potentially create new opportunities for a community as
they have promoted agricultural product diversification.
Using available creativity-induced innovation, small
farmers might optimize their land asset, labour and time.
However, diversification of small farmers is limited on the
farm.
For small farmers (less than 0.5 ha land ownership),
diversification is usually practiced on the farm resulting in
taking advantage of local innovation on farming techniques,
such as the widely practiced tumpang sari (mixed plants
in one field), which results from the combined two
factors necessary for income fulfillment and the available
marginal time input. For big farmers, creativity-generated
diversification is done at off-farm business. Big farmers
optimize their financial asset (savings), their knowledge/
insight and their larger social relationship to establish new
business areas.
b. Fighting Spirit and Survival Power
There are several individual cases found in the region,
which can be presented as examples of the important role
of the fighting spirit and survival power for the community
and region. In the following, I will present only one of them,
named Mr. HR (51). He is a successful agribusiness man.

An Example of Creativity that
Supports Community
Creativity supports the survival
of a community. One of that is
supports the development of local
organic fertilizers. An example of
this case is ST (45), who actually
works with his ten friends running
the same business. For this group,
creativity and innovation to
produce organic fertilizers made
of swallow feces has benefited
the local farmers. ST and his
friends are agriculture-vocational
high school graduates who were
contracted by a Swedish company
in Aceh. As the company had
finished running the business
there, they decided to come back
to their home region. Based on
their knowledge and experiences,
they started establishing a small
business by producing organic
fertilizers around 2005. Three
years of business did not really
give economic benefits, at least
compared to their previous
job. Nevertheless, their coming
with the business was just at the
appropriate time for the local
farmers, especially that by the end
of 2005, artificial fertilizers were
often rare and the prices soared
up. At the same time, the prices
of agriculture products were very
volatile, mostly low. Their organic
products, especially for the farmer
nearby, were relatively in ready
stock and the price was lower.
Through ST, again, creativity has
improved the survival capacity of
the community.
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A Story of Fighting Spirit and Survival Power
Formerly Mr. HR was a teacher assigned in Kebumen regency, about 150 KM from his home village where
he now lives. Entrepreneurship has been his strong trait when he was in high school (He studied in teacher
education school).In 1974, he had a ranch at the nearest town from his home village, Muntilan sub district.
He had to leave it when he was placed in Kebumen. In 1979, he was fortunate to be permitted to move to
his home village, Sewukan, at Dukun Sub District, Magelang Regency. Since he had piece of land given by
his parent, he started cultivating land filling in his spare time after finishing his teaching.
He started farming as other people did. However, his educational background has always made him easily
inspired by new idea and critically see the situation. Development and improvement has always been
his disposition instated of ‘stability’, which is a common orientation of most local farmers. In 1979, there
was a man named Mr. Lo, a Taiwanese Engineer who came to this region and established an agriculture
cooperative with Mr. ZN (60), a trader operating in Ngemplak and Muntilan. The real cooperative venture
was to grow watermelon. Always monitoring the cooperative, Mr. HR thought that the business might
be prospective. He put the business through trials, although he said he concealed the process of seeding.
Learning as an autodidact, he has been successful. Then since the 1980’s, many local farmers who formerly
only grew paddy, corn, tomatoes and beans, copied what he did and planted watermelon.
When many farmers had followed him, he started thinking of another commodity. By the end of the 1980’s
he started to try to grow export-quality string beans. This was his response to the news that Humpus, a
national big company owned by the president’s son, was interested to find large land for growing these
plants.
Together with Mr. SD (another big farmer and a formal village leader at that time), Mr. HR tried to show
that they were ready to cooperate, by taking immediate initiative to start planting export-quality string
beans.Mr.HR said that getting the contract was a pride to him since he had to wait and prove his quality in
5 years before he was re-offered to directly cooperate with the company. To start the scheme he applied for
a credit to the bank (BRI). Nowadays, nobody in the region denies his success and he has become a model
of progress, inspiring other farmers to never give up hope.

Based on the foregoing stories, entrepreneurs are those having characteristic of
situational sensitivity, fighting spirit, accounting skill, speculative and innovative mind
especially related to a creating a breakthrough. The sources of their ability are family,
experiences, accessed information, and knowledge from formal education. Sometimes the
pressure of a difficult situation becomes an important factor for their emergence. Although
attached to an individual, entrepreneurship benefits a whole community, directly (e.g. job
opportunities), and indirectly (inspiring ways to develop).
4.3.3 Leadership
The information above mainly draws the individual efforts and progress. Although
having impact to large community, however, their main intention is for the benefit of
individuals. The following stories are individual initiatives done by individuals but since the
first time is aimed to give benefits to the larger community. Person having so called leadership’s
character does this (see Appendix 6 for mentioned Leader during survey).
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Leadership is abilities to persuade, convince, and then to bring other people to certain
objective. Some respondents admit this individual ability as positive assets, especially related
to their coordination function. Nevertheless, some informants give notice that not all ‘leaders’
give positive influences. Some of them are even otherwise, as described:
“You must know that some official leaders only think about their own interest and are
manipulative. You can see their behavior when there is certain government program in
the village. They may corrupt the budget or manipulate the program to for the sake of
their priority” (ST 30,Grabak villager).

While in the case of this region, there are some types of leader admitted as significantly
influence community capability positively. Following are three cases presented.
A Case of the Roles of ‘Systematic Visionary Leader’
SD (62) is a person with natural strong character of leadership, He might be considered
as a naturally talented ’planner’, or he can be seen as ‘systematic visionary leader’. His
phenomenal contribution to the region is a Sokka Auction Market development.

Figure 4.17 SD, a ‘systematic visionary leader’ (insert) and Sokka Auction Market (field survey)
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Mr. SD is a close friend of Mr. HR (the aforementioned entrepreneur case), and
relatively has similar character in struggling spirit and survival power. Mostly together with
HR, he works hard and is idealistic in agriculture. Adoption, innovation, and speculation in
farming technique as well as in marketing have always become their attitude. This attitude
shapes fundamental assets for them to take market opportunity in running business, and at
the same time opening job opportunities for other local people.
Sokka Market was firstly built as small village market specialized for horticulture by
SD on March 5, 2000. The story of Sokka market development was also informed by Mr. MS
(30, intermediary). Mr. MS was a farmer and lived at the corner of a busy street. He used to
sell vegetables from his land in front of his house at this place. He said that formerly there
only one or two traders at the place, including himself. He was impressed by the potential of
the place when he was offered by a trader from Pekalongan to become an intermediary and
buy vegetables from farmers. Every two days, this Pekalongan trader came and bought the
vegetables from him and some other middlemen to have enough of stock to send to Jakarta.
The place was immediately busy in 19986 as there was the emergence of relatively dense of
farmers and traders following doing transaction activities in the place. Previously,it was a
place at the three-crossed streets, which was spontaneously used as meeting point by one or
two number farmers and intermediaries.
SD knew the potential of the place. He was finally aware that there was enough
number of horticulture farmer surrounding the place. This situation was perceived by him
as opportunity for community to be central market for horticulture, Mr. SD observed the
phenomena and had the idea to establish real market, while he had the fortune to occupy
land near the place privileged by government (tanah bengkok) to be economically used during
his position as a village leader.
Firstly, then, he offered the idea to villagers to get support, especially as he thought
about to invite private developer to build the market. He did succeed in getting community
support but did not get developer, which was really ready to finance. Then using his family
saving from past farming business, he decided to act as ‘developer’. To overcome the limitation
of financial capital needed, he applied credit to BRI, and summed with his own money.For
the first phase, he built eleven kiosks. Nevertheless, it was not easy to market the kiosks. His
then got an idea to make several small posters attached at his car and other truck operating
in big market such as Johar market in Semarang, Bringharjo market in Yogyakarta, in Pasar
Induk Jakarta. He brought the poster wherever he went. It worked. Through that effort,
one by one, the kiosks had been fulfilled. Some small entrepreneurs renting the kiosks did
not only come from the village and its surrounding but also come from other sub district
(Muntilan, Borobudur). Nowadays, they even come from other region such as Yogyakarta.
In 2007, there were more than 200 traders operating in Sokka Market.
Until 2007 the market have been laid down at his bengkok land of 9.310 m2 having 108
kiosks and 56 lots. The horticulture trading volume reaches up to 200 ton in average per day,
which is transported by about 80—100 unit of vehicles. The money circulation is no less than
This immediate phenomena, perhaps can be related to the fire accident happened in the end of 1997 of
Bonpolo Market in Magelang City (at the centre of Magelang regency and about 10 km from Sewukan) that used
to be a central horticulture collection and transaction.
6
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200 million rupiahs a day. The agriculture product supplier mainly come from Magelang,
Boyolali, and Dieng (neighboring regencies). The traders come from other regencies of the
Central Java such as Solo, Klaten, Purwokerto, Boyolali, Semarang; Yogyakarta Province;
East Java such as Magetan, and West Java such Bogor, Jakarta.
The very fast growing role of the Sokka Market, certainly, has been not only determined
by SD. There has been role of government too, particularly related to the intensive program
packaged as agropolitan7 development program. Especially after the agropolitan program
has been issued in 2004, SD realized that his village had to compete to other places to be
selected as a prioritized project. With his communication ability, he presented the idea and,
in reality, he continually promoting the market to prove that he himself is the right person
capable to ensure the effectiveness of the market. Even more, he said that he also involve a
colleague from neighboring village who has been a local parliament member to lobby the
local government.
For most of local farmer and intermediary, Sokka auction market has opened
opportunity to interact directly with hundreds of national horticulture traders. This situation
gives local farmer and local collector a higher bargaining capacity in deciding prices. Based
on the idea of SD too, the market is also directed to create new jobs for the young people
around, for instance as carriers and transporters. Due to this, he said that urbanization has
been reduced, while the attitude to work in agriculture has also increased.
A Case of The Roles of ‘Grass Root Empowering Leader’
The second influential leader with different character compared to SD to be presented is
SR (42). If SD can be called as ‘systematic visionary leader’, SR can be considered as ‘grassroots
empowering leader’.
Just after finishing his schooling (STM: technical senior high school), he has seriously
ran agribusiness with high attitude toward modernization. The result of this attitude now can
be seen for instance from the extensive technical application of green house and the variety
of commodity selected that range from vegetables, fruits and aesthetic flowers.

7
There has been growing the idea of developing rural region and agriculture based on agropolitan concept
nationally since about early 2002. Do so this regency that, due to its strong progressive agriculture image, get
opportunity and support from national as well as provincial government to apply to concept. In Magelang, the
movement has started since 2004 by producing master plan entitled “Pengembangan Kawasan Agropolitan
(Agropolitan Development Masterplan)”, which has been legalized in 2004. A project to build market and its
infrastructure (proyek Prasarana dan Sarana Lingkungan Gedung Paket: PKT-MGL-07 Pembuatan Bangunan
Pengepakan) had been implemented since 2006 to 2007 financed about 3 times of 100 million by Provincial
Government. While some scheme followed later on, and as stated by SDYN, until now, at least three billion
totally have been used to develop the market.
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Figure 4.18 SR, a ‘grassroots empowering leader’(field survey)

The landmark of SR’s contribution to the community in this region is the establishment
of farmer association named as Paguyuban Petani Merbabu (PPM). He said that this is a
voluntary membership organization for the community, particularly of villages at the eastern
slope of Mount Merbabu. The activities of PPM started in August 1999; nevertheless it was
explicitly established/launched in November 11, 2001 in the such a forum called Farmer’s
General Meeting or Rapat Umum Paguyuban Petani (RUBANI). Participated in the meeting
were 26 groups of farmer of villages at the eastern slope of Merbabu. Most members of
PPM are poor farmers with land ownership of about 2000 M2 in average. Some of them are
isolated; having little access to education, health services and market. Traditionally these
farmers grow variety of highland vegetables; while the daily problems facing them are the
increase of production cost related to the prices of fertilizers, the uncertain and volatile prices
of their products, and the ever-increasing daily necessities.
In the early 1999, not long after the national economic crises began when the very
hard life in poverty can be seen almost everywhere, he collected his friends who were mostly
of similar age to have discussion on how to make any development in their community. The
very important result of this small discussion was the initiation of PPM as has been described
above. In 2007, the member of PPM has been 22 groups of farmers with total members of
549 farmers, including 22% women. The inclusion of women, even explicitly stated in the
vision, was to empower farmers in strengthening economy and controlling natural resources
in the principles of God belief, equity that included men and women, and sustainability. SR
had been appointed as the chairperson of the association since its establishment. Several
important initiatives conducted by PPM are;
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(1) Organizing financial scheme (membership micro finance) to help the members
particularly in the season when they have to buy production input,
(2) Sharing technical experiences,
(3) Facilitating consensus process toward commodity composition produced by
member in order to manage supply,
(4) Seeking third parties to cooperate or to marketing the product such as supermarkets
and industries.
To cooperate with other parties, PPM is registered officially to the government through
notaries. The organization has actively released newsletter printed out and in the web. Owing
to this publication, PPM has been able to make broad collaboration. Commercially, several
Supermarkets in Yogyakarta become their marketing partner to receive the product of their
members.
Through collaborative empowerment programs, the farmer members of it benefited the
assistance of national and international NGO as well as of government agency. Some NGOs
that can be mentioned here are Japan International Corporation Agency (JICA), Canada
Fund, Indonesian Benelux Chamber of Commerce, Yayasan Paras Jakarta, Facet Matra
Indonesia, BPTP, Sekretariat Bina Desa Jakarta, SPPQT Salatiga, Dinas Pertanian Propinsi
Jawa Tengah, Dinas Pertanian Kabupaten Magelang, and Horticulture Partnership Support
Program (HPSP, International NGO of the Netherland). The very important lesson learned
from the case of SR is that his personality and his leadership role has driven the community
to develop by engaging to external potential.
A Case ofThe Roles of ‘A Start From Myself Leader’
The third type of leader found during fieldwork was YN(32). He is the village leader
of Banyuroto Village, Sawangan sub district. For him, I will call as a start from myself leader,
as he prefer to start development initiative from himself to give example for his community.
YN was elected as a village leader in 2006 through the local direct democratic election.
At the time, local and provincial government has been in the very intensive implementation
of agropolitan development program. His village is located at about one km from a tourist
facility, called Ketep Pass, which is a park located at the peak to see the Merapi panorama and
a small museum and cinema building related to the historic activities of Merapi volcano. In
another nearest tourism destination, Kopeng, located about 4 km from the village has been a
trend of growing strawberry, and it gets such a good tourism-market response. Then an idea
emerges to include the agropolitan program to spread the strawberry plantation and other
self-picked fruit attraction in the region. BYRT village was the one of prospective place.
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Figure 4.19 Strawberry Agro-Tourism Feld at BYRT Village (field survey)

How to implement government program that require land has always been a problem
for Indonesian planning due to the nature of land ownership that mostly of private (also will
be discussed in next chapter). To breakthrough this constraint, such scheme similar to the
one made by Mr. SD in the case of Sokka Market development has been taken to implement
strawberry plantation program. To make himself as an example for other farmers, Mr. YN start
the program by allocating his land given by government (tanah bengkok), which is located
just at the side of local road. His wife did the same in term of processing some of strawberry
to be a candy and expected to be followed by other village women. While, although it just
started in early 2007 (it was not there when I just started my fieldwork), their effort sounded
to be prospective. Now, some farmers, even with other kinds of fruit started to establish
similar business.
Based on stories of SD, SR and YN, leaders are ones having characteristics of
situational sensitivity (observation ability and empathy) that generate idea/initiatives,
high communicative ability/power/confident to persuade, managerial skill to organize and
mobilize. They are also risk takers. They should be brave enough to take a breakthrough.
Unlike entrepreneur, sources of their abilities are usually family, experiences, accessed
information, and knowledge from of formal education. The bottom line is, both mentioned
Institutional Intangible Assets (entrepreneurship and leadership)may open opportunities
to the collective community in the region to develop. By their creativities and managerial
abilities, they can reshape and improve social as well as economic institutional assets, which
in the next round will facilitate economic production and exchange efficiently and productive.
The Role of Formal Education to Entrepreneurship and Leadership
All individuals presented in the cases of entrepreneurship and leaderships are those
having relatively better education level: They are mostly graduates of senior high school. This
level of education is considered high since most villagers do not even finish junior high. Some
do not get any schooling at all. This indicates that education is a very important source for
entrepreneurship and leaderships, and therefore for regional capabilities.
Besides, through individual cases, the significant roles of education can be illustrated
using the case of the growth of small-scale home industries. The growth of small scale
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industries has been flourishing just after the industrial break down. This is actually also
simultaneously as the effect of saturated absorption capacity of the urban services. There
are relatively abundant better educated young people surrounding urban areas. It is reported
statistically (BPS and Agriculture census) that the junior school participation at the urban
areas is higher than that in rural (26 % in urban areas only 11 % in rural areas). The spatial
distribution pattern of this better educated young un-employment, in somehow, are similar
to the spatial distribution pattern of small-scale home industries.

Figure 4.20 Spatial distributions and growth of small scale home industries in Magelang Regency
(compiled from Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

Observed directly, it can be seen that most of these small-scale home entrepreneurs
are those having higher formal education. This group has been able to break through the
situation of job deficit due to industrial breakdown and saturated urban service sector. When
asked, they said that their initiatives were as their speculative attitude based on a little creative
idea due to little knowledge on technology and on other places situation that inspired them
about demand on certain product. They said that although not very much, education they
had enjoyed has given basic knowledge. Socialization with friend in the school also has given
insight about the external reality, that some time better. Knowledge on better situation of
other places has promoted the high standard setting of this group, and encourages them
to search other alternative. As an example, these young people were not so attracted to the
traditional farming practices that in their perspective did not give better quality of life to
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most population. They expected to enter industrial or services urban sectors, but they could
not get in the preferred sectors. Using their new insight and knowledge (science or technical,
even though only to replicate), they seek new alternative to survive. Knowledge on external
situation, in some way, has also inspired external demand that might be they could supply,
and gives foundation to these young people to set up their own business, although in small
scale. So, education can be said to be public infrastructure which improves the quality of
individual assets and economic productivity. In the next round it will be able to enhance
collective economic capacity.
This sub chapter has presented several cases at individual level and statistic descriptions
on phenomena, which shows how individual intangible assets, which include labour’s skill,
and how leaderships and entrepreneurship are formatted, and how they contribute to the
capabilities of community at large.
The general understanding can be taken from this sub chapter is that the present of
particular assets give opportunities to community to do economic production, and yield
other kind of assets. In next turn, these assets also will be produced. This means that assets
do produce and are produced. They produce and are reproduced.
From the discussion above, we can infer that regional development planning policies
influences in the development of Intangible Individual Assets at least in two ways. Firstly, it
will give direction to the development of infrastructure development and in the end, it will
ease the leaders and entrepreneurs to make their own planning and maximize their potential.
Secondly, it will give early information on economic clusters, for examples the location
of markets, factories, or schools. Therefore, it will give all parties involved in regional
developments to prepare all the facilities needed as well to utilize all the assets they have to
enhance their capabilities.
4.4 INSTITUTIONAL ASSETS
The documentation on the people’s evaluation of their wellbeing (chapter 3) has argued
that people perceive some non-material aspects as factors that influence their well-being.
These non-material aspects embody for instance, local conventions and people’s perception
of land, commodity prices, and people’s relationship with others, certain social values, and
some government programs/policies. Those aspects are observable but intangible. Generally,
people recognize these intangible assets as they either get benefits out of it or suffer losses
due to their existence. For instance, due to solidarity feeling, a poor farmer can get the
opportunity to access land for agricultural production. This example shows that particular
intangible assets may become a source of tangible assets.
Intangible asset can be categorized into two. The first is values, activities, or
organizations which emerge or exist in the society’s daily lives. This would be called Social
Institutional Assets (SIA). The second is relation structure or pattern established in order to
manage production system or to exchange communities. This is called Economic Institutional
Assets (EIA).
Some variety conditions that can be categorized as SIA (for instance helps due to
solidarity or kinship) were more frequently mentioned as the cause of the emerging of
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opportunity to develop or to gain economic security rather than EIA (see table 3). In this
community, SIA are considered more directly influence individual interrelationships in
their daily lives, therefore people are conscious about them, whereas, although existent and
influential, EIA is not so noticeable because they do not directly affect their neighbourhood
daily life. Following is an example of interview.
“Good and bad relation with neighbours, relatives or partners is an important factor
to survive and to keep our business running. Moreover, in such hard economic times.
Trading world is like a wild jungle; if we do not really know other economic actors, we
would be like savage animals, ready to prey one another. Feeling of knowing and close
to friends and relatives makes people involved keep respecting and sharing one another.
Daily togetherness brings about equality, sympathy, as well as trust to respect and help
each other in good or bad times. This kind of feeling is not only present in social relation
between neighbours, but also in trading agriculture products and materials to improve
our agriculture business.” (As conveyed by Mr. HR, 51, big seller in Sewukan)

Economic transactions/exchange in this region are mostly done informally and as
part of cultural living.
“For most people here, trading is not only motivated by desire to gain as much profit as
possible and as quickly as possible. Therefore, selecting partner (buyers/sellers) cannot
be done carelessly. Buyers do not merely search for the cheapest price, and sellers do not
always look for the highest bid. Business sustainability is more important than volatile
big profit. In addition, selection of trading partner is frequently based on a will to share
prosperity with relatives or neighbours.” (Mr. SD, 62, manager of Agro Market in
Kecamatan Dukun).

4.4.1 Social Institutional Assets (Social Capital)
As mentioned by some respondents (see table 3.3 in chapter 3) SIA mainly consist of
values, such as solidarity, honesty, trust, another, helping one another, returning good deeds,
empathy and sympathy. The values construct people’s motives and preferences, including
motives and preferences for economic activities. These values are embedded in informal
social and cultural life rather than directly in economic and political living. The values are
commonly reflected in the community’s behaviour and social events.
Some particular values/attitudes reflected in the economic behaviour found in this
empirical observation are trust, solidarity, honesty, and the feeling of collectivism. These assets
are acknowledged by respondents as having influenced their economic capabilities. In some
cases, they have improved the opportunities (and assets) of several actors to economically
develop or, at least, to survive.
a. Trust
Trust was said to be one of the most important assets by some respondents.
This kind of SIA is embodied in people’s perception. Therefore, the possibility to
evaluate their increase or decrease is only through a perceptual survey. They are intangible
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but practiced and experienced by the community. Comment on Trust
Trust, for instance, is practiced in the transaction
modes between farmers and fertilizer retailers, “Trust and mutual understanding with our
or among farmers-middlemen-transporters. business partner is more important to ensure
Solidarity was manifested by several actors by our business sustainability” (Mr. WK, 56,
giving opportunity to participate in the local seller).
economy; for instance, in the case of farmers “As far as we can maintain good relations
with small middlemen. Another form of social with farmers as well as with wholesalers (juinstitutional assets that sometimes has positive but ragan), we can still run our business. It is
okay not to get so much profit as long as we
also negative impact is kinship.
Trust as a reciprocal attitude between two have continuity,” (Mrs. BU, 45, seller).
or more persons has been very important to
facilitate efficient economic exchange and equality.
Therefore it is potentially profitable to all parties. Within trust there exists interpersonal
expectation: the return, either equal or higher benefits.
Trust exists among actors having intensive historical interaction: they know each other
well (including about personal) characters, possibly due to sharing the living environment
(same neighbourhood; same social activities, value, kinship etc). Trust also appears due to
the knowledge of ‘controlling situation’: for instance, ‘local convention’ about social sanctions,
the existence of ‘social/kinship guarantee’, or other informal consensus.
b. Solidarity
Other non-material aspect that can be categorized as SIA and mentioned by some
respondents is solidarity. They think that solidarity is an important value that determines
economic distribution. It may give a positive opportunity to the group that in fact has little
access to tangible assets.
An example of opportunity given through solidarity is the feeling enjoyed by small
middlemen. This happens, for instance, when farmers actually have an opportunity to sell
their product directly to the new auction market but decide to sell it to middlemen that have
been their partners for long time. The farmers give an opportunity to an intermediary to
continue running his business. They believe that if they did not do that, the intermediary
would lose his job and income. Farmers said that they could not imagine it happening to
their family.
Another example of the impact of solidarity is the emergence of several initiatives to
support household or community economy carried out by religion-based organization. In
these cases, solidarity is practiced as it is a value strongly related to religion. Besides religion,
other social organizations are likely to be established to support that local economy based
on solidarity value.
Another solidarity movement can be seen in October 2010 where Mount Merapi in
Yogyakarta (50 km from Magelang) erupted violently, bursting lava and ashes, devastating
hundreds of houses, and killing around 350 people. During this disaster, many billions of
rupiahs was easily and quickly collected. This shows that the potentials of solidarity based
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on socially moralistic orientated assets allocation to enhance community capabilities are
tremendous. The problem of community development therefore is not due to the limited
financial assets as there is already solidarity as social assets, which are very potential.
Therefore, the problems faced by the entire community that planner has to contribute to solve
is ‘planning’ or ‘management’ to optimize those assets. This is an indication of the lacking
role of organization as governing institutions. Nevertheless, the still disappointing situation
is that the ‘appearance’ of this kind of assets allocation still happens mostly only in the very
large critical-ad hoc situations.
Interview: The Case of Retailers Selling Fertilizer to the Farmers
A: “We are in a village. We cannot say that business is business. Close relationship that represents trust and
empathy is often more important for business sustainability than cheaper prices. In addition, here, we feel that
we are interdependent on each other. Only when a farmer’s business is running well, my business will also be
running. And you know, farmers often have no financial capital to start their business so that I allow them to get
the required input and they can pay later when they harvest,” said Mrs RB (54) in Kaponan Village.
Q: How about guarantee?
A: “It’s not necessary. They live here, I know them well. I am sure that most of them will not dare to default,
otherwise in the future they will get difficulty in getting any input anymore, even from other shops because many
people will know that they cannot be trusted.”

c. Collectivism
Within the study area, it is found that the existence of farmer organization determines
the economic development of the related farmer’s society. This kind of group grows based
on a feeling as a group with similar rights and responsibility to maintain the level of
collective quality of life or to survive by together managing and improving their assets. This
feeling gives opportunity to the community to the formation of economic scale, ensures
security and becomes the basis for local potential organization. This feeling will be called as
collectivism.
Collectivism is a very important value for local economic development.
Collectivism opens up opportunity to coordinate and to cooperate in developing
more efficient production and marketing system. Particularly, it facilitates economic actors
to conduct coordination, for instance in deciding types of commodity to grow in order to
avoid over-supply and collapsing price. It eases cooperation to market products.
In other case, collectivism can often encourage land distribution or aggregation of
some small pieces of lands of many owners to be managed by a few people. In this case,
collectivism as social institutional assets has promoted the creation of economic institutional
assets in form of access to material input and of product marketing.
In the research area, there are at least two forms of existing collectivism: based on
kinship and based on functional cooperation. The first example is the merger of farming land
in one extended family and the work sharing. Collectivism based on kinship is likely to be
more common rather than collectivism-based functional cooperation. Kinship generally has
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the role of distributing assets or economic opportunity such as providing an informal scheme
of financial capital provision and has been very influential in terms of land management.
Many cases are found that among the community who have kinship relation aggregate
their land to be managed/cultivated only by one or several of them. This usually happens when
some of them have jobs out of agriculture. By this practice, a member who is still engaged in
agriculture has the opportunity to run a farming business in the larger economic scale. There
is no renting cost in this practice; nevertheless a person who gets lands will consciously give
a small part of the benefit at harvest time.
d. Social Organizations
Social organizations mentioned by respondents are listed in the appendix. However,
those can be simply classified as CBO –Community Based Organization-- and NGO. The very
strongly perceived CBO are religion-based organization and spatial/neighbourhood based
CBO. The activities and roles of these CBOs range from only maintaining cohesiveness and
collective security, acting as an informal cooperation to doing community empowerment.
Generally, CBOs are very effective in collecting or mobilizing community assets, good in
the charity movement or in generating collective effort for higher demand of consumption.
They are also good in mobilizing resource for the improvement of the environmental quality
of neighbourhood, but they are still poor in managing using assets effectively, especially in
relation to economic development.
In this region NGOs concerning about environment and economy-are the most
strongly perceived because of their current active role. An example of the influential role
of environment NGO is its activity to introduce sustainable farming. As it comes at the
right time, its contribution to the region, perhaps also to the world, is worthy. The global
sustainability movement, which in this region mainly appears in the campaign for organic
farming gets good context as it meets the current local issue of the ever increasing cost of
fertilizer and the decrease of land fertility.
These phenomena are reflected when some farmers who now realize that their
over-emphasis on intensification using artificial fertilizer has harmed them in two ways;
i.e. land degradation and dependency. They are happy with the coming of several NGOs.
These NGOs bring worldwide environmental concerns and a sustainable development
movement. They come with the idea, knowledge and often fund. Through this movement,
these environmentally-concerned NGOs have generated the collective movement to practice
organic farming and broader idea to ‘back to nature’. Local community leaders (mainly of
farmer group/organization) together with NGOs and official farming trainers of the local
government office disseminate the technique and benefit of using organic fertilizer produced
locally. This movement seems to be prospective.
Currently, many farmers have used mixed artificial-organic fertilizer. They described
as an example, that the growth of organic Gapoktan Cawas organic paddy has given 0,4 ton
additional harvest per ha compared to using only artificial fertilizer.
For farmer community in this region, NGO has provided ‘help’ for them in order to
sustain their business and enhance it.
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e. Forum
There are several forms of social forums mentioned by respondents during the survey
that are considered influential to the people’s economic development (see the list in the
appendix 6). However, related to planning practice, an important forum to be discussed here
is Musrenbang, a forum which exists in the region (and throughout the country). Musrenbang
is a popular acronym meaning Musyawarah Rencana Pembangunan or Multi Stakeholder
Consultation Forum for Development Planning. As Local Governance Support Program
(LGSP) evaluate, it is a key issue and perspective for improving good governance practices
and a promotion of grassroots discourse in public decision making. This approach is believed
to be an effective way to encourage a sense of local ownership in community projects, build
and sustain democratic institutions, reduce conflicts and achieve development objectives. In
the decades leading up to decentralization, public consultations were conducted in various
forms in Indonesia, but these consultations often lacked government commitment to broadbased participation, and were largely ceremonial and ritualized in their approach.
In the implementation, the effectiveness of Musrenbang as a formal forum still has
limitations. Related to this matter, LGSP noted following causes:
There are small influences of Musrenbang process on resource allocations. Among the
factors limiting the effectiveness of Musrenbang forums to influence budget resource
allocations are the poor quality and limited transparency of information provided by
regional governments to participants; the inadequate quality of research to create
reliable policies; and the lack of meaningful involvement of other stakeholders in budget
preparation and implementation. These processes remain dominated by regional leaders
and DPRDs and there is a strong political party influence on resource allocations. There is
limited capacity of civil society organizations (CSOs) to understand the planning process
and to push for greater transparency, change. Community scrutiny on planning and
budgeting is compromised by civil society groups’ lack of knowledge about the complex
budgetary preparation processes and about communities’ economic rights to voice
perspectives on development outcomes. The needs of women and the poor are often not
taken into account in budgeting because these groups are not represented in regional
executives or legislatures. There is also a general lack of community confidence that the
Musrenbang process will satisfy their needs, with many stakeholders viewing the practice
as part of window dressing by regional elites to push forward narrow, self serving agendas.
Members of these groups often lack an understanding of how to advocate research and
analyze information and constructively engage with regional leaders on planning and
budgeting. The resulting lack of partnerships with local government and legislatures
means the overall influence of CSOs remains limited.

LGSP observation indicated that a formal approach is not sufficient to encourage open
discussion or expression of community’s ideas.It has to be complemented with informal
ones. Combination of formal and informal forums will broaden the access for community
to express their ideas and give them opportunity to access government’s resources such as
aids that they need and supporting facilities for productive activities through government’s
program. In this matter, forum has opened opportunity to aspirein public decision.
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f. Cultural Events
Some respondents mention cultural/religious events especially Iedul Qurban and Iedul
Fitri (Islamic holidays), Waisak (Buddhist Holiday which is observed mainly in Borobudur),
Christmas, or Independence Day have significant influences on the local economy because
during that events, some particular commodities are sold in a huge quantity, such as live
stocks to be slaughtered for qurban and distribution of free groceries. These events often
become the event of intensive assets allocation either for commercial purposes or charity,
intensive economic exchange, and therefore they also generate mass economic production
(see chapter 3).
This section has shown the that SIA may influence individual and collective capabilities
in two ways; directly provides opportunities to individual through individual practices
based on their own personal values (solidarity), and by influencing and reshaping economic
institutional assets (EIA), for instance through the presence of trusts and collectivism.
4.4.2 Economic Institutional Assets
During the interviews of the field study (see chapter 3), the respondents frequently
mentioned various factors directly or indirectly influencing their capability in fulfilling daily
needs or running their business. The factors mentioned are not things they owned directly
or are attached to them and their families, such as money, land, human resources, and the
like. Instead, they mentioned some circumstances which directly give them opportunity to
fulfill their needs or develop their business. They mentioned circumstances are the ones that
make them easier to purchase or sell goods and service for consumption or production, the
price of goods and service in their place, the easiness to get helps when they cannot get what
they need, and the easiness to get a job or run business.
When explored deeper through interviews and confirmed with secondary data or
field observation, it could be concluded that those circumstances are related to access or
connectivity of the respondents to physical facilities around the place they live in or their
business location. They are also related to access or connectivity with people or institutions
who give them service or need their service as well as help them fulfilling their needs or
running their business.
Those physical facilities, people and organizations are the real factors that create
circumstances and would directly ease or inhibit their lives or business which in this thesis
would be called Economic Institutional Assets (EIA). Shortly, EIA is defined as circumstances
that can be created by spatial order, distribution, and variety of physical components and
or institutions that could provide or would need service out of society or could provide
helps that can be accessed and used by society. The following paragraphs will explains those
components in details.
a. Job Heterogeneity and Specialization
The field survey suggests that variety of jobs is also thought to be an aspect influential
to the local business. This variety is called economic heterogeneity and depicts the variety
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of actors and economic sectors. It can be considered as the manifestation of community’s
production system, which determines the local economy. The level of variety of specialized
actors and product represent the potential exchange among the members of a community.
Heterogeneity, especially of specialized actor represents the variety skill available in the
region. Combined with the variety of sectors, labour heterogeneity determines a sector’s
productivity, and perhaps also determines potential ways for and intensity of community to
conduct economic exchange. The heterogeneity of specialized labour also gives a picture about
the presence of entrepreneurships, or even leadership in the region as drawn in the previous
sub chapter. On the other hand, low labour and sectors heterogeneity may give indication
that the local economy is not so developed, as happen in this region case.
Actually it is not easy to really describe labour and sectors heterogeneity of this region.
In this region, perhaps also in other developing countries when informality is still dominant
and the complete public data is lacking, the employment structure is not simply reflected in
the official statistical data because most employees actually do more than one job. Several
data collected from different surveys very often give greatly different pictures, while if we do
not carefully read them, they may lead to a false assumption. As an example to indicate the
common situation that a person practices more than a single job is the fact shown in Figure
4.21. This labour structure is constructed based on interview about main activities, which is
registered by the government, and based on real activities that may not be registered. From
the figure it can be interpreted that most population do more than one job.
Statistic Variation about Farmer in Magelang Regency in 2003
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Figure 4.21 Variations of Farmers in Magelang Regency in 2003
(compiled from Magelang regency 2003 and CBS Census on Agriculture Sector of Central Java 2003)

Figure 4.21 supports this indication. From the figure we see that most people, although
having formal job such as industrial worker, still practices farming. It is also easy to find
through observation, the government officers, teachers, and pensioners who do the same.
The figure shows us that the number of farmers, unskilled agricultural worker, and others
(indicated mostly as informal sector worker) are classified based on their real activity almost
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as much as total worker recorded statistically based on their main job. To confirm us about
this situation, table 4.1, which is the observation’s finding, shows paternal job composition
of the community.
Main registered jobs

Other jobs

Orientation of Other jobs

Small Farmer (entrepreneur)

Construction Worker

Income fulfillment

Unskilled agricultural worker

Construction Worker

Income fulfillment

Others (usually in informal sector,
or unclear)

Construction Worker,

Income fulfillment or food security

Unskilled agricultural worker
Construction Worker

Farmer (subsistence)

Food security

Industry Labourer

Farmer (subsistence)

Food security

Small Entrepreneur

Farmer (subsistence)

Food security

Small Trader

Farmer (subsistence)

Food security

Transportation worker

Farmer (subsistence)

Food security

Table 4.1 Paternal Job Composition of the Community in Magelang Regency
(analysed based on information gathered from interview during field survey 2008)

The unclear jobs distinction makes it difficult to evaluate sector-based economic
performance (in terms of labour productivity per sector). However, this kind of pattern
actually indicates the performance itself. For instance in this region case, the pattern that
reflects the tendency toward diversification at the individual level (not at the community
level), against specialization, which theoretically is required for efficiency. This individual
diversification is usually directed mainly for security within certain competition not for
development. This situation restricts the possibility of whole community to develop because
of a low intensity of exchange. This region’s labour structure perhaps can be assessed as not
the most efficient/productive institutional form; however, it perhaps is the most secure for
individual for current situation. Double jobs people do in this region has caused low level of
specialization. It has constrained this region to develop efficient business pattern.
b. The Pattern and Structure of Interaction (Actor Distribution and Marketing Network
The pattern and structure of interaction found in the field survey can be reflected in
the spatial distribution of the actors as described in the figure4.22.
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Figure 4.22 Actor’s Spatial Distribution Map
(constructed based on CBS Census on Agriculture Sector of Central java 2003 and Field Survey 2008)

The map shows that in this region, wholesaler and collector emerge at the particular
nodes and empirically this correlates to the distributional pattern of kinds of commodities
grown within the region. Collector’s concentration does not correlate to the number of
farmers (other actors). Collectors gather around the wholesaler and where the commodity
concentrates the most. Spatial distribution pattern of collector and wholesaler within this
region indicates that the wholesaler and collector perform, as dominant marketing actors
tend to appear at the centre of product aggregation.
The map of actors’ distribution shows the data of the proportion of commodity
volume in each place and by each type of actor. It is exposed that in this region there is a
competition in commodity distribution among small collectors, big collectors, and traders
in the agricultural marker. The power of those actors is influenced by two factors. The first is
transportation order and the second social interrelation pattern among them. Transportation
order would affect the transportation cost for transporting commodity, while social
interrelation pattern influences the preferences in selecting trading partners, for examples
those having kinship or neighbour relation (as discussed earlier in this chapter), as well as
long term contract.
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Figure 4.23 Map Showing Distribution of Commodities Volume and Marketing Actors
(constructed based on CBS Census on Agriculture Sector of Central Java 2003 and Field Survey 2008)

The field survey finds out that especially in the area where accessibility quality is quite
low, the actors’ socio-spatial position is important in determining business competition.
Meanwhile, regarding social interrelation pattern in the location, the ability of middleman
to maintain good relationship would guarantee their business sustainability. An example of
the impact of middleman’ distribution spatial pattern is the emerging phenomenon called
collectivism-based commodity marketing.
Collectivism-based commodity marketing is conducted with regard to consensus
among actors interrelated for a certain functional network. It can be actors of producerdistributor-consumers. Based on the network, collectivism has been practiced among
middlemen in the market who usually know each other very well. In addition to the fact
that they are in the same neighborhood; they also have to keep the stability of prices in their
market area. In fact, there are some ethics between the middlemen from one market to
another for having such communication with each other, especially in the same area that has
a similar character of agro-ecologist (agriculture-economics). The instance of this practice
is demonstrated in the case of potatoes. If the price of potatoes at Kaponan (a village in
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Magelang Regency) market increased, the local middlemen would usually coordinate with
other middlemen from another potato resource (e.g., Dieng, about 50 Km from Kaponan
Village). If the price of potatoes at Dieng were more expensive, usually there would be a lot of
potato stocks at Kaponan market so that the price at Kaponan market would decrease again.
The research also find out that a particular community practice collectivism-based
commodity marketing, usually for aggregation purposes, for instance among producers of
similar commodities to achieve or maintain an optimal economic scale. The practice happens
among farmers who try to meet the economic scale in order to have opportunity to supply big
buyers with the industries or supermarkets. For instance, the Merbabu Farmer Association
(Paguyuban Petani Merbabu/PPM) organize the distribution of the members’ commodities
or products. The leader of the association, Mr. SR, represents the other members to promote
the commodities to a supermarket in Yogyakarta. Since about four years ago, there had been
a contract between this association and the supermarket. Mr. SR. goes to Yogyakarta twice
a week selling the commodities.
Although it does not give maximal current profits, consensus allows actors a longterm security of their business and daily life. As described in the previous part of this
chapter, the potential social assets (e.g. solidarity and collectivism)may facilitate the attitude
of collectivism. The benefits are obvious. Nevertheless, the potential and benefits have not
optimally been explored, especially on the larger scale. Collectivism-based strategy is growing;
nevertheless it is still too small in scope to give a positive result for the whole community in
the region, or in the larger community.
This part has shown that the pattern and structure of interaction (actor distribution and
marketing network) together with social system and values have encouraged the establishment
of economic organization useful to set up, develop, and sustain business.
c. Economic Organization
In this region, some apparent economic organizations that ever existed were mainly
established by the government, especially directed to support rice-self-sufficient program.
Some of those that can be mentioned here are BIMAS and & INMAS (‘community guidance’
and ‘community instruction’ programs starting in 1964), and the support of financial
institution, particularly Bank Rakyat Indonesia which is as the most active government bank
supporting rural-agricultural development either for credit provision or for farmer financial
management. Even in 1970, BRI set up Unit Desa Sistem (UDES) to channel BIMAS credit
to farmers
Other form of economic supporting-organization, local cooperative, is designated to
give more room for community to collectively running and guarantee sustainable development
of business. Nevertheless, in the case region, it has not been very effective although there are
plenty of cooperatives. It seems that the performance of most local cooperatives still mainly
focus on facilitating input production while, as understood from the field, one of the current
challenges faced by most local farmer is also marketing. In this case, cooperatives have
helped provided material input, but are not really successful in opening bigger opportunity
to product marketing.
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Besides those established by the government, some similar economic actors establish
economic organization to organize competition in utilizing resources or in marketing
product: for instance to share resource such as raw material and to share market as well
as to standardize the price. Consumer organizations and labour unions are examples of
organizations established based on similar interest of actors to protect security and enhance
bargaining power (see the list in the appendix 6).
A Case of Ineffectiveness of Economic Organization
In 1985 the Government launched a program called Kredit Usaha Tani/KUT (Farmers Credit Program) 1985.
To run the program, a bank was involved to channel the credit. However they did not consider previous
situation in which farmers experienced hindrance and difficulty to access bank credits. Using the scheme,
it is expected that farmers would gain easier access to credits. It was true that there was greater ease of
access. Nevertheless, some observations report that this situation is liable to miss allocation and misuse. It
was indicated that many ‘free rider’ farmers (not listed as a target) and even co-operative managers take the
credits more. Regarding this problem Detlev Holloh’s (1996) observation reports that the farmers’ credit
program (KUT) incurred arrears (29 %) was mainly caused by the misuse of funds by officials of the local
government and cooperatives. By the end of 1988, only 104 of 7,873 KUD were self-reliant. Two years later,
2,092 of 8,535 KUD were categorized as self-reliant.

Different economic actors also establish organization in order to share/divide roles,
share profit, or share risk. This kind of economic organization is perceived to be useful to
connect production and marketing chain. Through this kind of organization, actors may
integrate their assets that previously spread and therefore not optimally utilized. Example of
this organization in this region is club, which is concerned with organic farming consisting
of supplier, farmer, government officer, NGO, and particular trader. They conduct several
meetings to share knowledge and build mutual cooperation. All of those organizations are
designated to sustain and develop business collectively.
d. Government’s Policies, Regulation and Programs
Regarding actor relation, the field survey finds that government’s policy, regulation and
programs are perceived by local community as beneficial and constraining assets at the same
time. In sub chapter 4.1, for instance, it is mentioned that subsidies or government budget
for infrastructure are admitted as tangible assets. While the substance of government’s policy,
regulation and programs that directly or indirectly affect community, particularly which may
constrain or open opportunity to run business or to fulfill necessities can be categorized as
EIA. Following sections are description of some example of government’s policies, regulation
and programs exist in the case study area and affect community’s capability.
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Example of Economic Organization Established On The Basis of Potential Conflicting Interest To
Share Assets Utilization
An example of economic organization established on the basis of potential conflicting interest to share
assets utilizationin this region is “Ulu-ulu” (it is like Subak in Bali), the early traditional institutions related
to water management. Ulu-ulu governs the management of this resource at the village (or group of villages)
level. The fundamental principle within this institution is equality of opportunity in which water is divided
proportionally in accordance with the size of the service area of the irrigation units within an irrigation
system. Other examples are transporter club and farmers’ society (PaguyubanPetani), and traders society
(PaguyubanPedagang).

Market Regulation (Pricing, Subsidy, Taxes, Import Policy, etc)
Based on people’s perception, the field survey find out there are three market
regulations/policies made by the central government that were believed to have affected
directly the community’s capabilities. They are paddy/rice pricing policy, food import policy,
and energy pricing policies that are all considered as market regulation.
The first example of market policy people perceive influencing t capabilities is Paddy/
Rice Pricing Policy: This policy was pursued by central government through Perum Bulog
(Logistic Agency) aimed to hold proper rice price at farmer and consumers level at the same
time. The designated price was expected to be high enough to give incentive to farmers to
ensure that national needs of rice will be secure, while, at the same time, rice should be
affordable for the majority of consumers that are mainly poor. The conceptual design of this
policy was considerably good, but there were some problems in the implementation. The
field survey suggests that this policy is perceived not really helpful for farmers due to two
reasons: (1) most farmers considered the designated price still too low compared with the
production cost, and 2) wrong time announcement. The following is a description about the
nature of the problems and dynamic response of the community.
A designated price was perceived by farmers to be still low compared to the production
cost, although in fact it is not true. The data collected by the Central Statistical Bureau of
statistic shows that the revenue of paddy farming is relatively high, and has reached above 60
percent. However, the problem is the farming scale. By only having about 0.2 ha, two times
harvest only had given about 1.5 million Rupiah in 1999. This was a very small income for
a household with 4 to 5 family members if they did not have any other income sources. The
raising rice price was also pointed out by the farmers’ job shifting to cope with inflation.
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Balansheed Paddy Farming (per 0.2 ha/year or two times
harvest)
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Figure 4.24 Balance Sheet of Paddy Farming(compiled from Magelang Regency in Figure CBS, 1975-2005)

The second problem is related to marketing structure. The field survey finds that
there is a long chain with many actors involved in rice marketing, while Bulog has often
been unable to directly reach farmers. On the other hand, many farmers were informally
tied to and depended on traders. Traders are more active than farmers in monitoring prices,
including the price that was still under government consideration which would be released
as pricing policies. The empirical fact also shows that before the announcement the media
has extensively exposed the issues while the exact designated price and timing had not been
decided. This opened speculation for traders. When released, usually farmers had already
sold their product due to the immediate daily necessities or even worse, they did not know
the policy. The result was that it was only traders who got maximum-profit, while for the next
phase, although the paddy price had risen, farmers had to compete again with the inflation.
The second example of influential market policy is Food Import Policy: Although
at the consumer side food import is felt as beneficial as can be commonly heard from their
comment at the urban supermarket, until recently, farmers still perceive that food import is
hurting them. For the consumers food import has improved their option upon food variety,
price and quality. While farmers who usually run very small business are not able to compete
with large international agribusiness. This is such kind of policy dilemma about who should
be prioritized.
Regarding economic actors’ responses to food import policies, the field survey find
out that there are two kinds of food import policies that are reacted differently to. One is
import by government –or appointed executing firms, and the other is import freely done
by private sector which follows the dynamic of market. One of the examples is rice import.
It was is officially imported by the government for non-profit purpose and farmers have no
economic power at all. The farmers’ typical response, as has been described when talking
about subsidies as current-financial assets- is shifting their commodities selection to nonpaddy because paddy was not considered as beneficial business. However, problems could
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arise if farmers did so. Paddy is the staple food for most of Indonesian, and the scarcity of it
would trigger its price to increase and may lead to political riots. Therefore the government
would always keep rice available and affordable.
The third example of market policy influencing directly community’s capabilities in the
region is Energy Pricing. The field survey suggests that the raising of energy price is perceived
to have been influential to farmer due its direct influence to the cost of production and, at the
same time, due to the multiplied cost of their daily necessities by inflation. Even when the
government has adopted subsidized-fertilizer pricing policies through so called Harga Eceran
Tertinggi/HET (highest allowable price at farmer level), in reality fertilizer prices were raised
by distributors taken the reason of the increase of transportation cost. For daily necessities,
it is true that government has also anticipated with the rice and paddy pricing policy. But as
has been described before, rice and paddy pricing policies have benefited traders rather than
farmers, even when the rice is scarce. There have been bad practices in which the traders
hold their rice in order to sell it with higher price.
e. Land Property Right and Utilization Behaviour
“Land property right and utilization behaviour” was not explicitly mentioned by most
respondents. However, it is argued to be an important aspect to determine the community’s
capabilities through its role in distributing land as tangible assets. The low perception upon
this asset is caused by traditional culture and low awareness in external investment. Land
market is very limited. Conventional Property Right and Resource Utilization is likely more
dominant rather than formal ones8. It is indicated during the fieldwork that informal property
right and assets utilization, although not clearly mentioned, is perceived to determine the
distribution of land resources. It also determines the flexibility or rigidity to use the land. The
substance and therefore the change of land tenure/ownership is perceived to have affected
community’s production modes. This aspect determines access to input material.
Land property is regulated in Law No. 5 of 1960, which was later known as(Basic
Agrarian Law or BAL. According this Law, the state or government on behalf of its citizens
was responsible for the management of land, water, air and all natural resources. This law
has defined the right of land utilization including the state rights over land in its territory/
area. Related to the vision of distribution, the BAL also has defined ownership of minimal
and maximal land. BAL arranges the size of land blocks, while its ownership was limited.
This policy was taken to avoid the forming of new landlords who controlled an excessive
land through pawning or renting systems.
In this region case, lands are almost a hundred percent privately owned and land use
regulation is not well enforced. The consequence of this situation is that the allocation mostly
depends on individual consideration. In addition, land is distributed equally to many people
with a very small size for each of them. Therefore, there might be too many individuals who
determine land allocation. Each individual has their own consideration based on their own
informational bases, potentially resulting in un-coordinated aggregated decision, which is
8
This will differ in more urbanized regions, such as Yogyakarta and Jakarta. In big cities as mentioned,
stakeholders perception upon formal Property Right and Resource Utilizationwould be stronger.
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difficult to be predicted and of course to be managed.
The very broad but small privately distributed land has made common agriculture
business units run in small scale from the perspective of the actor but at the same time could
be very large scale from the perspective of the commodities. The small scale business has
caused high production and management cost and most importantly it caused imbalanced
man-land input. While the too large scale of similar commodities production has often
resulted in oversupply at a certain time.
f. Spatial Plan, Land Use Policy and Regulation
During the field survey, respondents did not explicitly mention the term spatial
plan. However, some spatial-related development either done by private or public sector
such as concentration of industrial development, road network development, and facilities
development at urban centre (rural town centers) -as also described in sub chapter 4.1.were
acknowledged by people as significant determinants for their capability.
The following part will analyze why land use planning is not perceived to have
significant role. The analysis has come up for two reasons: the regional character related to
the land market, and the scale of land use plan itself.
The document of and consensus in spatial plan was not recognized by most respondents.
This is because of the nature of the use of land by local community and the low external
market involvement in this region. Especially in a rural area, most of land users in this region
are local (native) people. Land distribution happens mainly through heritage, not through
market. The usage is mainly for agriculture, which has been practiced through history. Local
people perceive that the use of their land for agriculture as their ancestors have done would
not need any formal license. People also do not have any beneficial reasons why they should
ask permission except from their parent or their neighbours. The situation perhaps will differ
in more urbanized areas where residents are not always original inhabitants need to deal with
a building permit and property taxes. For most of them, land is perceived as a commodity
and investment stock, therefore legalization is important to secure their investment. However
it is not consciously recognized by the community in rural areas.
Even though the document of land use plan is socialized to community, it will not
be perceived by rural people as an important aspect that influences their land use decision.
This is because land use plan is too macro to them. It neither inspires nor constrains their
land use decision.
Land use planning in Indonesia recently is the macro RTRW (Regional Spatial
Development Planning), which is usually presented in the 1:50.000 scale map generally
produced by the government employing private consultants or university experts. The main
substance of this plan is macro classification of targeted land use and what is called macro
spatial structure picturing the directed hierarchy and shape of transport network and urban
services distribution. The classification of designated land uses in principle follows FAO (Food
and Agriculture Organization) (as shown in the scheme) but mostly even more general than
that (such as can be seen on the next map). This macro scale land use plan at a certain level
is compatible with conservation purposes but not with the economy. It is clear enough to
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delineate for instance reserved forest, flood plain area etc. but not enough to give inspiration
about what specific commodity should be produced in a certain season for a certain volume
to meet market demand.
Until recently, the field survey suggests that this plan has not been recognized by
local people for several reasons. The first is that it is very macro and such a long term that
does not truly reflect daily economic activities: what should be produced in a certain season
considering market economic demand. The second is that it is considered macro scale because
the planners are not confident about the possibility of implementing the plan considering
the nature of land ownership, which is mainly private and, in addition, because of their
lack of knowledge about the real actual market demand. The third deficiency is the lack of
coordination with budget planning. Related to this is that even for targeted spatial structure
(other spatial recommendation besides land use) that the government actually has power to
implement directly through its authority upon public (infrastructure) expenditure, it often
fails due to the lack of public support or even poor coordination in the budget planning.
The current spatial plan is drawn up by spatial planner experts without considering the
aspiration that appeared in the budgeting planning process such as Musrenbang, while in
the Musrenbang the community decides their land allocation without any coordinated plan.
Spatial structure and ideal regional land use pattern that are not effectively enforced
would probably cause problems in the utilization of some assets such as environmental,
water, land, and material for consumption as well as for production. It will also affect product
marketing.
4.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Guided by the field findings regarding perceived assets as factors defining quality of life,
this chapter has narrated form, existence, and influence of most of those assets to people’s life.
People are aware that some of those assets, particularly the tangible ones and which are owned
privately, directly influence the owners because they can be used immediately as needed
without depending on other people. The example of this kind of asset is land and equipment.
Other assets, especially social institutional assets, directly influence people, too, but only
when people interact with others. Example of this kind is trust, solidarity and collectivism.
Even so, there are some assets people feel because of their performance instead of
their existence. The performance is not created by one asset only, but by combination of
several assets. Most of these assets are related to economic function, such as access to job
due to urbanization, industrialization, or development of tourism object. Another example is
credit access due to local banks, government’s assistance program, or cooperatives. Markets,
transportation facilities, and organization provide community with access to consumption
and production material and product marketing. The presence of some assets is also valued
based on their performance in minimizing production and consumption cost.
Going further from comprehension of form, types, and characteristics of assets which has
started in chapter three, the findings in this chapter have wound up in the formulation of asset
elements as variables people commonly evaluated. It is this asset element which was proposed
to be the items of questions in the questionnaire that will be elaborated in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION ON FUNCTIONING CHOICES:
OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapters have explored a classification of assets relevant to evaluation
of well-being. These kinds of assets in fact also stand for a basic variable in the evaluation
framework this thesis is developing. However, in addition to these assets, there is another
variable to be considered. It is a variable looking at the choices people create and strategies
they use to accessactually available assets. The notion of ‘functionings’ is used to express these
choices and strategies. Functionings are benefits that people can obtain from available assets.
The variation of available functionings is determined by assets availabilities. The perception of
available functionings is important to be treated as a separate variable from assets availability.
This is because the selection of functionings by a person is not only determined by the kind
of assets available. Several cases in the previous chapters show that although people have
similar assets, their selection of functioning may differ. Considering this fact, functionings
in terms of choices and strategies, are analysed specifically in this chapter.
The varieties of functionings are analysed in order to understand the way people
evaluate them in relation to their assets. The specific questions to be addressed are, what
the objective is, and the reason for selecting particular choices or strategies in relation to
the existence of various assets that may become opportunity or constraint for the preferred
functionings.
Since Magelang is largely agricultural, the focus to understand variety of functioning
will be economic choices and strategies of rural community. In particular, technical
production and market exchange are important. Both of them express the issue of choice
and therefor are related to functionings.
This theoretical base of this part is the development of economic discussion which
has considered the influence of cultural and social norms as he argued in New Institutional
Economic (see North 1990, 1995; Coase 1991, 1998). In addition to discussing technical
production and market exchange, this thesis also talks about the reasons for selecting
particular choices of functioning.
5.2 FUNCTIONING CHOICES AND STRATEGIES IN TECHNICAL PRODUCTION
This subchapter aims to explain the type of assets that may become opportunity and
constraint for peoples’ productivity. For this purpose, the first thing to do is identifying the
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variety of functioning choices and strategies in agriculture production.
In this section, choices and strategies in technical-production functionings are
observed from the utilization of land assets and labour. Especially related to land utilization,
the choices and strategies commonly selected can be identified from the pattern of plantation
practiced by farmers, which can be classified based on their assets (land and finances). Table
5.1 shows the technical-production strategies they choose in the form of micro land uses.
These two data shows the scope of businessss practiced in order to response the limited local
sources, especially land, and agricultural product market as well as labour market or the
amount of monthly wage. Based on thisbehavior, the general types of technical production
modes to enhance capabilities would be categorized into: 1) intensification (I), 2) rotation
(R), 3) specialization (S), 4) diversification (D), and 5) extensification (E).
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Table 5.1 The Pattern of Micro Land Uses in Magelang Regency (Synthesized based on snowballing interview during field work, 2008)

In this thesis, intensification refers to a method of land implementing higher plant
density, in term of the spatial density or time interval between planting seasons. Specialization
refers to the decision to choose one particular crop, while diversification is the other way
around, that is, to have broader plant varieties or their derivatives. Rotation refers to periodic
change of commodity plant. Meanwhile, extensification is an effort to expand land, for
instance, by buying or renting. All of those efforts are conducted in order to survive or to
increase business scale.
In this region, intensification in spatial dimension is particularly manifested in the
form of tumpangsari (high density mixed crops farming/intercropping). The idea to practice
tumpangsari is generated by two combined factors: necessity for bringing in source of income
within the limited land availability (less than 0.5 ha) and the available marginal labourtime asset. These are interconnected factors, which exist as the consequences of population
growth, leading to the decrease of land-farmer ratio. Small farmers are mostly influenced
by this ever decreasing land-farmer ratio, and they are the most eager group to practice the
tumpangsari mode. Besides being generated by constraints, the tumpangsari mode is also
encouraged by the presence of knowledge/technology (e.g. fertilizer and irrigation). In this
sense, the presence of knowledge/technology has given opportunities to choose. Another
asset that encourages tumpangsari is the local climate (environmental asset), which makes
plantation possible almost all year round.
Small farmers’ main objective of intensifying land use is for food necessity (basic need
security) and short-term income security.
The attitude toward ‘basic need security’ can be indicated from the selection of crops
to be grown in certain period that is strongly related to the staple food price. For example,
until 1980’s farmers prioritized the use of their land) to produce main food (rice or corn)
considering that external market does not guarantee the available rice in appropriate price.
‘Short term income security’-orientated assets allocation- in production, is shown by their
attitude to always have marketable product.
The second mode, rotation, is chosen by some farmers for sustainability reason. They
refuse to implement intensification although there are assets that open up opportunities to
them. They, for instance, decide to rotate their plantation by combining several commodities
and leaving their land uncultivated in certain months (seasons). Their motive is to sustain
the quality of land for long term security. However, this strategy can only be practiced by
those who have enough land assets. Their land ownership gives opportunity to choose this
strategy.
More clear example of “long-term income security (sustainable production)” motive
is the growing attitude toward organic farming. This idea of back to nature is directed to
sustain the land quality that finally will secure their opportunity to produce continually. This
is a correcting behavior upon the impact of intensification characterized by very intensive
tumpang sari combined with the extensive use of fertilizers, particularly until 1995 when
almost all kinds of them were subsidized1. This past practice has been realized to have
degraded the soil and thus decreased its productivity.
It was at this time even fertilizer distributors did very intensive and extensive promotion by collecting
farmers. Rather than government agency, they even that actually often facilitates the set up of local farmer club/
organization.
1
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The third obvious technical-production mode is diversification. In terms of single
micro land use, diversification is also manifested in the form of tumpangsari. Nevertheless,
there are actually distinct attitudes related to tumpangsari; for ‘basic need security’ and for
‘short term income security’.
The difference can be seen by the density and kind of crops. For ‘basic need security’,
tumpang sari is only characterized by high density. For crops of ‘short term income security’, in
addition to be dense, the variety of crops is also wide, for examplein the paddy field, which is
cultivated to fulfill daily needs, farmers plant vegetables such as legume, tomatoes, even chillies
along the paths. Those vegetables are saleable. By having a variety of crops to be harvested
throughout the year, farmers generally expect that they will have greater opportunity to have
the products marketable.
The fieldwork has shown that rich farmers practice diversification not solely on single
pieces of land. Some of them also do diversification in terms of business areas, for example
trading, renting out farming tools, opening up a small store, etc.
The fourth observed technical-production mode is specialization. Specialization in
micro land use occurs when land owners decide to plant a single crop in a field. It is mainly
motivated by the desire to reduce production cost. This can be observed at the individual
level as well as on a regional scale. It is generally done by farmers with substantial financial
resources. Their orientation is usually to get involved seriously in a commercial market.
Nevertheless, for very poor farmers having single unirrigated land (see category in Table 5.1),
deciding to plant only single staple food is not considered as a choice of the specialization
strategy because their main motive is not development, but because it was the only way to
survive.
At the regional level, specialization is manifested at two levels: the differentiated
clusters of horticulture farming and paddy farming, and the formation of specific-commodity
clusters. For the second level clustering, some sub-regions set a focus and then are known
for a specific commodity, for instance on papayas, tobacco, or potatoes.
The last mode is extensification which can only be done if there is extra land available.
During the fieldwork, three clear cases of this technical-production mode were found: the
case of ‘papaya extensification’ in Borobudur subdistrict, the case of farmers getting more
land based on ‘kinship’ (SIA), and the case of land management aggregation.
Production
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The opportunity for papaya extensification is provided by the industrial development
in its neighboring sub districts, which absorbed employment while reducing the number of
farmers in Borobudur subdistrict (see chapter 4). The second case happens when those in
the community who have family relationships aggregate their land to be managed/ cultivated
only by one, or several of them, as the others got jobs in non-agricultural industry. The third
case is also almost similar to the second case, but it is not based on kinship. It is practiced as a
commercial land renting practice. In the papaya case, some farmers who shifted their jobs into
being industrial labour have brought about land renting mechanism among the community.
Particular farmers who want to expand their agricultural business by renting those lands. At
the same time, job specialization as well as land-capital accumulation is beginning to emerge
among family members. This kind of accumulation opens up an opportunity for someone
who is talented and interested in agricultural sector to run a business in the bigger scale.
From this case, it can be inferred that industrialization and kinship are community assets
that give opportunities to choose the extensification strategy. Following is the summary of
relation between functioning choices, motives and assetsin term of production modes.
No

Functioning
Production Choices

Underlying motive

Constraining Assets

Assets Giving
Opportunity

Basic Life necessity,
maximum income

small land/
farmer ration

Farming technique,
climate

Business sustainability

Limited land
productivity

External market of
organic product, external
support

Uncertain/
fluctuate commodity
price

Non agriculture sector
development, farming
technique

1

Intensification

2

Rotation

3

Diversification

Income/business
security

4

Specialization

Efficiency, Maximum
income

High demand-high price
of certain commodity

5

Extensification

Business scale,
maximum income

local-informal Land
renting system,
established bussiness
partner

6

Coordinated/agreement
on commodities
production

Income/business
security

Uncertain/fluctuate
commodity price

Collectivism

Table 5.2 The Relation of Production Choices, Motives, and Assets

Several strategies to secure or develop quality of life (e.g. intensification to
achieve economic growth, diversification to security feeling, entering more intensive
commercialization) have been employed, but they are typically done individually in an
uncoordinated way. Therefore they do not always give expected fruitful economic outcome.
Uncoordinated individual efforts make the aggregate of quantity of supply does not go along
with the demand. One commodity may be oversupplied, bringing price downward drastically
even often below the unit cost.
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This downside is now being realized at a wider scale by farmers in this region especially
since the early 1990s, when most horticultural products common in the study area such as
chillies and cabbages were very volatile in the market. Sometimes the commodity product
is oversupplied but at another time it might be undersupplied because of bad coordination
in the selection of crops to be grown. Empirical information collected (mostly qualitative)
shows that the prices can be changing drastically over a month, or even a week, whereas the
decision upon farming schedules tends to be seasonal. For example, the amplitude of the
chili market prices is often very large as shown by Figure 5.2. For chilies, when the price is
very low, very often farmers do not harvest them and let them lie in the field. In the case
of cabbages, when the price is low, they usually take them for feeding the animals. This is
economic inefficiency; some capital or products are wasted for nothing.

Chilli Price 2006-2007 in Magelang Market
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Figure 5.2 The Fluctuation of Chili Price 2006-2007 in Magelang Market
(Synthesized based on snowballing interview during field work, 2008)

For local actors, uncertainty caused by uncoordinated action has been perceived
as the factor of low performance of their economy. People realize the danger of very high
uncertain-speculative behaviour, especially of having only limited information. And they
have now also realized that the more open the economy of the community, which actually
gives opportunity for intensive diversified exchange, the more variables/institutional aspects
would get involved in determining the production and marketing mode.
This situation makes some members of the community search a certain form of
coordination pattern, while some of them (several farmer groups) have been conducting what
could be called collectivism-decision in commodities production to minimize uncertainty
due to uninformed, unmanaged, unpredictable aggregates of large individual actions in order
to assure survival or to grow together.
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The story above shows that people elect coordination modes for their economic
production because they realize that uncertainty may constrain. Again, coordination is
possible to be done due to collectivism. Collectivism, which is as social institutional assets,
is required to be the engine of the coordination strategy. It is utilized properly, collectivism
has the potential to minimize uncertainty that leads to economic inefficiency.
5.3. CHOICES AND STRATEGIES IN “MARKET EXCHANGE”
This subchapter tries to describe various functioning people choose in doing
commodity trading in the market. The information on this was obtained from interviews and
observations especially in local markets and business locations owned by the respondents.
The survey found some aspects that underlie trading practice in the field location, such
as some hierarchic powerowned by strategic actors in the market chain, actors’ opinion on
the certain social or economic situation, and the influence of social circumstances.
The first aspect takes effect when the actor is a company or business man with big
capital, like in tobacco trading. In the tobacco trading, the decision to buy and sell is strongly
driven by cigarette industry. The industry is really strong and can determine tobacco price
because they are the only buyer of the commodity. In the hierarchy of market chain (figure
5.3), it is shown that the industry forces collectors, the collectors force middlemen, and finally
the middlemen force farmers. Figure 5.3 shows the schematic relationship among them.

Figure 5.3. Example of Distribution and Transaction Modes of Tobacco

In this case, farmers are very weak due to the monopolistic structure, in which
currently only big cigarette industries absorb their products. Moreover, farmers do not really
communicate with cigarette industries as their real buyers. The situation may get worse as
small farmers typically do not have direct access to the industries, except via a middleman.
The consequence is that many tobacco farmers are forced to operate the distribution and
exchange under strong framing done by intermediaries. In addition, the fieldwork suggests
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that middlemen can be deceptive. The first is through price and quality standard checking
manipulation. Farmers never really know how much the Industries are willing to pay and
the middlemen take advantage of this situation to maximize their profit.
In the case of tobacco, there are some other ‘modus operandi’ of manipulation against
farmers by several middle men such as forcing the farmers to receive goods instead of money,
lying to the farmers about the real price in the market, and ijon (paying produce in advance
before the harvest time with very low price).
The above stories show that market system, which forms such hierarchic actor
relationships, leads some actors to conduct their functionings by force. Some actors, for
instance, having more capital or extended network, are more powerful and sitting at the higher
position. They can determine the method and price of transaction. In this case, hierarchic
power has given particular actors (big collectors) opportunity to sustain profitable business,
but on the other side, it has reduced other actor’s right, especially farmers, to guarantee their
business and income.
Fortunately, there is other factor helping farmers, namely social asset. While it may
be true that bigger collectors have bigger power, it is actually not easy for big collectors to
directly dictate farmers. Generally farmers trust the middlemen more because they usually
receive their crop yield in whatever quality and quantity. The big traders also do not always
want to buy commodity directly from the farmers because their crop is not sorted out. This
situation gives benefits to middlemen. The position of middleman is really strategic both from
farmer and from big collector sides. Middlemen also have strategic position in distributing
production capital.
By utilizing social asset, some actors are intended to guarantee the profitable business
sustainability by establishing informal agreement. The purpose of this practise is to minimize
loss and maintain business sustainability. Although it is unwritten, it is acknowledged and
admitted by others that theyare business partner. Other people, especially those who do
almost the same things for living, know who is the partner for whom and would not intervene.
Wider informal agreement can sometimes be developed through organization. Within
the organization, such as Paguyuban Petani Merapi (PPM), farmer association, in Ngablak,
they observe certain agreements.
Behaviour changes of a group of actors when responding power competition among
actors will encourage changes in other groups. For example, as a response of the existence
of farmer group, bigger actors with bigger capital will also form some coordination by
establishing formal contract. It could be practiced between local big farmers and industries
as well as supermarkets in the neighbouring cities. Both parties need guarantee on continuity,
while industries and supermarkets also need quality insurance.
However, economic motives such as to gain maximum profite or to asertain long term
bussiness security are not the only factors determining transaction modes. Social motives
such as empathy and solidarity can be influencing, too. The clear example of solidarity based
transaction in the region is the response of some farmers upon the presence of auction market
for horticulture product. Not all of farmers and middlemen use the market as shortcut to
the transaction/marketing chain. They consciously decide to keep the previous chain that
sounds inefficient and lessening their profit in order to give opportunity to middlemen to
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continue running business. If they do not do that, the middlemen will lose their job and
income, which the farmers could not stand if it happened to them.
Sharing similar experiences, farmers and middlemen develop some kind of solidarity.
An example can be taken from Mr. PR (51) in Ngablak, a well known generous middleman,
who does this moralistic behaviour. Even, sometimes he suffered from loss because the
farmers’ commodity is not sold out and got rotten or became animal fodder because knowing
farmers’ hardship he cannot reject their products sold to him.Respectively, it is often that
farmers’ decision to sell their product based on gratitude to the middleman because once the
middleman kindly lend capital and accepted their not-so-good quality commodities. When
harvests came, farmers seem to have such a conscious moral obligation to spend some of
the harvest yield to the middleman who has so generous, even though the middleman does
not ask. In this case, solidarity has kept access to job and income for several people.
5.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter has explained many kinds of functionings that may be selected/performed
by people both in term of production mode or in exchange choices. The analysis in this
chapter also shows some examples of forms of assets providing opportunities and constraints,
or encouraging the emergence of those functioning choices.
Existence of some assets, such as lands, labor, technology, and social circumstances in
some community opens up opportunity and encourages the emergence of functioning which
will be positively perceived and vice versa. This emphasizes that the important aspect of an
asset to support capability is not only its existence, but also the influence of it. Thus, helping
or constraining trait of an asset has to be set as distinctive variable in measuring capability
of a person or community.
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CHAPTER 6

THEORETICAL SYNTHESISAND A FRAMEWORK
FOR WELLBEING EVALUATION IN REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the summary of research findings and their interpretive
consequences upon regional development planning profession and proposal of alternative
development for planning framework which is contextual to region’s characteristic and its
actual issues.
6.2 RESUME OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
There are three major findings of field research. The first is that well-being evaluation
is relative; meaning that people evaluate their quality of life based on the changes they feel
compared to the previous period of time. This finding is observed through the fact that
typical answers emerged to describe their present living situation were ‘better’, ‘not so much
different’, and ‘worse’. In fact, these typical answers were mentioned relatively quickly. The
second finding is about various terms felt as determinants of well-being/people’s quality of
life. There are two kinds of mentioned terms/factors, i.e. material and non-material things
which are owned privately or belong to public property. However, the most important thing is
that those factors are mentioned because they either give benefit or constraint. All identified
terms as capability determinant is called “assets”. The concept of “benefit” embedded in
‘assets’ (borrowing terms of NSA (CEC 1993), is very important. It is a concept that includes
elements considered to have provided current necessities and sometimes also opportunities
to add new kinds of future necessities. The third finding is that assets determine the level of
capability due to the level of their availability and the level of contribution (benefits) to people’s
functioning. Similar to people’s evaluation upon the level of theirwell-being, people evaluate
(measure) asset’s availability and asset’s contribution to functioning is through perception.
If synthesized, the relation between asset and capability concept can be explained as
follows. For a person, assets can be material or non-material to be directly consumed, as well
as material or non-material to be invested in production enhancement. While for production,
assets are seen as resources or capital. Assets can be input or a catalyst in production processes.
The outputs or revenues from production can be material as well as non-material. The outputs,
then, become new assets.
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Using assets in consumption or in production activities is defined as functioning and
having property or access rights to many kinds of assets gives a person the opportunity to
do various functionings, therefore it is capability.
The asset determining the existence of opportunity or constraint to develop capability
that can indicate well-being
The various assets mentioned by 199 respondents than can be included to each category
above can be seen in table 3.4 in chapter 3. They could be categorized into:
1. Individual Tangible Assets (ITA)
2. Public Tangible Assets (PTA)
3. Individual Intangible Assets (IIA)
4. Social Institutional Assets (SIA), and
5. Economic Institutional Assets (EIA)
Those five groups of assets are contextual in nature as described in chapter 4 and 5. It
means that their emergence and the growth as well as opportunity and the effectiveness of their
usage in supporting someone’s capability will depend on the place and time. For example is,
as has been mentioned in chapter 4, the availability and the cutback of land in Borobudur for
papaya farming caused by industrialization in Kecamatan Tempuran. It also opens working
opportunity and business (EIA) because of the changes in the place characteristics due to
urbanization or tourism (see sub chapter 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Contextuality of the usage of various
assets can be seen throughout chapter 5.
A close look at the position of those assets will show that Individual Tangible Assets
and Individual Intangible Assets are strongly attached to individuals so that they can be
seen as individuals’ assets. Meanwhile, the other groups of assets are more likely attached
to geographic location or community characters which are aggregated and or related to
geographical location. Therefore those assets can be called “place’s assets”. Further elaboration
off all those assets can be seen in the table below.
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ECONOMICALLY TRASNFERABLE
COMMODITIES

HUMAN ASSETS

ITA

IIA

(Individual Tangible Assets)

Individual Intangible Assets

Land/home
Car

Real Property

Motorcycle
Mobile Phones

Economically
Valuable Tools

Market facility

Social Cooperation

Health facility

Social Organization

Public Tangible Assets

Number of working Family
member with skill or
certivicate

Urban System
Social Forum
Land Productivity support
facility
Leaderships & mangerial Skill Environmental
Management Facility
Level

Saving
Gold
Goat, Cow

Water Supply

SIA
Social Institutional
Assets
Trust
Solidarity
Social Reward &
Punisment

Transportation
Power Supply

Television
Farm yield Stock

PLACE'S ASSETS
PTA

Economic Stock

Strugling spirits

Disaster Minigation facility

Communication Skill

Coommunication Nets

Recreation Facility
Education facility (incl
Lybrary)

EIA
Economic Institutional Assets
Access to Credits
Access to Job
Opportunity to Set Up
Bussiness
Opportunity to Aspirate in
Public Decision
Access to Material
Consumption
Access to Material Input (for
ec. production)
Opportunity to Product
Marketing
Affordability to Health
Cost/Acces to Gov's suport
Access to Health Insurance
Affordability to Education
Cost/Acces to Gov's suport
program
Affordability to Housing
Cost/Acces toGov's suport
program
Affordability to Transport cost

Table 6.1 The Various Assets

The role of the groups of assets in shaping and influencing someone’s capability can be
illustrated in this scheme below. IIA is the core of someone’s capability; ITA is the closest assets
growing in and the most perceived. It is also the easiest to see by people around. However,
ITA is formed by IIA and place’s assets, and thus, those assets affect one another reciprocally.

Figure 6.1. The orbits of assets determining personal capability
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Individual Tangible (ITA) Assets consist of physical things such as tangible property,
means of transportation, means of communication, livestock, produce, gold, and saving.
They are transferable and easy to be cashed. ITA can be the indicator of individual’s wealth.
Human assets and place’s assets are not saleable but they can directly or indirectly influence
the production of transferable assets. Human assets will generate income and itwill be used
for consumption or saving. Place’s assets, the main concern in this thesis, have been explained
to be very influential upon the people’s capability to generate income or to ease the process of
consumption. Fine place’s assets will reduce the cost of, for example, transportation and health.
A very important concept emerging from this research in comparison to Sen’s
Capability theory is that assets in a place have a substantial impact on capability and wellbeing of a community, in particular because place-attributes determine the variety and
quantity of opportunities. Therefore, although the goal of regional development planning is to
enhance an individual’s quality of life, this fact would actually direct the planning profession
to make place-assets a priority in plan-making. Regional development policies have to be
grounded, therefore, on an evaluation of all assets for citizens, both individual and including
an evaluation of assets in the places where these policies occur.
However, not all kind of assets can be easily measured, so that we need a special
approach. Some efforts to measure IIA and ITA have been offered by the HDI concept and
its indicator developments (see chapter 1). The easiest way to measure the value of place’s
assets is through people’s perception. An asset has a higher value when people perceive it to
be beneficial and abundant in quantity and will be less or even minus when it is perceived
as scarce and not too beneficial or even disturbing.
The evaluation of place-assets is important for an adequate public assets delivery of
regional development policies. It is also useful to measure individuals’ well-being. Although
hard to measure, place assets can stand as a modifier of economic value of Individual Tangible
Assets and production potential of Individual Intangible Assets. Asset scan be operationalised
in a monetary sense, for example, through currency. If place assets are perceived positively,
they can thus support capability and function as a multiplier. Those perceived negatively
in some condition can function as a deflator. Within the scope of this economic kind of
reasoning, the findings regarding assets and their relation to capability will also contribute
to assessing the wealth of a community in a particular period of time and its growth.
Wealth shaped from measurable assets can be called economic wealth and that which
includes all assets –measurable and immeasurable ones—can be called as absolute wealth.
Considering those five groups of assets, below is a model of abstraction of total assets.
Economic wealth
= total money value of transferable commodities (ITA)
Absolute Wealth
= (ITA + Potential productive Capacity of IIA) adjusted
by (PTA, SIA, EIA)
Potential of assets growth = potential of saving* Place’s Multiplier/deflator
coefficient
= (production potential and expenditure potential)
*Place’s Multiplier/deflator coefficient
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6.3 PROJECTION TO PLANNING PRACTICE
The purpose of public planning is to facilitate community to work together and use the
result to achieve well-being. Public planning cannot reach individuals too far considering the
limitation of resources owned by the planner in the implementation. Too much intervention
upon people will also tend to discourage people’s potential which can be bigger than that of
public planning institution. Moreover, people live in idiosyncratic way. Therefore, the planner
has to prioritize the most important aspect they are going to intervene.
As place’s assets are attributed to public’s assets, it should be the focus of work of
planning, especially spatial planning. Spatial planning should focus on managing land use,
distribution of facility and infrastructure that form spatial structure as well as the quality
of three dimension formation such as order/layout of urban factories, distribution and lay
out of public parks, shapes of housing and public facility building. All of them are expected
to facilitate the reproduction Social Intangible Assets and Economic Intangible Assets
which eventually will broaden the opportunity for community to live and, combined with
Individual Tangible Assets, will improve people ability (IIA) to do their activities to perform
their functionings.
6.4 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the purpose of this thesis is proposing some alternative
to assess and evaluate a condition in a community in a particular situation; such as whether
it is good enough or not, which part should be improved, etc. In this alternative planning
framework, in a more tentative way, this thesis proposes two kinds of evaluation; they are
evaluation of community’s well-being, and evaluation of the value of place assets in supporting
well-being. From those two kinds of evaluation, we can evaluate the level of community’s
wealth and its dynamic in term of well-being.
For that purpose, firstly, this thesis proposes evaluation framework called ‘Community
Capability Index’. It is an index proposed to measure the level of community’s capability,
which defines the level of freedom to choose, a concept to represent the state of wellbeing. Representing the level of freedom to choose, capability index is an index to state the
completeness of assets, and possible opportunities given by assets, attributable to individual
or community. Higher index means more assets can be chosen and used and more possible
opportunities opened up for people. As this thesis follows a conception that says development
is as expansion of freedom1 (as has been explained thoroughly in Development as Freedom
(Sen, 2000), capability index is proposed to be used to measure development achievement
1
Sen defines capability as the level of freedom available to a person to choose between various valuable
“functionings” (states of being and doing). A large number of freely available options imply a higher level of
‘capabilities’, where the level of ‘capabilities’ is an equivalent of the level of ‘freedom of choice’. Development as
freedom includes freedom FROM deprivations (e.g. illness, hunger, disaster), and freedom TO choose preferred
functionings. Freedom from deprivations relates to people’s right to access basic needs, while freedom to choose
is to accommodate public individual preferences.Freedom “FROM” deprivation, expanded to freedom “TO”
choose, is highly relevant to mainstream regaional development planning and its contexts.
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as the result of systematic and creative activities of regional Development Planning. It can
be used for individual or for community in a specific place.
Community Capability Index (Cci) is developed as a device on a scale to indicate
quantitative level of well-being that is basically abstract and relative. It will help regional
development profession to measure the gap between current conditions with ideal condition.
In addition, data from perception survey used to measure Cci can be used to measure the value
of place’s assets called Place’s Capability Supporting Index (Pcsi). It is an index to measure
the suitability of a place to facilitate the creation of opportunities to choose/perform various
kinds of (preferred)functionings(the level of capability).
Pcsi has two main functions, first, as the indicator of development results in form of
wealth value and second, as the evaluator against quality of places, the most important result
of regional development planning.
Used simultaneously with economic quantitative data of transferable assets/
commodities, the function of Place’s Capability Supporting Indexis multiplier or deflator
coefficient of wealth. The coefficient is determined by the proportion of Place’s Capability
Supporting Indexin defining Community Capability Index.
In addition to being multiplier or deflator coefficient, the variety of qualitative
data on perception upon each attribute of places spread within Public Tangible Assets,
Social Intangible Assets as well as Economic Intangible Assets can play as indicators on
the significance of those attributes in shaping capability level and in becoming multiplier
or indicator. Those data would be the guidance in determining priority regarding future
development if we want to enhance the quality of place’s role in supporting capability as well
as accumulation of community’s wealth.
6.4.1

Community’s Capability Index: The Synthesized Formula

Levels of well-being resulting from development, policies, regulations, and program
actions in regional planning have to be evaluable and accountable. For this purpose, a
measurement instrument is needed. As it has been argued that well-being is relative and
is formed by many various assets –tangible and intangible ones--, it would be useful to
establish an index. This dissertation proposes the Community Capability Index (Cci) as an
instrument to measure the enhancement of well-being. It takes Sen’s concept of capability
theory as its ground.
The Community’s Capability index (Cci) is proposed to be used in regional
development planning. Cci can be used by development evaluators to assess the result of
government’s work. It can also be used by regional infrastructure planners to identify the kinds
of infrastructures needed by communities. In addition, Cci is useful for planners to do help
create assets and opportunity through a community development approach. For them Cci
can identify which groups in the community –geographically or professionally—may need
support in particular periods of time. It is useful to lessen discrepancies between groups in
societies, if so desired, and balance options.Variables used to construct Cci in order to evaluate
local people level of capabilitycan be developed through the findings of previous chapters.
Based on the exploration documented in this dissertation, in evaluating their quality of life,
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people evaluate assets in term of their availabilities and accessibility and in term of the level
of opportunities given by them. These two concepts thus are two fundamental variables to
construct the index.
Based on the findings presented the whole previous chapters, followings are statements
to represent the relation between capability level, functionings, and assets.
a. Capability is someone’s level to perform or to create functioningsbased on the
degree of help or constraint given by current level of availability and accessibility of
assets.
b. Data to construct C cican be gained by perception survey.
c. Practically in the perception survey, data variable to measure capability is collected
by asking community to evaluate the current condition of listed assets; are they
getting better, worse, or not changing compared2 to their condition at certain past
time. Further, the community is asked to evaluate the level of opportunities given
by current assets for them to achieve certain preferred functionings; they are asked
to answer whether the assets help or constraint.
d. Capability index is determined by scale of perception against those two variables
above (assets availability and assets function). In this thesis, five-scale is used to
evaluate the current level of assets availability and accessibility (better, not so much
differentin a positive sense, uncertain/not answering, not so much different in a
negative sense, and worse) Five-scale used to evaluate the level of opportunities
given by current assets to choose and to perform particular functioning is : very
helpful, helpful, un-clear, constraining, and very constraining.
Considering the dichotomy between good-bad and help-constraint, the concept of
index number as capability level can be seen as two way-vector. It tendency toward ‘help’
perception is presented with positive number, and toward ‘constraint’ with negative number
(see Huppert & Whittington, 2003 for similiar research concern).
Scoring is needed to convert the scale of people’s perceptual evaluation. Range between
-2 to 2 is proposed for this necessity. The reason is to simplify computation and interpretation
of questionnaire giving five options of levels into calculation index. The difference of one
point in each option is expected to still be able to represent the contrast answer of people’s
evaluation on assets availability and accessibility by scoring better as 2, worse as -2, and not
so much different (no changes) as 0. It is also broad enough to range people perceptual scale
in evaluating the level of opportunities given by assets by scoring 2 for assets given very
helpful opportunities, 1 for those helpful, -1 for those constraining, and -2 to those very
constraining (see table 6.2).

2
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Perceptual evaluation scale of assets availability and
accessibility
(A)
y BETTER (score 2)
y NSMDg (not so much different) but tend to be
continually good (score 1), also could be applied for
more detail scale)
y NSMD (not so much different=no change) (score 0)
y NSMDb (not so much different) but tend to be
continually bad (score -1), also could be applied for
more detail scale
y WORSE (score -2)

Perceptual evaluation scale of opportunities or
constraints provided by assets to perform or to
create functionings
(F)
y
y
y
y
y

VH = Very Helpful (score 2)
H = Helpful (score 1)
UC = Unclear (score 0)
C = Constraining (score -1)
VC=Very Constraining (score -2)

Table 6.2. Proposed Perceptual Evaluation Scale

The formula on community capability may be expressed as follows.’
C = AF2
C
A
F

= Capability
= Assets Availability/Improvement
= Assets Functions level

Since the smallest and the biggest numbers of A and F from the result of perception
scoring are -2 and 2, the smallest and the biggest possible from that formula are -8 and 8.
For the purpose of establishing an index, it will be easier if we use scale -1 to 1. Therefore
the formula of capability is:

Cci =

1
AF2
8

Cci= Community Capability Index
A = Average perception score of Assets Availability/Improvement
F = Average perception score of Assets Functions level
Note: 8 is equal to the multiplication of maximum value of A (=2) and the square of
maximum value of F (=2)
Numbers representing A and F are obtained from the average of the respondent’s answers
toward the questions regarding asset availability (A) and asset function (F).
The independent variables are multiplied to express that asset availability (A) and
functioning (F) are interconnected and mutually strengthen capability. They are not just
an accumulation of two independent variables. Adding the square helps to express that the
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opportunities offered by assets are exponentially important to capability, although the scores
are proposed to be limited in scope (-2 to 2). Perhaps more importantly, squaring F also
helps this variable to be positive (F2 cannot be negative), so asset availability (A) determines
the direction of the overall capability score (CI). The formula, therefore, emphasizes that an
upward or downward trend in the availability of assets determines the overall meaning of
community capability. When the Cci formula is simulated, the index presents a reasonable
measure to indicate well-being based on the CA. This kind of meaning is detailed in Table 6.3.
A

F

Cci

Interpreted Meaning

-2

-2

-1

The lowest: the worst condition because the assets are very
constraining and they keep on getting worse.

-2

2

-1

Condition is perceived as being worse because of the negative
turn over from the best condition to worse.

-1

-2

-0,5

-1

2

-0,5

-2

-1

-0,25

-2

1

-0,25

-1

-1

-0,125

-1

1

-0,125

0

-2, -1, 0, 1,
or 2

0

1

-1

0,125

1

1

0,125

2

-1

0,25

2

1

0,25

1

-2

0,5

1

2

0,5

2

-2

1

Condition is perceived as being the best due to the positive turn
over from the worst to better.

2

2

1

The highest: the best condition since asset condition is really
helpful and available, as well as accessible.

Energy capability pushes negative trend.

Stagnant/stationary: life goes on the way it was. The real
condition depends on the value of F. If positive, it is stationary
in a good condition, whereas if negative, it is stationary in a bad
condition.

Energy capability drives positive trend.

Table 6.3. Simulation: Extreme or Specific Situations

As a vector, the value and the direction of Cci above can de described in a quadrant.
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Assets
availability

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

A

-2
-2
-1
-1
-2
-2
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

F

-2
2
-2
2
-1
1
-1
1
2
1
0
-1
-2
-1
1
-1
1
-2
2
-2
2

Cci

-1
-1
-0,5
-0,5
-0,25
-0,25
-0,125
-0,125
0
0
0
0
0
0,125
0,125
0,25
0,25
0,5
0,5
1
1

Area Capability 2 (CCi20; -1)
Positif Turn Over
Start to develop from
undeveloped
(CCi18; 0,5)
(cci13; 0)

-2

(CCi3; -0,5)

Area Capability 4
undeveloped &
continually decrease

(CC1; -1)

(CCi16; 0,25)

(CCi14; 0.125)
(cci12; 0)

-1

2

1

(cci11; 0)

(CCi7; -0.125)

(CCi5; -0,25)

0

-1

-2

(CCi17; 0,25)

(CCi15; 0.125)
(cci 10; 0)

1

(CCi8; -0.125)

(CCi6; -0,25)

Area Capability 1
Developed & continually
develop

(CCi21; 1)

(CCi19; 0,5)

Assets
functions

(cci9; 0)

2

(CCi4; -0,5)

(CCi2; -1)

Area Capability 3
Negatif Turn Over
Developed but start to
decrease

Figure 6.2 The Quadrant of Cci

As explained previously, capability can be 0, positive, or negative. On zero, people
or agent moves stably with the same velocity and direction as their beginning point. As an
example, Cci 9 has zero index. It means they undergo a stable movement toward positive
direction because they have an asset perceived giving high benefit or very helpful. On the
other hand,CCi 13 has zero index, too, but the situation is different. In this CCi, they undergo
stable movement toward negative direction because the asset they own is perceived being
very constraining.
The value of capability index indicates the value of energy for changing. Positive means
changing toward betterment, negative means going toward degradation which is not wanted.
Therefore, when used alone, capability index goes in accord with the value of happiness as
found in the survey and explained in chapter three. Good and bad changes really depend on
the people’s perception against quality of life. Whereas, when it is used for an indicator of
development achievement, capability index would be better if accompanied by its coordinate
position within the quadrant, for instance CCi in the coordinate (A,F,Cci-K) = (-1,-2,-0.5K4), while Cci lies in the (-1,2,-0.5, K3). Score F is really important to determine the level
of functioning that has been achieved at certain period of time and the quadrant show the
complete faced situation.
K1 is an ideal condition people always expect, a condition where level of functionings
is high and keeps on getting higher. In contrast, people in K4 are the onesin the low level
of functionings and it keeps on degrading. K2 is the group experiencing positive turn over
from the low level of functionings to positive trend. To the contrary, K3 is a situation where
people facing negative turn over from the high level of functionings to negative trend.
For measuring the achievement of development in a more quantitative way, this
index descended from Capability approach must be combined with measurement of a more
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quantitative result, for example Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Since GDP has been included
in the capability survey, the main difference should be considered is the effect of circumstances
provided by place’s assets. As has been discussed, place’s assets can act as corrector of wealth
level. The corrector shall be described as Place’s Capability Supporting Index.
6.4.2

Place’s Capability Supporting Index

Place’s Capability Supporting Index is calculated based on the score of the level of
ITA, SIA, and EIA to support functionings, which ranges between -2 asthe lowest and +2
the highest. Minus two means that the asset is fully constraining to perform the preferred
functioning and +2 means that the asset is fully supporting the community to perform the
preferred functionings. The following table and graph shows the example of capability support
index (PCSI) for villages taken as a sample for capability survey.
A test was conducted in 15 villages using a survey. Thirty respondents were presented
with questionnaires with some questions regarding 46 types of assets. As explained previously,
the respondents had to assess the level of availability by choosing a number in five-scale
between -2 and 2. The example of this questionnaire is attached in the appendix 7, while the
compilation of the survey can be seen in table 6.4.
Number

ASSETS FUNCTION

Village
IIA

ITA

0,88
0,90
0,78
1,10
0,89
0,88
0,87
0,93
1,50
0,98
1,40
0,79
1,40
0,87
1,10

0,90
0,70
0,90
1,20
0,90
0,78
0,88
0,87
1,20
0,87
1,20
0,90
1,40
0,87
0,88

range
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Bawang
Girirejo
Growong
Jogomulyo
Kalisari
Kemutuk
Pringombo
Ringinanom
Sidoagung
Sumberarum
Tanggulrejo
Temanggal
Tempurejo
Tugurejo
Prajeksari

PTA SIA
(2) to 2
0,90 1,30
0,78 1,20
0,90 1,30
1,30 -0,90
0,98 1,20
0,68 1,20
0,76 1,20
1,05 0,90
1,30 1,10
0,87 1,20
1,20 1,10
0,79 1,20
1,40 0,30
0,99 1,20
1,12 1,14

COMMUNITY ASSETS: IIA, ITA, PTA, SIA, EIA
ASETS AVAILABILITY

EIA
-0,80
-0,70
-0,60
-0,50
-0,40
-0,30
-0,20
-0,10
0,40
-0,10
-0,10
-0,30
-0,10
0,50
0,60

ER
AV

E
AG IIA

0,64
0,58
0,66
0,44
0,71
0,65
0,70
0,73
1,10
0,76
0,96
0,68
0,88
0,89
0,97

1,20
1,10
1,20
1,01
1,10
1,10
1,10
1,20
1,50
1,30
1,50
0,98
1,30
1,20
1,30

ITA

PTA
(2) to 2
1,10 1,10
1,10 1,10
0,90 0,90
0,90 1,10
1,10 1,10
1,10 1,10
1,10 1,10
1,20 1,20
1,30 1,30
1,10 1,10
1,20 1,20
0,90 0,90
-0,50 1,20
1,20 1,20
1,30 1,30

PLACE'S ASSETS: PTA, SIA, EIA

SIA

EIA

0,20
1,20
1,30
-0,70
1,40
1,20
1,20
1,10
1,20
1,20
1,10
1,30
-0,90
1,02
1,14

-0,80
-0,70
-0,60
-0,50
-0,40
-0,30
-0,20
-0,10
-0,12
-0,10
-0,10
-0,30
-0,20
-0,50
-0,60

A
Comm's v place's
CAPABILITY e CAPABILITY
E
INDEX
r( supp INDEX
AG
R
E
(1) to 1 2 (1) to 1
AV
0,028
0,005
0,56
0,032
0,012
0,76
0,040
0,019
0,74
0,009
0,000
0,362
0,055
0,031
0,86
0,044
0,023
0,84
0,053
0,030
0,86
0,061
0,035
0,92
0,157
0,086
1,036
0,067
0,040
0,92
0,113
0,049
0,98
0,043
0,025
0,756
0,017
0,001
0,18
0,081
0,058
0,824
0,104
0,070
0,888

Place's
multiplier/de
flator
0,191
0,626
0,910
-0,00053
1,284
1,102
1,317
1,319
1,229
1,432
0,775
1,391
0,073
2,480
2,030

PTA= Public Tangible Assets; SIA= Social Institutional Assets; EIA=Economic Institutional Assets; PCSI=Place’s(
)Capability Support Index
Table 6.4. Example of Community’s Capabilities Index and Place’s Capability Index Compiled
from Quisionary Survey

Table 6.3.table 6.4 and table 6.5. all together explain the variety and quantification
methods of index-forming variables. Table 6.5 is the checklist and categorization of asset
varieties that have to be assessed by respondents (range of -2 and 2). In Magelang case, there
are 42 types of relevant assets. Each type is assessed regarding two aspects: availability and
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accessibility as well as the assets functions perceived by the respondents. In table 6.3 asset
function is symbolized with F and asset availability with A. The value of A and F is the mean
of the respondent’s assessment in the asset group (table 6.4). The mean of A and F also ranges
between -2 and 2 as can be seen in table 6.3. and 6.4. The value of A and F is calculated
with this formula2. The value of Cci also ranges between -2 and 2. The interpretation of Cci
value is presented in table 6.3. In particular table 6.4.also tries to describe the role of place
in supporting the level of individual well-being by giving example of the difference of place
value as multiplier or deflator due to different quality of PTA, SIA, and EIA.
The value of role of place as multiplier or deflator can be calculated with the formula
of Pcsi/ABS(Pcsi-Cci) (see the formula after figure 6.3.)In some villages mentioned in table
6.4, the value of places function as multiplier with the point of higher than 1 such as village
no 5 to 10, and 12, 14, and 15. Whereas in the rest, place reduce the level of well-being which
particularly is developed by IIA and ITA. Even, in village no 4 (Jogomulya), the respondents
feel that the quality of place does not only reduce the quality of their life –which is particularly
defined by IIA and TIA--, but also might turn it into negative. Figure 6.2 places it in quadrant
3 or 4.
As explained in the earlier paragraph, place’s assets can be multiplier or deflator of
transferable commodities. This process will lead to calculation on the real value of someone’s
wealth in some place. As a vector, Cci and PCSi can have different direction.

Figure 6.3 Cci and PCSi as A Vector

Recognizing index as a vector, the value of multiplier or deflator defined by the value
of place’s assets can be determined by this formula:

The example of result of simulation from Place’s multiplier or deflator can be seen in
figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 Showing Variety of the Level of Place’s Assets Functions In Villages In Supporting Community’s
Capabilities (the statistic bars also can be place in real spatial map to sow its geographical distribution =
Capability Map)

Figure 6.4.Describes various roles of place’s assets in shaping community capability.
Observed in table 6.4., in 16 villages of one sub-district, the most dominant assets influencing
Pcsi are EIA and SIA. In two villages where these two groups of assets are low, the Pcsi is
also low.PTA difference (public infrastructure) does not give significant contribution since
it is quite the same everywhere. Indeed, public facilities such as schools, health centers,
and markets are distributed almost equally, except in some villages like Growong and
Temanggalwhich are located in the mountain area. As seen in 6.4. Pcsi inGrowongis low.
However, Pcis in Temanggal is quite high since they have higher SIA, such as trust, solidarity
and social forum.
6.4.3

The Sampling in Capability Survey

For community and place, the survey should be represented, for instance through
random sampling, or even census. For region having good population database and good
communication connection (internet), the survey will be more operable. In Indonesian case,
where internet has not reached most population, the survey can be integrated with 10-year
population census or Routine Farmer Household Survey.
Nevertheless, when extensive survey is difficult to be conducted, snowballing survey
can be an efficient alternative. There are however three rules to identify representative
respondents. The first is that they have to represent the variation of occupations existing
in the region. The second rule is they have to represent age variation. This is based on the
understanding that change is an important feature in development. Therefore it is necessary
to make situational comparison in the longitudinal time dimension. The third is the need
for spatial variation. To this end, specific routes for survey’s journeys can be selected to have
transectional variation. While, based on the snowballing survey done in this thesis, the result
has shown that the proportional of qualitative-ordinal evaluation is relatively similar to what
shown by data of extensive random survey.
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6.4.4

Resulted Capability Map

By documenting people’s self-evaluation through capability survey, planning has placed
public aspiration to determine the results they need to achieve and important factors needed
to be managed, for example a particular kind of infrastructure which is perceived by society
as a determining key for their quality of life.
The survey result is used to produce capability map. It is a situational picture showing
which group of society is feeling having less capabilities and what kinds of assets are lacking.
Analysis upon assets determines a current level community capability is very important
step to understand development problem, thereby to be basis for developing development
intervention.
The presence of ‘community’s capability map’ is proposed to encourage democratization
in planning process. In the public forum, capability map has at least two important functions.
First is to guide community’s understanding to the real strategic problems. It gives a picture
of the groups of community that have low capability based on their perception and assets
assessment. The types of assets becoming the factors of the low capability could also be
identified.
Secondly, the capability map may be seen as a representation of people’s voices, which
is an important information base for democratic and participatory planning. By using a
‘community’s capability map’ resulting from a survey, many ‘silent majorities’ would be
represented. In the discourse associated with the work of Davidoff (1965), planners have
to take a position to advocate the groups representing the lowest levels of capabilities.
An advocacy attitude of planners corresponds to a ‘pluralist argument for planning’ (e.g.,
Klosterman, 1981) to overcome disparities in political powers and resources distribution,
and differences in access to decisions. A community-oriented view can also be found in
Lichfield (2009), who argued for development analysis and community impact assessment
(also see Khakee, 2008).
2

1,5

EIA's CAPABILITY
supp INDEX

1

0,5

SIA's CAPABILITY
supp INDEX

0

-0,5

PTA's
CAPABILITY
supp INDEX

Figure 6.5 Example of capability map showing the contribution of assets category in
supporting community capability in different village in one sub district in Magelang regency
(the statistic bars also can be place in real spatial map to sow its geographical distribution)
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Capability map is expected to contribute as information3basis in planning forum. Social
informational material provided in capabilities map is used to ensure the representativeness
and to avoid informational distortion by power. It is expected to enhance the quality of
existing forum that usually started without any valid informational bases about the local
problem as how people felt and is often dominated only by local activist/politicians based
on their observation, or event based on their own interest. Information basis provided by
the capability map can challenge and modify dominant systems of meaning by elites with
collective framing (Snow and Benford, 1988; Hunt, Benford, and Snow, 1994); it facilitates a
process of construction of collective identities (Melucci, 1989 and Foley& Edwards, 1996).
Based on social information provided by capability map, the prioritized development
program will be more apparent in showing a complete combination of public aspiration, as
the important requirement to conduct democratic planning process, which is based on so
called communicative rationality (Healey, 1992, 1996; Innes, 1995; Forester, 1994; Lauria
and Soll, 1996).
6.4.5

The Assessment Checklist

For every group of society, besides showing their position (or rank) in the larger society
(represented by capability map), the result of capability survey is a list of evaluation score
of each assets. Nevertheless, it is not enough to give clear explanation to the development
planner to identify real contributing factors of the development achievement. This means
that employing perceptual survey regional development planning practice does need actual
data. Combined with the result of perceptual survey, they are still needed to trace the real
contributing factors for development that must be improved.
Actual data to be included in the checklist are listed based on the exploration,
especially when the thesis analyses assets using statistical data. Table 6.5.shows the actual
data in relation to the listed assets to be asked to people perceptually. This list of actual data
is provided to be the guidance for planners or community to further analyze the assets
availability. The availability of analyzed assets will be useful when planners or community
want to set planning targets.
Informational basis are important for community to be involved in the open economy. The emergent global
economy is driven by and depends on the flows of information, whereas knowledge and information are becoming
the strategic resource and transforming agent of post-industrial society just as the combination of energy, resources
and machine technology were the transforming agencies of industrial society’ (Bell, 1980, p. 531). In this situation,
Castells (1996) argued that those who are successful are those who keep their feelers out constantly, learning and
adapting, and taking the advantage of information technology. Castells terms this society as the “informational
society” because it is organized around information generation, processing, and transmission and these are
its fundamental sources of power and productivity. For the “informational society” information influences
planning and public action by becoming embedded in the thought, practices, and institutions of a community,
and, thus, influencing actions (Innes, 1999).Folke et al (2005) pointed to the role of social networks to manage
various knowledge systems and experiences for the development of a common understanding. Policies can thus
function as a ‘bridge’ to lower the costs of collaborative action and conflict resolution, and enable legislation and
governmental policies. Pahl-Wostl (2007) explained the empirical role of social learning and knowledge generation
in increasing the effectiveness of policy making. A similar emphasis on the importance of integrating local and
scientific knowledge for environmental management practices has been put forward by Reed (2010).
3
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No

ASSETS ELEMENTS

ASSETS
CATEGORY

RELATED INDICATORS
Land-man ownership ratio

1

Space (land) to stay

X1

2

Space (land) to generate income

X1

3

transport Tools (Bike, Car, Motorcycle)

X1

Vehicle-population ratio

4

Information Tools (Radio, TV, N paper)

X1

TV.radio-population ratio

5

Comunication Tools (Telephone, Post)

X1

Connection per head

6

Income/material for daily Necesities

X1

Income per capita

7

Saving

X1

Income-expenditure ratio

1

Environment Quality (Landscape, Water, Air, Built
Env)

X2

2

Land Quality (Productivity)

X2

Agriculture productivity

3

Availability of Public Transport Infra

X2

Road length/coverage/population/ha

4

(Freedom from) Disaster*)

X2

e.g. disaster frequency (e.g. fire, flood, etc)

5

Disaster Mitigation Availabilty*)

X2

e.g. fireman per population

6

Quality of Public Transport Infra

X2

Public bus per pop

7

Education Facilities and Support

X2

Scholl per pop

8

Health Facility

X2

Clinic per pop

9

Market Facilities

X2

Number per km2, and m2 market place per pop

10

Access to Clean Water

X2

% of Water connection to Household

11

Recreation Facility

X2

Park m2 per head

12

Library

X2

Number per pop, or m2 Library building per pop

13

Internet Net

X2

% of Water connection to House

1

Self/CommEducation Level

X3

Perception

2

Self/CommHealth Quality

X3

Mortality, life expectancy

3

Communication Skill/Ability

X3

Literacy

4

Creativity/Innovation

X3

Perception, or entrepreneur index

5

Strugling Spirit/Survival Power

X3

perception

1

Community Membership/Kindship/Identity

X4

perception

2

Trust

X4

perception

3

Social Cooperation

X4

Number per population

4

Solidarity

X4

perception

5

Community Forum

X4

frequency

1

Access to Credits

X5

Perception, number of bank per population

2

Access to Job

X5

Perception, un employment rate, sector heterogeneity

3

Opportunity to Set Up Business

X5

Perception, sector heterogeneity

4

Opportunity to Aspirate in Public Decision

X5

The present of regulation, frequency of public forum

5

Access to Material Consumption

X5

6

Access to Material Input (for ec. production)

X5

Perception, Number per km2, or and m2 market place
per pop

7

Opportunity to Product Marketing

X5

8

Health Cost

X5

9

Access to Health Insurance

X5

10

Education Cost

X5

11

Access to Housing

X5

12

Transport cost

X5

Water quality, air quality

Perception, % of income and expenditure
Perception, % of income and expenditure
Perception, % of income and expenditure

Table 6.5 Table for Checking Up Perceptual to Actual Data On Assets

Both asset elements and related actual indicators can be customized or developed
in each region. As experimented in this research –specifically discussed in chapter 3—the
process of exploring asset elements from the five groups of assets can be conducted with
snowballing survey through open interview. Whereas, related actual indicators can obtained
from statistical data existing in that region. In a more coordinative situation, survey on asset
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elements and statistical data can be adjusted to be more contextual with the condition of the
society and place.
Having capability map and list of evaluation score of each asset in hand, the procedure
is continued with assets assessment. Capability survey gives information about what assets
needed from people perception, however those assets are not exactly measured. Further
assessment will inform the measurable status of assets. The assessment will come up to
the explanation on what and how many a particular assets have to be improved in order to
effectively enhance community’s well-being. This then is such as a form of ‘general checkup’
in medical practice, which must be done before giving prescription.
The combination of perceptual and actual data can be seen as a report of general
check-up in medical practice or as list of a list of trouble shooting in mechanical. As it is like
a check list of general check-up or trouble shooting, the result will give clues about which
parts are good and which are bad, or even missing, in this case those are assets. While by
checking with actual data, we may find assets needs to be analyzed further.
Together with capability map, the checklist should be used in planning forums. For
professional planners, the capability map and checklist may help to facilitate planning
processes rather than directly coordinating (community self-coordination). The capability
map and checklist match a shift during the last decades from planning as a governmentbased activity, to planning as a practice of broader governance (Voogd and Woltjer, 2006).
Data from society’s evaluation on the element of assets and their comparison with the
checklist can serve as a useful source of analysis to understand the tendency and orientation
of peoples’ life. These data series are essentially reflective pictures clarifying the direction
of a community’s journey. Such an understanding will help people formulate their vision
in a more affirmative way. The checklist can help society setting their vision and target in a
more measurable way. This will help create an agenda for broader development that can be
translated into policy making, regulation, and action programs. With this kind of function,
the capability map and checklist can provide material for consensus building activities. The
capabilities map and checklist may be useful to improve capacity to work together, and
establish skills in dialogues, as well as shared heuristics for action (e.g., Innes and Booher,
2003; Ostrom, 1990).
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION
7.1 THE ANSWERS OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND THEORETICAL
DISCUSSION
This research is started with the thought that development and evaluation is not
a routine work with standard procedures and skills. There should underlying theory in
planning activities (Friedmann & Hudson, 1974; Shipley, 2002). Evaluation should be
based on academic social research, where researchers use social theory and social research
methodologies (Rossi 1969, 1972, and 2004).
In trying to find underlying theory appropriate to be implemented in regional
development planning and evaluation, this research tries to understand the meaning of
development and how it goes along following the mainstream of the recent planning which
states that it has to be society-centred, democratic, and participative (Healey 1982, 1997;
Pinho 2010; Hull, Alexander, Khakee, and Woltjer 2008). The exploration of the meaning of
development is conducted by exploring what people think through intensive interview and
close observation on how people how people struggle for better life and for their dignity, all
in an environmental setting which is socially, politically, and economically growing more
and more infinite.
In general, the assumption of the meaning of development used in used in the
beginning of this research is that development is the increase of well-being. However, as
discussed in Todaro (2006) there is still a big window to question the definition of well-being
itself. One interesting theory that becomes the foundation of this research is development as
freedom of Amartya Sen (2000). Capability concept as the indicator of well-being seems to
be more perceptible in the individual level. Indeed, the most monumental implementation in
development evaluation is human development index (HDI). However, this capability is still
interesting to be applied as the underlying theory to understand the meaning of development.
The most utmost challenge in this research is then how the concept of capability which means
the level of freedom to choose should be brought into community and regional scale. For
this purpose, the capability concept is used as the underlying theory to discuss perception
and the pattern of people’s attitude which is obtained from a survey. The survey reflects their
perception on the meaning of development and factors influencing it. Regarding those factors,
the discussion uses the concept of assets as the underlying theory. Asset here is defined as
material as well as non-material from which, a person might takes benefits. ( CEC 1993).
The background behind the adoption of capability and asset has been discussed through
theoretical discussion in chapter 2. It is then used as the instrument of discussion of the
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empirical exploration results in chapter 3 to chapter 6. The result of the discussion will lead
to the answer of the research question as follows: How to evaluate well-being and quality
of life in the practice of regional development and planning?
Through participatory evaluation approach the thesis found that a useful way to
evaluate well-being is through seeing people’s perception of their current quality of life, the
improvement, and the progress they observe in their environment. The field survey within
this research shows that people evaluate their well-being by saying that their current quality
of life is “better”, “worse”, or “not so much different” from earlier days. The better”, “worse”,
or “not so much different” answers are stated by respondents based on the changes of ‘things’,
that subsequently in this thesis is called as assets, and how much benefit they may get from
them. In other words, the findings of this survey are:
1. people’s perceptions on their well-being is apparently correlated to their perceptions
on aggregated current assets availability and opportunities arising from the output
of policies, regulations, and government programs or raising from the community
themselves.
2. “Benefit” is a concept, which people used to indicate assets (material or nonmaterial) or situations (surrounding as well as distant places) determining their
quality of life or well-being. People feel the benefits of assets when they can use those
as commodities for direct consumption, as raw material/tools/supporting elements
in economic production, or as stock for future security or future investment. Based
on this finding, the perception on the availability/accessibility and the usefulness/
function of assets becomes variables to evaluate well-being.
3. the quality of perception is more correlated to the situational changes happening in
the places; to their strong impression about past experiences, rather than to actual
level of assets
4. the level of well-being of individual or community is determined by particular
composition of assets, which is unique, contextual, and cannot be generalized
Based on these findings, well-being evaluation can be conducted by carrying out
perception survey upon two variables regarding assets, i.e availability/accessibility and the
level of help/constraints provided by those assets.
1. What is the advantage of capability approach to the practice of regional development
and planning?
Capability which Amartya Sen defines explicitly as level of opportunity/ability “to
do” and “to be” leads to the comprehension that capability is energy for changes. This
comprehension is acquired through series of observation in the field. This is the highest
relevance of CA as a framework for development and planning since the essence of this job
is to promote changes to better future. Combined with the finding that asset is the energy
source of change, the capability approach can inform policy makers and planners about
specific need for action. The capability approach would be able to evaluate their effectiveness.
The capability approach would be able to help set an agenda for development priorities. The
capability approach is likely to include community considerations better.
With the finding that variety of assets form perception on quality of life and through
synthesizing with energy theory, CA which previously is a concept can be operated to measure
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‘state of current situation’ and the value of ‘energy for changing’, its level and direction, positive
or negative. Perception survey conducted against kinds of assets can also give us some clues
on which assets that should be prioritized in order to direct the energy to positive condition.
2. How to build evaluation framework contextual to circumstances of a region?
This research finds five kinds of assets, i.e., IIA, ITA, PTA, SIA, and EIA. According to
their roles in producing capability, they can be categorized into three groups. IIA is human
assets which act as the core or substance of capability. ITA is element which is transferable
from one person to others. In economic term, it is commonly called liquid commodity due
to that characteristic. Whereas, PTA, SIA, and EIA can be called place’s assets because they
are helps/constraints generated from circumstances (physical, social, economic) formed by
place’s attributes.
Changes happening in a place will cause emission or absorption of capability energy.
Positive changes will drive acceleration of development, while the negative ones of quality
degradation even dissolution.
Based on this finding, public planning has obtained some basis to concentrate on
places as public goods. With the framework developed from CA, spatial development will
have specific orientation and be contextual to the needs of the population. For that purpose,
this thesis proposes measurement of ‘place’s capability supporting index’. It is an index to
measure the suitability of place to facilitate the creation of opportunities to choose/perform
various kinds of (preferred) functionings (the level of capability).
Based on the finding above, there are two things necessary to be emphasized for
theoretical contribution. The first is how people give meaning to development. Development
here is relative, and understood as contextual progress based on local potential such as
physical character of land and its managerial system, specific pattern of social, economic as
well as cultural activities, and the curent technological level of infrastructures. The finding
showing that people evaluate the development of these aspects and the level of well-being in
the same way, by stating ‘better’ and ‘worse’. This indicates that ‘progress’ and the ‘process’ of
development are blended, inseparable. The assessment of well-being is defined by “happiness”
or “satisfaction” stimulated by changes from worse to better of their life due to specific living
environment. In this frame, process is considered as result or progress of individual and
surrounding environment. Happiness or satisfaction is not only determined by what people
have, but more by how quick or how big the changes from worse to better. As discussed in
chapter 6 (figure 6.2), the result of development is vector indicating direction and value of
changes. This vector shaping energy is the whole needed assets of which the benefit is available
and accessible by community.
The second is that individual capability is really vulnerable to the characters of places.
Someone’s capability is not only determined by health, education, and income as reflected in
HDI. The value and benefit of health and education which in this dissertation is categorized
into ITA really depends on the physical and non-physical characters of place (PTA, SIA,
EIA) which in this dissertation are called Place’s assets. In a particular place exist available
and functioning assets for group of people. Available assets are those already atributable to
place but have not been utilized nor given any support/constrain to pople’s daily life. Whereas
functioning assets are those that have been already utilized or have supported/constrained
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people’s daily life. Place’s assets containing available and functioning assets can be the
multiplier or deflator of IIA and ITA. This finding affirms the argumentation that regional
development approach has to be implemented contextually. Regional development planning
has to focus on the value enhancement to create opportunity provided by the place contextual
with geographical and demographical condition. Therefore, the created characters of place
will open opportunity widely toward the development of individual potential (IIA and ITA).
The creation of characters of place can begin with physical infrastructure, but the orientation
should be to facilitate production and reproduction of SIA and EIA. The examples of this idea
is, for instance, the provision of rural access road, market facilities, sport facilities, public
open spaces, or art and cultural centre. The provision of rural access road open opportunity
of young people in rural area to further studying in better quality in town which will improve
their IIA. Sport facilities and art and cultural centre are also potential to improve IIA in the
region. Better IIA in the region will increase the capacity of economic production in the
region. The better rural access and develompent of market facilities will give opportunity
for farmers to better market their product (improving EIA). The presence of public open
spaces and art and cultural centre in neigborhood open opportunity of society, especially
young people to interact, which promote the productaion/reproduction of collectivism, trust
and solidarity (SIA).
7.2 POLICY IMPLICATION AND RECOMMENDATION TO NEXT RESEARCH
This research provides description on the relevance of application and operationalization
of CA as an instrument in regional Development planning. By using the proposed Cci and
Pcsi, we can evaluate the development achievement and the status of places in supporting
capability in a measured way through a periodic perception survey.
The same survey can obtain information that can be analyzed in order to find factors
related to attributes of place people consider insufficient in helping them doing functionings
they want. In other words those places have not provided them enough capability. The findings
of such survey can provide recommendations on priority programs that must be carried out
in a community in particular place.
For Indonesia, survey can be conducted every five years together with routine national
census or people registration. The data from survey can be treated as in input for participative
budget planning that have been done annually called musyawarah rencana pembangunan
(musrenbang). The government can include the obligation to have a trial on CA and Cci
tools in the Musrenbang guideline, for example in the Internal Affairs Minister Regulation
number 54/2010 regarding the application of Government Regulation No 8/2008 regarding
Stages, Management System, Control, and Evaluation of Regional Development Planning
Application.
Asides from Musrenbang that leads to annual budgeting, Cci and Pcsi can be used as an
instrument in spatial planning. It is because asset variables that can be used in the capability
survey also include evaluation on assets of physical attributes such as land use management
that will determine environment quality and disaster mitigation, transportation organization,
public open space provision, market distribution, and public facility distribution. In Indonesia,
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this recommendation can be inserted in the guideline of spatial planning such as Regulation
of Minister of Public Works no: 16/PRT/M/2009, Regulation of Minister of Public Works
no: 20/PRT/M/2011).
The framework can also be used in planning activity with smaller scale which
commonly focuses on community empowerment program initiated by the community
themselves or by government, for example Program Nasional Pemberdayaan Masyarakat/
PNPM Mandiri or Mandiri National Empowerment Program.
In order to support the possibilities of the framework, it is wise to conduct some
researches for, i.e:
1. Testing and exploring assets in other regional character (e.g. urban, urban fringe,
coastal, tourism, etc.
2. Action research in planning discourses (Musrenbang) or other participatory
planning using Capability Map
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GLOSSARY
Word
(IDA’s)
ASKESKIN
ASKESKIN (Asuransi
Kesehatan bagi Keluarga
Miskin)
Assets

Bantuan bergulir
Bantuan Langsung Tunai
Bero
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Meaning

Page

Individual Development Account’s 16
Asuransi Kesehatan bagi Keluarga 64
Miskin, health insurance for poor
people
Health insurance for poor people 64

Rotated subsidy
Direct cash subsidies
rent out the land

6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 31,
32, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 49, 50, 51,
53, 54, 55, 57, 59,
60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66, 69, 72, 73,
76, 81, 82, 83, 84,
85, 86, 87, 88, 90,
91, 95, 97, 99, 102,
103, 104, 105, 107,
109, 110, 111, 113,
114, 115, 116, 117,
118, 119, 120, 121,
122, 123, 124, 125,
126, 127, 128, 129,
130, 131, 132, 133,
135, 136, 137, 138.
60
62
52
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Word
BRI

Capabilities

Commodity

DPRD
Dusun			
Financial assets
Fixed assets
Functionings

Gapoktan Cawas Organic
Paddy
HET
HPSP			

Meaning

Page

Bank Rakyat Indonesia one of
63, 74, 77, 96
national owned bank, focusing on
rural and small/medium industry/
business credit
3, 14, 17, 18, 19, 22,
37, 46, 47, 49, 51,
53, 55, 57, 58, 59,
61, 62, 63, 65, 66,
67, 69, 71, 73, 75,
77, 79, 81, 83, 84,
85, 86, 87, 89, 90,
91, 93, 95, 97, 98,
99, 100, 101, 103,
105, 120, 127, 128,
129, 130, 133,
18, 20, 22, 23, 25,
27, 29, 35, 52, 58,
74, 78, 79, 83, 87,
93, 94, 95, 101, 102,
107, 108, 109, 110,
112, 113, 114, 136,
Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah, 89
Regional House of Representative
area under village, neighborhood 50
level
15, 20, 46, 59, 61,
86, 99.
15, 16.
2, 3, 12, 17, 18, 19,
20, 44, 45, 51, 104,
105, 113, 114, 116,
119, 120, 121, 122,
123, 126, 137, 138.
One of organic paddy kind
88
Harga Eceran Tertinggi (highest
allowable price at farmer level)
International NGO of the
Netherland

99
79
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Word
IDT

Ijon

In Situ		
JICA			
Juragan		
KDP		
Kecamatan		
KUT			
Land ownership/land tenure
Lurah		
Mulsa
Musrenbang

NGO		
Non-financial assets
NUDS’s		
Padi Sentra
Paguyuban Pedagang
130
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Meaning
Inpres Desa Tertinggal, President’s
instruction to solve the problems
of underdeveloped rural areas
during Soehartho’s presidency
a scheme when middleman
provide credit to the farmer with
the guarantee that farmer will
only sell their yield, while the
volume and price is decided early
with estimation
in location
Japan International Corporation
Agency
wholesalers
kecamatan development program
sub district, administrative
division under district
Kredit Usaha Tani, farmer credit
program
village leader
plastic sheet used in to cover
ground in planting commodity
such as tomato or chili
Musyawarah Perencanaan
Pembangunan, annual public
dicourse discussing development
plan, hold from village level
to regional level that involving
people participation
non governmental organization

National Urban Development
Strategy
traders society

Page
8, 62

113

71
79
35, 58, 85, 93
63
63, 84, 116,
63, 96
100
32
31
6, 89, 102, 138

28, 31, 37, 38, 79,
88, 97
15, 20.
8
61
97
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Word
Paguyuban Petani Merbabu
(PPM)

Meaning

voluntary membership
organization for the community,
particularly of villages at the
eastern slope of Mount Merbabu,
which is independent and non
profit.
Panca Usaha Tani
government suggestion consists of
five farming methods which are
PARUL			
Poverty Alleviation through Rural
Urban Linkage
Pengembangan Kawasan
Agropolitan Development
Agropolitan
Masterplan
Penggarap
Landless farmer
Perum Bulog
Perusahaan Umum Badan
Urusan Logistic, National agency
organizing logistics such as rice
PNPM-PPK
Program Nasional Pemberdayaan
Masyarakat- Program
Pengembangan Kecamatan,
National Community
Empowerment Program Subdistrict Development Program
POSYANDU
Pos Pelayanan Terpadu,
neighborhood level health service
that is manage by villagers/citizen
volunteer
Program Bimbingan Massal/ Bimbingan Masyarakat/Massal ()
BIMAS
Mass guidance program
Program Demonstrasi Massal Farming Mass Demonstration
program
Program Intensifikasi khusus Specific Intensification
Program Intensifikasi Massal Mass Intensification Program
Program intensifikasi massal/ Mass intenfication program
INMAS
Program Supra Insus
Supra Spesific Intensification
program
Program Swasembada
self-rice provision program

Page
78, 79, 95, 113

34
8
77
27, 93
98
63

33

22, 44, 61, 96
61
61
61
22, 44, 96
61
62
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Word
Proyek Prasarana dan Sarana
Lingkungan
PUSKESMAS

Rencana kemakmuran
kasimo
RTRW
RUBANI
Sapta Usaha Tani
SC
Sejahtera/kemakmuran
Silent Majority
SNA
Susenas
Tanah bengkok
Tumpang sari		
UDES			
Ulu-ulu			
Well being

132
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Meaning
A project to build market and its
infrastructure
Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat,
health facility (similar to clinic)
in subdistrict level provided by
government

Page
77
33

61
Rencana Tata Ruang Wilayah,
Regional Spatial Development
Plan
Rapat Umum Paguyuban Petani
(Farmer’s General Meeting)
improvement of Panca Usaha
Tani, adding seven efforts to
improve agriculture program
Social capital
Welfare

101
78
34

84
61
8, 130
System of National Accounting
14
Social Economic Survey data
62
piece of land given by government 77, 80
to perabot dusun
mix commodity farming in one
73, 108
field
Unit Desa System, BRI’s unit in
63, 96
village level
early traditional institutions
97
related to water
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11,
12, 13, 14, 16, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
26, 36, 37, 39, 40,
43, 44, 45, 51, 53,
83, 104, 115, 116,
118, 119, 120, 121,
123, 127, 133, 134,
135, 136, 137.
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APPENDIX 1
OVERVIEW ON ALL SURVEY ACTIVITIES
There were three series of survey conducted…

Survey 1 (discussed in chapter three).
The goal of this survey is collecting people’s perception with regards to their quality of life.
Respondents: the respondents of this survey were selected using snowballing technique
to get variety in answers and the reasoning behind them. There were 199 respondents selected
based on three conditions: represent a variety of jobs in the region, a variety of ages groups,
spatial variation (i.e., specific routes for weekly journeys.
Data-collection: the data were collected through comprehensive interviews with
respondents, based on a set of simple questions about quality of life and perceived progress
in the region (Appendix 2). The results are compared with observations and (in some cases)
secondary data sources. The data were recorded and transcribed. The key words frequently
mentioned were noted and classified such as the adjectives, worse and better and nouns,
assets such as land, car and salary.
Result: the result of this first survey was an indication of quality-of-life and an overview
of the types of assets that determine capabilities for the case.

Survey 2 (discussed in chapter 3 and 4):
The goal of this second survey was to check if the links between perceived levels of
quality of life and assets are consistent, and different per context.
Respondents: The respondents were selected by random sampling in 10% of the
households in every village, 343 household respondents.
Data-collection: Some questionnaires were sent to respondents (see Appendix 3). As
in survey 1, the respondents were asked to provide an evaluation with regards to whether
their current quality of life is better, worse, or not so much different recently. And they were
asked to also rate assets in the same way based on the list resulting from Survey .
Result: the result of this second survey was an indication of the relationship between
perception of the assets and perception of their effect on quality of life. Results are discussed
based on different characteristics per village.

Survey 3 (discussed as ‘random survey-testing part’ in section 6.4)
It is a survey similar to survey 2 but with other respondents and with questions
classified by type of asset (ITA, PTA, IIA, SIA, and EIA).
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Respondents: This survey involved 15 villages in one subs district with 450 household
respondents.
Data collection: The questionnaires were sent to respondents (see Appendix 4).
The dissertation also uses secondary data and field observations, as discussed in
chapter 4 and 5.
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APPENDIX 2
QUESTIONS, ANSWER, LIST OF RESPONDENTS, AND DATA
ANALYSIS IN SURVEY 1

LIST OF OPEN QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEW
1.

Do you think there has been any development program going on in the last decades
in this region?

2.

If you think there are, what are the results you have noticed? Is there any progress
or improvement, for instance on welfare?

3.

If there are any changes you notice, please mention the changes that you think have
affected your life.

4.

How do you assess your present living situation as the result of development?

5.

What makes you conclude such assessment?

6.

Can you mention a situation as the result of development that makes you feel happy
the most and sad the most?
Further interview for some respondents potential to be key informants.
7. Please tell us about your daily life, your role in social and economic activities in
your neighborhood.
8.

Please tell us things that help or constrain your role in social or economic activities.

9.

Can you take me to the places or people you consider related to or influence your
social or economic life so that I can have more elaborate stories?

An Overview of Words Used in the Survey
Some questions were prepared in order to… Here are the keywords of the questions.
1. Development Program. It represents intervention of public sectors in order to
find out whether people noticed the presence of government efforts which include
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2.
3.

4.
5.

policy planning, budgeting, and program implementation in their social-economic
life.
Development Result, Change, Progress, Improvement, a Situation as the Result
of Development. Those terms were used to find out if people can feel the results of
the development.
Welfare, Your life, Living Situation. Those phrases represent the goals of
development. They were used in the interview in order to find out the meaning and
the outcome of development and to check if the improvement of their surrounding
was in line with their quality of life as an individual and families.
Daily Life, Role in Social and Economic Activities. They were used to explore the
way respondent utilize their environment circumstances in their daily life, including
the way the see a particular condition.
Help or Constrain Your Role in Social or Economic Activities, Influential Place,
Influential People. Those phrases were used to explore elements people feel in
some particular context and affect their life.

Examples of Interview 1
Respondent Name/Number
Mardi
Age/Sex/Profesion
54/Male/Small farmer
Adderes
Dusun Kaponan, Desa Kaponan, Kecamatan Pakis
Place/Interviewer/time
Farmland/RWD/ 10/3/2007;09,30
Tape
General Description and circumstance
Farmers with a land area of less than 0.5 hectares, does not know much about agriculture
information so that when there is an attack the roots of mace in his garden, looked resigned,
so far only information obtained from word of mouth or chatter in the market
Q1: Do you think there has been any development program going on in the last decades
in thisn region?
Physically yes. The road is good now
Q2: If you think there are, what are the results you have noticed? Is there any progress or
improvement, for instance on welfare?
For us is not so much different. Better road is only for them having motor vehicle.
Q3: If there are any changes you notice, please mention the changes that you think have
affected your life.
The ever increasing of daily neccessity price, while our farm prodcution remains constant.
Q4: How do you assess your present living situation as the result of development?
I feel our live is worse than about two decades ago
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Q5: What makes you conclude such assessment?
We (family) don’t know why luck has never been at our side. Living now is even worse than
in my childhood, even worse. If in the past, although I knew my parents had not much
money, we never had to worry about food. Now, with our very small landholding, we have
to decide whether to grow paddy and some vegetables, or commodities to sale. For us this
is just like gambling. Of course we have more expectations than just our daily food.
Q6: Can you mention a situation as the result of development that makes you feel happy
the most and sad the most?
We would like to give our kids a higher education, just like other families. We would also
like to buy a motorcycle. However, like in gambling, we are only working and waiting.
The basic hope is that we will always be able to buy food and pay our other bills, such as
electricity and the social fund from the revenues of our harvest.
Further interview for some respondents potential to be key informants.
Q7: Please tell us about your daily life, your role in social and economic activities in your
neighborhood.
Q8: Please tell us things that help or constrain your role in social or economic activities.
Q9: Can you take me to the places or people you consider related to or influence your social
or economic life so that I can have more elaborate stories?

Example of Interview 2
Respondent Name/Number

Santoso

Age/Sex/Profesion
Adderes

34/Male/Vilage Activits
Ds Kaponan, Desa Kaponan, Kecamatan Pakis

Place/Interviewer

His parent house, near Street junction, Ngablak/RWD/
22/4/2007;14,15

Tape
General Description and circumstance
Member of PKK, Kecamatan Grabag. The son of the village secretary, one of the few young
men who graduated , quite often visits big cities such as Semarang, and Yogyakarta. Smart.
Well know youth in Desa Kaponan. Active person and has many friends; predicted as future
leader in Desa Kaponan. as been candidated as village headman but failed
Q1: Do you think there has been any development program going on in the last decades
in this region?
Yes of course. Just be fair.
Q2: If you think there are, what are the results you have noticed? Is there any progress
or improvement, for instance on welfare? Depending on from what view you will assess.
Democratization? that’s better. Social economy? I don’t think so. At least, the situation would
be better if we seriously manage program (note: development program)
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Q3: If there are any changes you notice, please mention the changes that you think have
affected your life.
Schooling opportunity for me, and I have to be sure, should be much more better for my
children
Q4: How do you assess your present living situation as the result of development?
Yeaah..... is not much different..... not satisfying for me.
Q5: What makes you conclude such assessment?
We still have many poor famillies here.... agriculture as our economic basis is uncertain.
Sometimes the price is good,but sometimes farmers had to dump their cabbages harvest
because the price is too low. Or they just feed them to the cows, if they have any. Could
you imagine?
Tobacco was no different. Some traders manipulate it. I will take you to people that
experience the situation if you need.
Q6: Can you mention a situation as the result of development that makes you feel happy
the most and sad the most?
Related to my own life? I just mentioned, schooling opportunity for me, and I have to be
sure, should be muchbetter for my children.
Further interview for some respondents’ potential to be key informants.
Q7: Please tell us about your daily life, your role in social and economic activities in your
neighborhood.
I will write my experince in PPK for you.
Q8: Please tell us things that help or constrain your role in social or economic activities.
The leader as weel as community’s attitude and the quality of public forum for arranging
development program. There is something unique that very often people (or elites?) prefer
to prioritize environment improvement such as to build path to the grave yard, street
beautification, or gardu ronda (community security post). Althugh I try to understand
them, I am sure that economic related issues such as income generation and job creation is
still important. Or perhaps I am wrong. It will be okay if it is really common aspiration, if
it is really wider community consciousness. But I don’t think so. I think it will be a different
situation when there is a proper control from broader community upon budget planning and
expenditure. When people are involved, I am sure that they even will support the program
because they feel that they have opportunity to speak up their necessities and therefore,
their sense of belonging upon the program (and the budget) will enhance.
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Q9: Can you take me to the places or people you consider related to or influence your social
or economic life so that I can have more elaborate stories?
You must investigate local leader here! You must know that some leaders only think about
their own interest and are manipulative. You can see their behavior when there is certain
government program in the village. They would cut the amount of the budget or manipulate
the program for their own sake.
Or at least, you can come to village forum when they discusss implementation of
government program. For instance, in the case of “Alokasi Dana Desa” (ADD) or Village
Budget Allocation that is actually supposed to be source for village’s governance operation
or village infrastructure development. It is very often operated without a direction to the
correct priority, like to support local economic development such as building better access
for agricultural product or to helping small scale business investment. Currently, most
people can only see and hear the budget planning process from long distance without
any capacity to control and check whether the budget are spent properly, to be directed to
public necessities or not.
Perhaps, I can bring you to respected local leader such as Pak Sudiono in Sewukan or Pak
Surame at Pakis.
Generally, the answers to Q1 (Do you think there has been any development program
going on in the last decades in thisn region?) were almost identical. Although they were
different in words, basically the respondents agreed that indeed there was development
going on in their area.
The answer to Q2 (If you think there are, what are the results you have noticed? Is
there any progress or improvement, for instance on welfare?) were quite unexpected. Instead
of saying yes or no, progressing or declining, developed or undeveloped, they immediately
assessed their condition. I don’t feel any difference; I think it’s worse; I feel it is going better,
were typical answers to this question. Some respondents said that it depended on the aspects
they should assess. Similar responses came out even stronger when answering Q4 (How do
you assess your present living situation as the result of development?). It gave an insight that
the evaluation of development results was about ‘change’ especially if it was related to the
answer of Q2. There were no respondents answering with absolute measure. The classification
of their answers can be seen in the table of this apppendix (List of 199 Respondents and their
Perceptual Evaluation on Current Living/Environment quality)
More various answers came out responding Q3 (If there are any changes you notice,
please mention the changes that you think have affected your life), from something physical
such as roads to something intangible such as finding a job or health cost. Similar responses
came out when answering Q5, Q6, Q8, and Q 9.(Examples of selected respondents answer
and identified keywords indicating types of assets can be found in table of this appendix)
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List of 199 Respondents and their Perceptual Evaluation on Current Living/Environment quality
No
Resp

Name/Initial

Age

No
resp in
Class

1

Subadri (Gendut),
Pak

47

1

2

Mbah M

80

2

3

Jito

43

3

Employement
Mentioned By Respondent
Local-Named
Other Atributes
Occupation
Pedagang Jasa
(Makanan,
Wartel,
Petani lombok
Kelontong, HP,
Dll) Lokasi Dekat
petani
Hamled
Leader
Psr Kaponan

Less Diversied
Commodity

Tempurejo

petani

Less Diversied
Commodity

PRINGOMBO
Ngablak
Pakis

4

Mbah N

93

4

petani

5

Mas Z

32

5

petani

Less Diversied
Commodity

6

Mbah J

80

6

petani

7

SFD

30

7

petani

Pak RM

34

Jumin,
Name/Initial
Mbah
(yasmorejo

Age
80

10

Mat Tasin

11

Muhamid

12

Ny Majudi

13

Romazih

14

Samih

15

Suliyah

16

Wartuni

17

Amrih

18

Ngadiyah

19

Sumadi

20

Welas

21

Lukman Hakim

22

Muhtoyi

40 49
30 39
40 49
30 39
30 39
30 39
40 49
50 60
40 49
40 49
30 39
30 39
40 49
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8
No
resp
9 in
Class

Dsn Kaponan,
Desa Kaponan,
Kec. Pakis

Less Diversied
Commodity

Less Diversied
Commodity

8
No
9
Resp

Location

Researcher
Classification

Employement

petani
Mentioned By Respondent
Petani kecil (naluri)
Occupation
Other Atributes

10

petani

11

petani

12

petani

13

petani

14

petani

15

petani

16

petani

17

petani

18

petani

19

petani

20

petani

21

petani

22

petani

Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Researcher
Commodity
Classification

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment
Better
Better
Not so
much
diferren
t
Better

Pakis

Not so
much
diferren
t
Better

Sewukan
Dukun
Kaponan,
Desa Kaponan,
Kaponan,
Kec.
Pakis
Location
Desa Kaponan,
Kec. Pakis

Perceptual
Worse
valuation
onBetter
current
living/envi
ronment

Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
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Worse

Trasan,
Bandongan
Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Worse

No
Resp

Name/Initial

23

Sartono

24

Suwito

25

Asduki

26

Nasrul Mukimin

27

Sudik

28

Amat Rusdi

29

Sumiyanto

30

Bu Wrt

31

Pak Ksm

32

Subani

33

Imronah

34

Asmawi

No
35
Resp

Sumijan
Name/Initial

36

Suwarno

37

Sutiyo

38

Muhtasar

39

Ertantri

40

Zaenal Abidin

41

Darmin

Age

40 49
40 49
30 39
40 49
50 60
40 49
30 39
50 60
40 49
50 60
30 39
31 39
50 Age
60
50 60
40 49
50 60
50 60
24
37

Employement

No
resp in
Class

Occupation

23

petani

24

petani

25

petani

26

petani

27

petani

28

petani

29

petani

30

petani

31

petani

32

petani

33

petani

34

petani

Mentioned By Respondent

No
35 in
resp
Class

Occupation

36

petani

37

petani

38

petani

39

petani

40

petani

1

Other Atributes

Employement

Mentioned By Respondent

petani

Other Atributes

Researcher
Classification
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Researcher
Commodity
Classification

Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
Less Diversied
Commodity
More Diverivied
Commodities

Petani
Pengurus
Kel. Tani NgudiRejeki, Salah Satu
Pengurus Harian
Pengelolaan
Pasar Soka
·

42

Mangkudiharjo

54

2

Petani

43

Sarman

48

3

Petani

44
45

Triyono
Umar Said

32
38

4
5

More Diverivied
Commodities
More Diverivied
Commodities

Petani
Petani

More Diverivied
Commodities

· Ketua Kel Tani

Subur Makmur

More Diverivied
Commodities

Location

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Sewukan

Worse

Sewukan

Worse

Sewukan

Worse

Sewukan

Worse

Sewukan

Worse

Trasan,
Bandongan
Banyuwa
Location
ngi,
Bandon

Worse
Perceptual
valuation
onWorse
current
living/envi
ronment

Sewukan

Worse

Tempurjo

Worse

Tempurjo

Worse

Tempurjo

Worse

Trasan,
Bandongan
Dusun
Wuni,
Desa Sewukan,
Kec.
Talun
Dusun Soka,
Desa Sewukan,
Kec.
Talun
Dusun Noyitan,
Desa Kaponan,
Kec.
Kaponan,
Pakis
Desa Kaponan,
Dusun
Kec. Pakis
Kintelan, Desa
Kaponan, Kec.
Pakis

Worse
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Better

Better

Better
Better
Better
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No
Resp

Name/Initial

46

Nur, Ibu

47

Rudi, Mas

48

Siti Nurjanah

Age

36
21
36

Employement

No
resp in
Class

Occupation

6

Petani

More Diverivied
Commodities

Petani

More Diverivied
Commodities

7
8

Mentioned By Respondent

Surame Hadi Sutikno

41

9

Petani

50

Wiryopawiro, Mbah

97

10

Petani

51

Dargowahono

54

11

Petani

52

Pardi, Pak

58

12

Petani

53

Turni

56

13

Petani

Widodo

45

Name/Initial
Marwanto

Age

14
No
resp in
15
Class

Location

Researcher
Classification

Lodosewu,
Desa Tejosari,
Kec. Ngablak
Ringin ( ? )
Dusun Wuni,
Desa Sewukan,
Kec.
Talun
Derpoangsan,
Desa
Derpoangsan
(Poasan),Desa
Kec.
Ngablak,
PakisKec.
Ngablak,
Ngablak
Dsn Kintelan,
Desa Kaponan,
Dsn
Kaponan,
Kec Pakis
Desa Kaponan,
Dusun
Kec
PakisWuni,
Desa Sewukan,
Kec.
Dusun
Talun
Sewukan Ii,
Desa Sewukan,
Location
Kec.
Pakis

More Diverivied
Commodities

Petani

49

54
No
55
Resp

Other Atributes

·
Koordinator/Ket
ua Paguyuban
Petani
· Juru
Kunci
Merbabu
Situs Pertapan
(Dekat Pasr
Ngablak), Bayan
Desa
· Mandor PT TakiShit
(Pembenihan)

· Ketua Kel Tani
Employement
Petani
Dsn Sewukan
Mentioned By Respondent
Ii
Petani
Occupation
Other Atributes

More Diverivied
Commodities
More Diverivied
Commodities
More Diverivied
Commodities
More Diverivied
Commodities
More Diverivied
Commodities
More Diverivied
Commodities

Researcher
More
Diverivied
Classification
Commodities

56

Muntaminah

57

Slamet rahardjo

58

16
42

Siti Ismaidah

1
18

Petani

More Diverivied
Commodities

Petani

More Diverivied
Commodities

Petani

More Diverivied
Commodities

1

Penggarap

Very Small Farmer
Rent Land

2

Penggarap

Very Small Farmer
Rent Land

54

3

Penggarap

Very Small Farmer
Rent Land

58

4

Penggarap

Very Small Farmer
Rent Land

Sujarwo

5

Penggarap

64

Slamet Waluyo

6

Penggarap

65

Rokim

7

Penggarap

59

Warsi

60

Tuminah

61

Mardi, Pak

62

Ngatemin, Pak

63
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40an

70

Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment
Better
Better
Better

Better

Better
Better
Better
Better

Perceptual
Better
valuation
on current
Better
living/envi
ronment
Better

Dusun Soka,
Desa Sewukan,
Kec.
Talun

Better
Better

Kaponan,
Desa
Kaponan,
Kaponan,
Pakis
Desa
Kaponan,
Dsn
Kaponan,
Pakis
Desa Kaponan,
Kec Pakis
Dsn Kaponan,
Desa Kaponan,
Kec. Pakis
Jogomulyo

Not so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
t
Worse

Bawang

Worse

Kalisari

Better
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No
Resp

Name/Initial

Age

Occupation

8

Penggarap

Mentioned By Respondent

66

Wartimin

67

Tahrodi

9

Penggarap

68

Achmad Husin

10

Penggarap

69

Muntolib

11

Penggarap

70

Muh. Khasani

-2

12

Penggarap

71

Sukirman

-2

13

Penggarap

72

Subani

14

Penggarap

73

Imronah

15

Penggarap

74

Asmawi

16

Penggarap

75

Muji Yanto

17

Penggarap

76

Hamarodin

18

Penggarap

77
No
78
Resp

71

Employement

No
resp in
Class

Slamet Takwim

Name/Initial
Muhardi

79

Agus Setyo Raharjo

80

Sutiyo

19
No
resp
20 in
Class

-2

21

Penggarap

22

Penggarap

Sudiyono

62

L

82

Jasmin , Pak

45

2

83

Turut, Pak

51

L

84

Ruwadi, Pak

53

L

85

Wly

Employement

Age
2

81

73

1

Other Atributes

Penggarap
Mentioned By Respondent
Penggarap
Occupation
Other Atributes

· Petani kaya

·

Petani (besar)

·

Petani
tomat,
sukses
·

Petani
tulen
(sukses)
buruh tani

· Mantan

Kades
Sewukan
· Mantan
Manager
Lap/Operasional
PT Murakabi
(Kentang)

Researcher
Classification
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Researcher
Rent Land
Classification

Very Small Farmer
Rent Land
Very Small Farmer
Rent Land

Big Farmer
(Entrepreuner)

Big Farmer
(Entrepreuner)
· Ketua Kel
Tani Harum Sari
Ngablak

Big Farmer
(Entrepreuner)
Hard Agriculture
Worker

86

Spmt

55

2

buruh tani

Hard Agriculture
Worker

87

Wtm

54

3

buruh tani

Hard Agriculture
Worker

Location

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment

Bawang

Better

Bawang

Worse

Girirejo

Worse

Girirejo

Worse

Growong

Worse

Growong

Worse

Jogomulyo

Worse

Jogomulyo

Worse

Jogomulyo

Worse

Girirejo

Worse

Girirejo

Worse

Location
Growong

Perceptual
Worse
valuation
onWorse
current
living/envi
ronment

Growong

Worse

Kalisari

Worse

Girirejo

Dsn Wuni,
Desa Sewukan,
Dusun
Kec Talun
Bandongan
Wetan, Desa
Ngablak, Kec.
Desa
Kaponan,
Ngablak
Kec. Pakis.
(Rumah Dekat
POM Bensin
Kaponan/Timu
Dsn Sowanan,
r Pasar)
Desa Ngablak,
Kec.
Ngablak
Getasan,
Kopeng,
Getasan,
Kopeng,
PRINGOMBO
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Better
Better

Better

Better
Better
Not so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
t
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No
Resp

Name/Initial

88

Tahrodi

89

Chasiat

90

Shr

91
92

Age

57

Occupation

4

buruh tani

Mentioned By Respondent

5

buruh tani

6

buruh tani

Thr

7

buruh tani

Tamsis

8

buruh tani

93

Abdul Qodir

9

buruh tani

94

MA

10

buruh tani

95

AF

11

buruh tani

96

Samsuri

12

buruh tani

97

AS

13

buruh tani

98

MH

14

buruh tani

99

Ropi. I

15
No
resp in
16
Class

buruh tani

Occupation

No
10
Resp

Name/Initial

Arlan

0

50 60

Age

Tempurjo

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment
Not so
much
diferren
t

PRINGOMBO

Worse

PRINGOMBO

Worse

PRINGOMBO

Worse

RINGIN ANOM

Worse

RINGIN ANOM

Worse

Getasan,
Kopeng,
RINGIN ANOM

Worse

RINGIN ANOM

Worse

Employement

No
resp in
Class

Other Atributes

Hard Agriculture
Worker

Employement

Mentioned By Respondent

buruh tani

Researcher
Classification

Other Atributes

Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Researcher
Hard
Agriculture

Classification

Location

PRINGOMBO

RINGIN ANOM
Banyuroto

Location

Banyuroto

Worker
101

Muhtariju

17

buruh tani

102

Kharir

18

buruh tani

103

Suyanto

19

buruh tani

104

Kosim

20

buruh tani

105

Muh. Khasani

21

buruh tani

106

Sukirman

22

buruh tani

107

Diyarsi

23

buruh tani

108

Sulaiman

48

24

Agriculture laborer

109

Suyitno

34

1

buruh bangunan

110

Pailan

55

2

buruh kontraktor

111

Mas Kabul

35

3

buruh kontraktor

112

hadak

30 39

4

buruh bangunan
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Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Hard Agriculture
Worker
Contruction
Worker
Contruction
Worker
Construction
Worker

Contruction
Worker
Contruction
Worker
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Worse

Worse

Perceptual
Worse
valuation
on current
Worse
living/envi
ronment

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

Trasan,
Bandongan
Trasan,
Bandongan
Trasan,
Bandongan
Kaponan

Worse

Sidoagung

Worse
Worse
Worse
Worse

Kalisari

Not so
much
diferren
t
Better

Sidoagung

Better

Sidoagung

No
Resp

Name/Initial

Age

Employement

No
resp in
Class

Occupation

Mentioned By Respondent

113

Tarmin

26

5

buruh bangunan

114

Ridwan

24

6

buruh bangunan

115

Wanai

25

7

buruh bangunan

116

Dwi Santoso

27

8

Other Atributes

buruh bangunan

Researcher
Classification
Contruction
Worker
Contruction
Worker
Contruction
Worker
Contruction
Worker

Location

Tempurjo

Worse

Tempurjo

Worse

Tempurjo

Worse

Banyuwa
ngi,
Bandon
Gandus
gan
ari,

117

Keluarga Nunuk

30 39

9

buruh bangunan

Contruction
Worker

118

Kuri Nasrurohman

40 49

10

buruh bangunan

Contruction
Worker

buruh bangunan

Contruction
Worker

Salaman
Salaman

119

Sodik

Bandon
gan
Trasan,

Bandongan

120

Pak Su

41 49
71

11
12

ex buruh bangunan

Contruction
Worker

121

Abu Hadi

37

1

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

122
No
123
Resp

Asiyah

45

Name/Initial
Komsatun

Age
44

2
No
resp in
3
Class

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

Researcher
Industrial
Worker
Classification

Location
Tempurjo

124

Irmadi

36

4

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

125

Daiman

45

5

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

126

Mucholib

44

6

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

127

Tarmin

53

7

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

128

Ridwan

43

8

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

129

Wanai

37

9

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Bandongan

130

Dwi Santoso

42

10

buruh genteng

Industrial Worker

Sidoagung

131

Sudirno

44

11

karyawan pabrik

Industrial Worker

Tempurjo

132

Sayuti

43

12

buruh pabrik

Industrial Worker

Sidoagung

Employement
buruh pabrik
Mentioned By Respondent
buruh pabrik
Occupation
Other Atributes

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment
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Worse
Not so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
t
Better
Not so
much
diferren
Not
t so
Perceptual
much
valuation
diferren
on current
Nott so
living/envi
ronment
much
diferren
tNot so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Worse
t
Not so
much
diferren
Nott so
much
diferren
Nott
so
muc
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No
Resp

Name/Initial

133

Tukidjan Ba

134

Mtf

135

SHD

136

Murdinah

Age

No
resp in
Class

Occupation

32

13

20 29
< 20

1
2

buruh pabrik
preman
retribusi
angkutan
sales

30 39

3

sales

Other Atributes

Researcher
Classification

Industrial Worker
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector

137

Aris Masruri

40 49

4

sales obat-obatan

Other/Informal
Sector

138

Wawan Harda

30 39

5

sales rokok

Other/Informal
Sector

139

RP

6

tenaga kerja pasar

Other/Informal
Sector

140

MTR

30 39
71

7

141

Khozin

71

8

EX tenaga kerja
pasar
tukang jahit

Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector

142
No
143
Resp

Munjaenah
Name/Initial
Pardi,
pak

40 49
Age
47

9
No
resp
10 in
Class

tukang kredit
Employement
barang rumah
Mentioned By Respondent
tangga
Tukang ojek
Occupation
Other Atributes

Other/Informal
Sector
Researcher
Other/Informal
Classification
Sector

144

A Supratikno

145

Ilkani

146
147

Mustolih

148

Kasdi

149

Suratmi

150

Watino

151

Fadloli

152

bu Loli

153

Muhamad Rouf

154

bu Sis

155

bu Hrd

146

|

50 60
50 60
20 29
40 49
30 39
50 60
30 39
30 39
30 39
20 29
40 49

11

Tempurejo

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment
diferren
t
Worse

Bandongan

Worse

Employement
Mentioned By Respondent

tukang ojek

12

tukang ojek

13

tukang parkir

14

tukang parkir

15

swasta

16

pedagang

17

pesuruh

18

dagang

17

Ind rumah
tangga/IRT
pedagang makanan
wiraswasta
Ind rumah
tangga/IRT

Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Other/Informal
Sector
Small Home Food
Industry
Small Home Food
Industry
Small Home Food
Industry
Small Home Food
Industry
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Location

Banyuwa
ngi,
Banyuwa
Bandon
ngi,
gan
Bandon
Trasan,
gan
Bandongan
Banyuwa
ngi,
Bandon
gan
Sewukan
Sewukan
Trasan,
Bandongan
Trasan,
Bandongan
Dsn Location
Gedangan,
Desa
Gondangs
Ngepanr
ari, Kec.
ejo,
Pakis
Bandon
Trasan,
gan
Bandongan
Bandongan

Worse
Worse
Not so
much
differe
Not
ntso
much
differe
Not
ntso
much
differe
nt
Better
Worse
Not so
Perceptual
much
valuation
differe
onWorse
current
nt
living/envi
ronment

Worse
Worse

Sewukan

Not
somuch
Not
different
somuch
Not
different
somuch
Not
different
somuch
Not
different
somuch
Not
different
somuch
different
Worse

Trasan,
Bandongan
Sewukan
Karang
Kulon,
Bandong
Banyuroto
an
Sidoagung

Sewukan

Worse

Tempurjo

Worse

Banyuroto

Worse

No
Resp

Name/Initial

Age

Employement

No
resp in
Class

Mentioned By Respondent
Occupation

156

Eko, Pak

40

L

157

Ruminah, Bu

53

W

158

Skm

71

· Pedagang
kelontong dan
warung
makan depan
Psr
· Pedagang
eceran
Ngablak
dagang

159

Hrt W

48

dagang

160

Sukar

29

dagang

161

Mas SRN

34

1

162

Burpi, Bu

45

2

163

Penil (Jumini), Mbok

47

3

164

Ismiyati, Bu

tt

4

165

Prapti, mbak

166

Santosa, Mas

No
Resp

Name/Initial

38

5

34

6
No
resp in
Class

Age

Mulyadi, Pak

53

8

169

Ngatini, Bu

60

9

170

Rubi, Mbok

55

10

171

Wakijan

56

11

·

Petani/Tengkulak

172

Tatik, Ibu

56

1

·

Penjual saprotan

173

K Han

50

2

·

Penjual saprotan

175

Sutejo, Pak/Mbah

67

3
4

Other Atributes

· Mantan
pedagang/tengkul
ak
tembakau
· Pedagang

168

Bekas Kuli
Pasar
(Dulu)

·

1st Middleman

Researcher
Classification

1st Middleman
1st Middleman

Tengkulak

Usaha toko
saprotan di
Petani,
Kaponan
Pedagang
kelontong/tok

1st Middleman

1st Middleman

· Wanita tani,
Penjual/pedagang
eceran di Psr
Kaponan
·

Village Shop
Owner
Village Shop
Owner
Village Shop
Owner
Village Shop
Owner
1st Middleman

1st Middleman
Ketua Asosiasi
Pedagang Psr
Kec Ngablak, ·
Employement
Ustadz
Fasilitator

Occupation

7

Village Shop
Owner

1st Middleman

Mantan
pedagang
Mentioned By Respondent
mbako

·

Researcher
Classification

1st Middleman

Tengkulak/pedaga
ng sayuran

50

59

Better

di pasr Ngblak

Marsono, Pak

Tono

Sekdes Ngablak

·

Small midleman
Tengkulak
kecil;
Tengkulak
Pasar
pedagang
sayur
eceran
Kaponan
Tengkulak
sayuran

167

174

Other Atributes

2nd Middleman

Ketua Kel Tani
Edi Mulyo

·

3rd Middleman
Artificial Fertilizer
Supplier

·

Mantan Kades
Kaponan (19901998)
·

Artificial Fertilizer
Supplier
Artificial Fertilizer
Supplier
Artificial Fertilizer
Supplier

Location

Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment

Dsn Ngablak,
Desa Ngablak.
Kec. Ngablak

Better

Magli, Ngablak

Better

Sidoagung

Better

Tempurjo

Better

Bandungan

Worse

Dukun

Better

Kaponan

Better

Dsn Kaponan,
Desa Kaponan,
Ngablak,
Kec.
Pakis Desa
Ngablak, Kec
Ngablak
Dsn Sowanan,
Desa Ngablak,
Kec Ngablak
Kaponan,
Desa Kaponan,
Location
Kec Pakis

Dsn Soka,
Desa Sewukan,
Kec
Talun Desa
Ngablak.
Ngablak, Kec.
Ngablak
Dsn Kaponan,
Desa Kaponan,
Kec.
Pakis
Dusun
Poasan

(Derpowangsa
n), Desa
Tejosari, Kec.
Dusun
Ngablak
Bandungan
Wetan, Desa
Ngablak, Kec.
Dusun
Ngablak
Kaponan, Desa
Kaponan, Kec.
Pakis
Bandungan

Desa Kaponan,
Kec.
Pakis
Dsn Kaponan,
Desa Kaponan,
Kec. Pakis
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Better
Better
Better

Perceptual
Better
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment
Better
Better
Better

Better

Better

Worse
Worse
Worse
Worse
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No
Resp

Name/Initial

176
177

Muh Aziz Muslim

178

WRT

Age

50 60
30 39
36

6
1

Triono, Pak

47

2

180

Woro

38

1

181

Harto, Pak

51

2
1

183

Sudarnomo, Pak

40 49
60

184

Yanto

3

185

PRM

30 39
40 49
50 60
Age
> 60

1

186
187

Nur Chamid

No
188
Resp

Name/Initial

2

4
5

1

190

Joko, Pak

46

2

191

Parjo

45

3

193

FTH

194

Sus

4

8

197

Jumadi

72

1

198

Rachmad

65

199

Pak T.

50 60

Agribussinessman
Driver

· Mantan Kades
Kaponan (19761990)

Driver
Driver
Driver

Employement
Direktur CV

Other Atributes

Driver
Transportation
Investor
Transportation
Researcher
Investor

Government
Official

Government
Official

Govenment Official

7

guru

Farmer

Banyuwangi

Government
Official
Government
Official
Government
Official
Government
Official

Sekdes

Government
Official

Pensiunan guru

Pensioner

2

Pensioner

Pensioner

3

pensiunan TNI

Pensioner

·
·

Location
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Perceptual
valuation
on current
living/envi
ronment

Tempurjo

Worse

Sewukan

Worse

Kaliangkrik

Better

Dsn
Sowanan,
Desa
GrabakKec.
Ngablak,
Ngablak
Dsn
Sewukan
Ii, Desa
Sewukan, Kec
Tempurjo
Talun
Desa
Kaponan,
Kec.
Banyu
Pakis
wangi,
Bando
Tempurjo
ngan
Dukun
Trasan,
Bandongan
Location
Tempurjo

Classification

PPL Kec. Pakis

GTT

44

Agribussinessman

Government
Official

guru

Dodo

· Guru Sd

Organic Fertilizer
Supplier

PPL

·

6

196

Mantri
Tani (Dinas
Pertanian)
·

Mentioned By Respondent
Madani

·

Researcher
Classification
Artificial Fertilizer
Supplier
Artificial Fertilizer
Supplier
Organic Fertilizer
Supplier

dagang

5

Fkh

|

driver dan part
time
driverbengkel
dan part
time bengekl
catDriver

40 49
50 60
30 39

195

148

Agribussinessman
· Petani
terung jepang,
pengepul
sayuransopir
di Pasar
Soka
solir, pemilik mobil

· Guru (PNS)

51

Other Atributes

dagang
dagang klontong
dan saprotan
Seed provider and
org.
Ferlilizer supplier

Occupation

Mukhlas, Pak

Smn

Occupation

No
resp
2 in
Class

189

192

Mentioned By Respondent

5

179

182

Employement

No
resp in
Class

Dsn Kuncen,
Desa
Ngablak, Kec.
Dusun
Ngablak
Wates, Desa
Ngablak, Kec.
Dusun
Pakis
Ngablak
Tengah, Desa
Pakis, Kec.
Pakis
Candirejo

Better
Better
Worse
Worse
Worse
Worse
Worse

Perceptual
Worse
valuation
onWorse
current
living/envi
ronment
Better
Better
Better
Better

Sidoagung

Better

Bandongan

Better

Banyu
wangi,
Dusun
Bando
Sewukan,
ngan
Desa
Dsn
Ngablak,
Sewukan,
Desa
Kec.
Ngablak,
TalunKec.
Blabak
Ngablak
Banyu
wangi,
Bando

Better
Better
Better
Better
Better

Examples of Selected respondents answer and identified keywords
No

selected Important Statement in interviews(some examples)
It seems that the situation has continually got worse even though we have been
independent for more than 50 year . It seems that the future of our generation is
absurd. There are so many un-employed young people, so that the parents have to
nurture them even some time until they get married. While we almost have no land
(he said that he only owned about 1000 m2 of farm land), it yields very little as it is
often finished before next harvest. It is also difficult to be a labourer, as we need to
offer any kind of services to get income. It is okay to the older men like me but I
cannot see the younger do the same”;
“It is true that nowadays it is little bit better compared to the 1960s. At least there is
2
nobody forced to eat only once a day. But, look at the young, many of them are
unemployed. Even to obtain work by offering any kind of services in the village or in
the market is not easy. They are forced to compete with each other. Although, if they
do a serious effort, there must be some opportunity,” (When interrupted to
mention an example of opportunities to get income for young people if they do a
serious effort; he said he did not know).
3 “… as far as we can maintain good relations with farmers as well as with wholesalers
(juragan), we can still run our business…. It is okay not to get so much profit but to
have continuity.”
4 “… I feel the situation is better especially since I have my own car. I can easily move
from one village to another without worrying the rent of a car except the gasoline….
The roads are also better now, only on several places there is still gravel, but in most
cases farmers bring their commodity to tarmac roads. Of course when supply
decreases we have to compete between us then sometimes I have to use not so
proper ways    …”

1

5

“….wow, especially since I got a mobile phone, I never experience any loss since I
know the normal price in Jakarta. It is not easy anymore for juragan to manipulate
the price….…. one time I may perhaps develop my business similar to them. I already
know a big trader in Jakarta. Only because of lack of investment capital I have not
had the chance to start developing my business... ….I am now trying to get closer
access to this person in Jakarta. I hope that he will lend me money and I guarantee
him to seek good and enough commodities for him…”
“... I am happy with this new auction” . Now I do not have to depend on juragan
6
anymore. There are always traders coming from other region to whom I can sell ….
(Just to see his reaction, I asked him what would happen if farmers would directly sell
their commodities here.)… I don’t think so. It will not be efficient for them, except for
farmer in the direct vicinity of this market…Especially for commodities such as chillies
they usually sell in small quantities for instance once in a week, depending on the size
of their land …”
7 “... I can save or use my salary for non food”….said one of them,

8 “Oh I feel no problem. In fact now we produce these seedlings not for local farmers.
We now send this to regions such as Wonosobo (about 50-60 km away) and
Yogyakarta (45 km away). Sometimes buyers also come here”
9 “No, no problem. We are well known for this business. My buyers say that the quality
of seeds from other places is usually not as good as seeds from here”, according to
another actor.
10

“Yeah although now the prices of some necessities increase, it is still okay for our
family. We use our salary not for food, but mainly for kids schooling. Now my kids are
still at the elementary and junior high school. I don’t know if he wants to go to the
university…. let’s see,”
11 ….”Being a government officer makes it easy for me to buy a motorcycle on credit, or
to access another line of credit, as for instance my colleague who set up a small home
shop run by his wife”…
12 “In my time, almost everybody wanted to be a government officer (red vehicle
license plates for state vehicles are associated with government officers). Imagine
that you get a monthly salary, rice for the family, health insurance, and a guaranteed
pension,” said a .

13

“This situation is fortunate for me as I now have at least 200 farmer customers to
supply to,”

no of Question
answered in
quisionaire list
4 (and 3)

3 (and 4)

6

Time

Key words

Pak T, 60 years old
at , a very small
land owner farmer
who also works in
a
transportation/truc
k company).

Candimulyo sub
district

3/3/2007;
13.12

worse,
many un-employed young
people, famr land, yield,
income

Dusun Punduh
sari, Tempuran
sub district and

3/3/2007;
08.20

better, many unemployed,
compete with each other

Sokka Market

3/3/2007;
16,00

good relation, profit

Sokka Market

4/3/2007;
09,10

situation better, having car,
better road-tarmac road,
supply decrease, proper
ways of competition,

Mr. Ek (40)
middleman

Sokka Market

4/3/2007;
11,40

normal price, price
manipulation, knowing
(closer access to) big trader
,lack of investment capital,
lent money, good & enough
commodities

Ms. Burpi (45)
middleman

Sokka Market

4/3/2007;
13,15

happy, new auction
market,not have to depend
on juragan, traders coming
from other region, direct
vicinity of this market

Mr Mkls (51),
TeacherGoverment Officer

Ds. Kuncen,
Ngablak

04/3/2007;
16,30

other use of salary

Mr. Trn (47),
farmer

Ds. Sowanan,
Ngablak

10/3/2007;11
,20

Mr. Dd (44)
Goverment Officer,
VillageOffice
Secretary

Ds. Poasan,
Ngablak

10/3/2007;
15,00

commodity's price increase,
other use of salary,

Mr. Arf ( 34)
Goverment Officer

Kopeng, Ngablak

10/3/2007;
17,45

motor cycle credit
opportunity/access

Mr. Jk (46),
Goverment Officer,
PPL

Ds. Wates,
Ngablak

10/3/2007;
19,00

a monthly salary, rice
subsidy for the family,
health insurance, a
guaranteed pension

Mr. Sdno (65) years
old pensioner

Ds. Wuni, Talun

11/3/2007;
09,00

number of customer

Industrial laborer

Ds. Candimulyo

11/3/2007;
17,30

happy getting health
insurance

Mbah M, 80 years
old, a former
smallholder,
hamlet leader and
still active as
security guard with
a company next to
Mr.Mrsn (50)
Middleman

Mr. Prd (47), Driver

6

6

6

6
6 and 8
5

6
6

6

4 and 6

17 We (family) don’t know why luck has never been at our sid . Living now is even worse

5 and 6

than in my childhood, even worse. If in the past, although I knew my parents had not
much money, we never had to worry about food. Now, with our very small
landholding, we have to decide whether to grow paddy and some vegetables, or for
commodities to sale. For us this is just like gambling. Of course we have more
expectations than just our daily food. We would like to give our kids a higher
education, just like other families. We would also like to buy a motorcycle. However,
like in gambling, we are only working and waiting. The basic hope is that we will
always be able to buy food and pay our other bills, such as electricity and the social
fund from the revenues of our harvest.”

Place

4 (and 3)

“… Sometimes I think that not to be in deficit is just okay, Sir, perhaps, some small
money left for gasoline and lunch. But we are happy that we now get health
insurance,” said an industrial labourer in Tempuran Industrial complex.
15 “You know the standard payment in this region. (Current regional standard of
monthly payment is about 650.000 rupiah) Only because the certainty of this income
I still keep this job as it is not easy to find another job nowadays.”
16 “…. I hope, that I will always be able to at least reach a minimum target to pay to the
car owner every day”..... “The situation seems to be more difficult. I do not know
whether I will survive doing this job or not. But in fact I also don’t know yet another
job, can you suggest me, Sir?”.

14

Name of
Respondents

4 and 5
6

large marketing area, buyer
coming from other region
well known in bussiness,
quality of product

Industrial laborer

Ds. Candimulyo

11/3/2007;
19,20

standard paymant for
industrial laborer, job
vacancy

vehicle driver in
Soka Market,
Dukun.

Soka market,
Dukun

1/4/2007
12.35

to pay to the car owner
every day

Mr. Mrd (54), small
farmer

Ds. Kaponan,
Pakis

worse, small landholding, a
10/3/2007;09 higher education, he social
fund from the revenues of
,30
our harvest
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18 Statement (answer of question listed in inverview): “… Now it is not our golden

period.”Q: “When was your golden period?”.A: “ That was approaching 1980’s to
around 1995.” Q: What is happening nowadays?. A: “Synthetic fertilizer now is
expensive and even often disappears so that farmers tend to reduce the use of it,
while some now use organic fertilizer. Q: Why do you not provide organic fertilizer?.A:
”No. I am not the producer of that.. Q: Is there no producer who would supply you?.A:
“No. They will not. They are local skilled people who produce very little. Most of them
co-ordinate farmers by partaking in a farmers group. There is such a membership”. Q:
“About the missing of artificial fertilizer, some people said retailers like you hoard it,
is it true?”.A: “Not really, at least I myself do not do that”. Q: “So what is your
prospect?”.A: ”I am little happy with the abundant use of mulch plastic to avoid
parasitic plants. Although the same farmer will sell it back after about one year, there
is an increase in the number of farmers using the plastic. Perhaps we will also start to
collect commodities (as wholesaler). I have space here.”

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

“I think we should still thank God. This situation is better than them (she pointed a
finger at a particular neighbouring house). We cultivate our own land, whereas they
cultivate other persons land, and only maro (share the harvest 50:50 % with the
owner)”.
“As household helper, they get an opportunity to develop a simple saving scheme
starting to buy gold, goats, cows and, if only there are neighbours like me , who due
to adverse circumstances (illness) are willing to sell a parcel of land, they will have a
chance to enlarge their own”.
“…especially housing, almost every family now lives in a permanent house. Of course
there are some people, usually those who are classified by the government as poor
families, who still live in bamboo or other non-permanent houses. However, this is in
contrast to about 25 or 30 years ago when only one or two families had very good
permanent houses. They were mostly hajj, Lurah (village leader), or government
For us, the situation remains constant. It is perhaps our destiny to be poor. We don’t
have any land except this small piece to live on. We don’t have any skills except
cultivating a very small-scale farm. However, I cannot blame my parents; they have
given all these to me. I hope my son can understand the situation,” .
“It is difficult for my son to get a job with a good salary on only having an elementary
school certificate. This is not a problem for women to be a housekeeper. Although the
salary is not much, in case she has a good boss she will almost never spend her salary
and keeps it as savings”.
   “….. Wow I think that there are now so many good things and that live is dynamic.
It is easy to travel; different compared to my younger years around 50’s of last
century. Then it was silent and dark. When I went to the city I had to walk on foot
and leave very early in the morning to come back home in the evening”,
“Even though the prices are occasionally high, now most goods are available. It
depends on whether we have enough money or not. Everybody has the opportunity
to buy modern stuff such as soap, toothpaste, bread/cookies, kid’s toys etc. This is
different compared to the situation when I was a child. At that time only children
from the richest villagers could afford it. I even borrowed some toys from them. Now
although I am only a construction worker, I can buy some toys for my kid. In the past,
as I know, not every village had a rich family”

26 In my opinion, there are some good things in the previous government development
program. I like to mention very much POSYANDU (village level health service). That is
a very helpful program for most villagers who previously had no idea on how to act
when their children are sick, or how to support them in being and staying healthy.
Previously there were only traditional medical practitioners available for the sick
children. With Posyandu, children may have free vaccines, while the program also
provides extra vitamin, nutrition and milk and the mothers get very good information
about parenting.” When asked, “Why don’t people go to PUSKESMAS (public health
centre for the sub district level), which did exist before?” she answered: “.....oh most
of the women villagers at that time felt too humble to come to PUSKESMAS as they
did not know the people providing the health services. In POSYANDU, neighbours
organize most activities. But PUSKESMAS is okay now as most rural women are
accustomed to interact with urban pease in the number of farmers using the plastic.
Perhaps we will also start to collect c
27 “…There is also progress in entertainment, almost everyday we can watch dangdut
programmes (Indonesian typical music) on the television. Or if you are deeply
interested“….

"there much more television station. You may stay tuned on hourly news program. It
is also easier for the children to go to school due to the better conditions of the
streets in most villages. ……Even many parents give their children a ride on their
motorcycles.”
29 “…Today’s farmers, mainly the young ones, are very clever. They know many kinds of
commodities and grow those with very new techniques such as the usage of plastic to
avoid parasitic plants, and seeding at selves. Even rich farmer now develops, what is
it…
30 “At that time, the income of farmer or agricultural trader was very good. The living of
farmer family perhaps was comparable to the living situation of a government
officer’s family. As the price of agricultural products were generally very good, farmer
or trader who did inter city trading such as in Semarang (The capital of Central java
Province; about 75 km from the place), were able to buy lots of things in the city
market from the money they get of selling only a smallcar of vegetables. Because
giving good income, to be a farmer or to be a local person we are proud to be a
trader of agricultural products”,
31 “Yes, it is (greenhouse)! You know, greenhouse was not found in the past farming
practices”.

28

32

….. Those were interesting programs. We, farmers, always got useful information on
agriculture. Pak Harto, the President, was always there and ready to answer almost
all ….. questions from farmers. He was ready to offer technical solutions such as how
to grow, to fertilize, to better harvest, and to safely store the yields. Even I still
remember the way he suggested for farmers to use tabled fertilizer for more
efficiently and providing better yield. He also suggested farmers to practice tumpang
sari in order to ensure income alternatives for paddy, especially to overcome a
situation if paddy is attacked by hamawereng . ... “Actually, I, and I think also other
people especially of my age, expect there will be similar programs that are
particularly directed to help villagers to get information and also psychological
support as given by Pak Harto. It was really nice to see that our national leader gives
real attention to the villagers with their various problems. Sometimes, I expected that
I, or my village, woease in the number of farmers using the plastic. Pe
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|

started question no 4
and further dialog
about agribussiness

4

Mr Tn (59) Shop
owner provides
Agri-input

Ds. Kaponan,
Pakis

1/4/2007;
13,00

price of synr\thetic fertilizer,
growing ussage of new
industrial product

Mr. Jmn (80), Small
farmer

Ds. Kaponan,
Pakis

1/4/2007;
14,20

owned land farm

Ms. Tmrh (40),
small farmer

Ds. Kaponan,
Pakis

1/4/2007;
15,30

saving scheme

Mr. Prd (58),
farmer & Foreman
of PT. Taki shit

Ds. Kaponan,
Pakis

1/4/2007;
17,00

better housing quality,

TRN (56), small
farmer

Ds. Sowanan,
Ngablak

14/4/2007;
10,30

the size of land, and farming
skill

Mr. Wrypwr (97),
farmer and Bayan
Desa

Ds. Ngablak

14/4/2007;
11.,00

elementary school
certificate, saving

Mbah N (93)

Near Ngablak
Market

14/4/2007;
13,00

easy to travel, electrification
program

Ms. Sri (34), Village
leader

Sewukan

15/4/2007;
11,00

easeness getting daily
necessicties

Mr. Ngat (60), the
wife of Village
Office Scretary

Ds. Kaponan,
Pakis

15/4/2007;
14,20

Health facilities

8

5

4 and 5

4 and 5

4 adn 5

5

2 and further dialog

2

2

5

5

8

television station and
programs (information
media)

Mr. Kbl (37),
construction
worker &
Subsistance Farmer

Ds. Kalisari

Mr. Rwdi (53),
Farmer, Leader of
Harumsari Farmer
Comm Org.

Ds. Sowanan,
Ngablak

21/4/2007;
10,00

young clever population,
new farming technique

Mbah Jmd (72),
retired Teacher,
Farmer, farther of
village office
secretary

Ds. Ngablak

21/4/2007;
16,00

comparison of agricultural
product prices to otther
commodities

Mr. Srm HS (41),
farmer, Leader of
PPM Farmer.
Comm. Org

Ds. Poasan, Pakis

22/4/2007;
08,30

new farming technique

Mr. Sbrd (47),
Chilly farmer

Ds. Kaponan,
Pakis

22/4/2007;
10,30

television program about
farming technique

15/4/2007;
16,30

television station and
programs (information
media. Better street

8
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33
“I am sure that my first inspiration to come back to this region and run this business
was the experience and knowledge I got during my work in the supermarket”, he
said. “It was there that I began to realize that everything started from the village.
Well…. especially vegetables, I thought my region must have an important role, and
the most important thing was that through close observation of the supply activities
in the supermarket, I recalled that I had land in the village that could be cultivated.
Then soon after I realized this, I decided to come back to my village.”
34 “In the case of “Alokasi Dana Desa” (ADD) or Village Budget Allocation that actually
is supposed to be source for village’s governance operation or village infrastructure
development, it is very often operated without a direction to the correct priority, like
to support local economic development such as build better access for agricultural
product or to help small scale business investment. Currently, most people can only
see and hear the budget planning process from long distance without any capacity to
control and check whether the budget are spent properly, to be directed to public
necessities or not.”

8 and further dialog
about agribussiness
opportunity
Woro (38), Local
Agribussinesman

His Home Resto,
Grabak

22/4/2007;
12,30

experience and
knowledgeon from previous
job

8
quality of village budged
planning and alocation
forum

35
There is something unique that very often people (or elites?) prefer to prioritize
environment improvement such as to build path to the grave yard, street
Mr. Sts (34), Young His parent' house,
22/4/2007;14
beautification, or garduronda (community security post). As I deeply try to
Activist, Member of
near Street
,15
understand them, I am sure that economic related issues such as income generation
PPk, Grabak
junction, Ngablak
and job creation is still important. Or if I am perhaps wrong. It will be okay if it is 8 and further dialog
quality of community leader
really common aspiration, if it is really wider community consciousness. But I don’t about Musrenbangdes
think so. I think it will be a different situation when there is a proper control from
broader community upon budget planning and expenditure. When people are
involved, I am sure that they even will support the program because they feel that
they have opportunity to speak up their necessities and therefore, their sense of
belonging upon the program (and the budget) will enhance.
8
36 "You must know that some leaders (Indonesia: Pejabat) think their own interest and
manipulative. You can see their behavior when there is certain government program
quality of local leader
in the village. They may reduce the amount of the budget or manipulate the program
to be related to their priority"
8
37 “Our assets are mountainous dry land and limited traditional farming skill. Because of
that only few kinds of commodities we used to grow such as cabbages, carrots,
Mr. Wkjn (56),
Ds. Bandungan
22/4/2007;
local ecology, production
chillies. If there is new commodity such as strawberries, we need technical help and
Potato farmer
wetan, Ngablak
16,00
cost, daily necessity cost
capital for that. Nevertheless, we feel that the problem is not only that. The increase
of production cost related to the prices of fertilizers, the uncertain and volatile prices
of their products, and the ever-increasing daily necessities are getting more usual.”

38

8
“Our region is famous now. Big traders come from everywhere, such as Yogyakarta,
Semarang, Jakarta, and other smaller cities in East Java. And those juragan such as
(he mentioned some names) even have supplied Batam, Samarinda, and Balikpapan
since several years ago. Now, let them do that , of course now they have to compete
with this market  ”,

39

"For most people here, trading is not only motivated by desire to gain as much profit
as possible and as quickly as possible. Therefore, selecting partner (buyers/sellers)
cannot be done carelessly. Buyers do not merely search for the cheapest price, and
sellers do not always look for the highest bid. Business sustainability is more
important than volatile big profit. In addition, selection of trading partner is
frequently based on a will to share prosperity with relatives or neighbours.”

40 Agricultural land is now getting scarce and expensive “No, I hope neve sale my own,
except when I will get larger and better agricultural land from that, for instance as
experienced by some people when their land was bought for industries with very
good price, while I am sure that there is other land that I can buy then. I am sure that
my ancestor would not be angry with me for selling inherited land to buy other larger
land. Otherwise, when it is sold for speculation or even for only luxurious
consumption, I am afraid we will end up in sin and bad living circumstances in the
future.” ...... “Life can’t be predicted. Sometimes there is a family who gets into a
difficult situation, for instance when one family member get very ill. However,
sometimes there is also a young person who migrated and got a promising nonagriculture job such as civil servant in another city….. it is likely they will sell their
inherited land…. Who knows…..just save your money if you have more and open your
eyes just in case any land ease in the numb

41

"Good and bad relation with neighbours, relatives or partners is an important factor
to survive and to keep our business running. Moreover, in such hard economic times.
Trading world is like a wild jungle; if we do not really know other economic actors, we
would be like savage animals, ready to prey one another. Feeling of knowing and
close to friends and relatives makes the actors keep respecting and sharing one
another. Daily togetherness brings about equality, sympathy, as well as trust to
respect and help each other in good or bad times. This kind of feeling is not only
present in social relation between neighbours, but also in trading agriculture
products and materials to improve our agriculture business.”
42 "Trust and mutual understanding with our business partner is more importnant to
ensure our business security…,” sa

43

As far as we can maintain good relations with farmers as well as with wholesalers
(juragan), we can still run our business…. It is okay not to get so much profit but to
have continuity," said Bu Burpi, 45 in Kaponan

44 “We are in a village. We cannot say that business is business. Close relationship that

region's reputation

8

"I have to take my machine to the station (SPBU) as it is now not allowed to use
jerigen whereas the capacity of this machine is only for about three liters; therefore, I
have to routinely come here for queuing. There is no other way that I could do; I need
gasoline to cultivate my land,"

Ds. Sewukan,
Dukun

Darmin (37),
old).Small farmer

Ds. Wuni,
Sewukan

29/4/2007;
14,00

agriculture land availability

Mr. HRT, big seller

Sewukan

29/3/2007;
15,00

social good relationshi,
togetherness (collectivity,
sympathy, trust, solidarity

29/4/2007;
10,00
good bussiness partner,
long term commitment with
bussiness partner

8 and further dialog
about land

8

8
Mr.Wkj, 56,
Middleman
8

7

represents trust and empathy is often more important for business sustainability than
cheaper prices. In addition, here, we feel that we are interdependent on each other.
Only when a farmer’s business is running well, my business will also be running. And
you know, farmers often have no financial capital to start their business so that I
allow them to get the required input and they can pay later when they harvest," Q:
How about guarantee?A: "It’s not necessary. They live here, I know them well. I am
sure that most of them will not dare to default, otherwise in the future they will get
difficulty in getting any input anymore, even from other shops because many people
will know that they cannot be trusted."

45

P. D (62), Former of
village leader,
Sokka Market
management
leader

8

Ms. Penl (47),
Vegetables
Commodity
Collector

DusunBandungan
Wetan,
05/05/2007;
DesaNgablak,
13,00
KecamatanNgabla
k.

trust and mutual
understanding

Ds. Poasan, Pakis

06/05/2007;
16,00

Good relations with
bussiness partner

Mrs RB (54),
Vegetables
Commodity
Collector

Kaponan Village.

12/5/2007;
15,00

Close relationship, trust and
empathy

NGTM (41), farmer
with mechanical
cultivator

Gasstation in
Mertoyudan

13/5/2007;
11,50

gasoline price
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APPENDIX 3
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT TO RESPONDENTS IN SURVEY 2
(ENGLISH VERSION)
AND EXAMPLES OF ITS RESULTS
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Example of score of people’s perceptual evaluation on listed assets in Survey 2
Resp
No

Location/ Sub
District

Occupation

Perce
ption
Score
On
Qol

Perception Score On Questioned Assets
A B
A B C D A A A A A A A A
1 1
1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0

3 Bandongan

Karyawan
swasta
Karyawan
SPBU
Bengkel,tamb
al ban

4 Bandongan

Sopir

2

0

5 Bandongan

Bengkel
Penjual
bubur

-2

2

Tukang parkir
Preman
retribusi
angkutan
Jual beli
komputer
Karyawati
counter HP
Karyawan
Occupation
swasta

2

1 Metoyudan
2 Kaliangkrik

6 Bandongan
7 Bandongan
8 Bandongan
9 Bandongan
10 Bandongan
Resp
No11

Location/ Sub
Bandongan
District

2

2
2

0

2

2

-2

-2
2
Perce
2
ption
Score
2
On
Qol

12 Magelan

Karyawan
perusahaan

2

13 Bandongan

Mahasiswa

2

14 Bandongan
15 Bandongan

Guru GTT

2

Guru
Pensiunan
TNI

2

Mahasiswa

2

Mahasiswa
Ibu rumah
tangga

-2

19 Bandongan
20 Bandongan

Sales

2

21 Bandongan
22 Bandongan

Bengkel

2

Guru

2

23 Bandongan

Sales

2

16 Bandongan
17 Bandongan
18 Bandongan

24 Bandongan
25 Bandongan
Resp
Location/ Sub
No

District

Sales rokok
Tani

Occupation

2

2

2

Perce
ption
Score
On
Qol

2

340

Tempuran

Karyawan
pabrik

-2

341

Tempuran

Dagang

0

342

Tempuran

Dagang

-2

343

Tempuran

Buruh

0

344

Tempuran

Buruh

-2

345

Tempuran

Dagang

-2

346

Tempuran

Tani

-2

2 2 0
- 2 2 0
2 2 2
0 2 2
0 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 0 0 2 2
2 2 2 0 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
- - 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

C
1
0

D E
1 1
0 0

A A
1 1
1 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 0 0 2
2 2 2 0 0 0 2
0 2 2 0 0 0 2

A A
1 1
3 4

A A A
1 1 1
5 6 7

A A
1 1
8 9

A A A
2 2 2
0 1 2

A A
2 2
3 4

A A
2 2
5 6

- - - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2

2 2
2 0
2 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0
- - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
2 2 0 2 0 0 0
2 0 2 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 2 2 2
- - - A
2 A
2 A
2
2 B
2 C2 D
2 A

2 0 2
2 2 2
- 0 2 2
A
2 A
2 A
2

- 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2
2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 0 Score
0 0On 2Questioned
2 2 2Assets
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
2 2 Perception
- - - - - - A B C D E A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
A
2 A
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 12 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

- - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
- - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

1

2

3

4

- - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2

- - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 0
2 0
0 0
A
2
2

A
2
2
5

6

2 2
0 0
2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0
- - - - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0
- 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2
0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0

2 0
2 0

2
2
2

0
2
2

2 2
0 2
- 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2
0 0 2
- - 2 2 2

2 2 2
0 0 2
- - 2 2 2

0 0
2
2
2

Perception Score On Questioned Assets

2 2 - 2 2 2 2 0 2 - 2 0 A
2 2
0 0
0 0
0 2
2 A
2 A
2 2
0 A
- A
- 2
B
C
D E
A 0
A 0
A 2
A A
A 2
A A
A 2
A A
A

A
1

B
1

C
1

2

2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

D
1

A
2

A
3

A
4

A
5

A
6

2
0

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

A
7

A
8

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

A
9

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

0

2

1
1

1
2

2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
4

1
5

1
6

1
7

1
8

2

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
0
2
2

1
9

0

2
0

2
1

2
2

0

0

2

0
2

0

0

0

0

0
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
2

0

0

2

0

0

2
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2
3

2
4

2
5

2
6

2

2

2

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
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Examples of mentioned Influential Leaders, Program and Organization in Survey 2
Respondents

No. Location

Age

1 Bandongan
2 Bandongan

40-49
20-29

3 Bandongan

50-60

Employement 1
Machine shop, tire
repairs
Driver
Motorcycle taxis
driver

Mentioned Assets

Employement 2

Organization 1

Organization 1

Local Leader 1

Local Reader 2

Development
Forum 1

No answer
No answer

No answer
No answer

No answer
No answer

No answer

No answer

No answer

Development
Forum 2

Government
Development
Musrenbang Programs
Build worship place
and road
0
0
No answer
0

4 Bandongan
5 Bandongan

50-60
40-49

seller
employee

LPM
No answer

Not available
No answer

no answer
PKK forum

1
1

6 Bandongan
7 Bandongan

30-39
40-49

scavengers
Driver

20-29

Farmer

No answer
No answer
chairman of farmer
community

No answer
not available
MCK facilities
development

1
1

8 Bandongan

No answer
No answer
Farmer of Tresan
Village community

9 Bandongan

30-39

Army

BRI role to help credit
for the return of
venture capital

Not available

constuction of
sports stadiums

Chairman of DPC in a
quantity of PKS,
confidence boost its role
in society
Not available

referee

10 Bandongan
11 Bandongan

30-39
50-60

housewife
seller

Political organization in
PKS, increasing the role
of human resources in
stages in morality
Not available

12 Bandongan

50-60

village officer

20-29

Farmer
supervisor gas
station

No answer

13 Bandongan

union

BLK, skills upgrading

14 Bandongan

50-60

noodles seller

Not available

Not available

not yet
development
forum of road
construction

farmer

Dasa wisma, improve
the experience and
solidarity between
villager

hamlet leader, helps
villager in many things

no answer

farmer

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

331 Sewukan

332 Sewukan

40-49

50-60

H.R Sudiyono, (founder of
STA Sewukan)
provides place for villager
to sell their goods easier

the development
of public
education
no answer
transportation
development
forum

2

Not available

1

Road, create access
easier and faster

Road, dam and
clean water
collector

1

Village Market,
provides place for
farmer create and
sell vegetables in
large amount

no answer

0

seller

Dawis, which provides
money lending through
cooperation

334 Sewukan

50-60

farmer

rancher

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming
KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

BDD leader, as
representative of villager

Dam, road and
irrigation
Mosque, Final
waste disposal,
dam,and road

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

hamlet leader, as
representative of villager

Road, dam and
irrigation

greengrocer

Not available

Market help to improve
villager economic

dam

labor

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

no answer

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

no answer

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

Village leader, organizing
villager

40-49

teacher

337 Sewukan

40-49

farmer

338 Sewukan

40-49

farmer

339 Sewukan

50-60

farmer

340 Sewukan

40-49

farmer

341 Sewukan

342 Sewukan

343 Sewukan
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50-60

50-60

40-49

farmer

seller, rancher,
farmer

rancher

seller

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

Development of
guard post, dam,
etc

1

1

1

1

0

H.R Sudiyono, (founder of
STA Sewukan) Who helps
to improve villager
economic

0

Irrigation, easier to
water the farm

1

Market, provides
place for villager to
sell their goods
faster and easier

1

Dam, tackles
drought problem for
farmer

1

Market, provides
place for farmer to
sell their goods
faster

0
dam
Dam
development
forum
Final waste
disposal, road
and dam
development
forum

farmer

hamlet leader, always
helps Sewukan II villager

Road
development

teacher

KUT, may improve
knowledges of farming

Founder and leader of the
market, Who helps to
improve villager economi

Dam
development
forum

TPA

Development of
guard post, dam,
etc
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P3DT program,
easier acces to water
for villager
Market, provides
place for villager to
sell their goods
faster and easier
Irrigation, provides
water acces for
farming
Market, provides
place for farmer to
sell their goods
faster
Village market
development (on
progress
Dam and irrigation,
provides water acces
for farming
P3DT program,
easier acces to water
for villager

dam

Fishery KUT, may
improve knowledges of
fishery

farmer

1
0

No answer

farmer

336 Sewukan

road construction
the construction of
boarding schools, its
role improving the
quality of education
Not available

No answer

30-39

farmer

1

2

333 Sewukan

50-60

0

the construction of
boarding schools, its
role improving the
quality of education
new jobs
construction of
worship place that
contribute to build
morals
No answer
construction of dams
for irrigation

1

Founder of the market,
provides place for villager
to sell their goods in
larger space
H.R Sudiyono (founder of
market), provides place
for farmer to sell their
goods faster

335 Sewukan

housing
construction,
transmigration
area
development

No answer

APPENDIX 4
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT TO RESPONDENTS IN SURVEY 3
(INDONESIAN AND ENGLISH VERSION) AND EXAMPLES OF
ITS RESULTS
LEMBAR SURVEI (Quisionaire)
Nama (name)
alamat (address)
jalan (street)
Dusun(hamlet)
Kecamatan (sub District)
Pekerjaan
PILIH JAWABAN DENGAN MEMBERI TANDA v
KETERANGAN:

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Umur (age)

TTD (signature)

LB=lebih baik (better); Ss=sama saja (not so much different, good); LJ=lebih buruk (worse)
SB=sangat membantu/menyenangkan/Mendukung (Very helpfull/Very supporting);
B=membantu/menyenangkan/Mendukung (Helpfull/supporting); TT=tidak tahu ( No Idea);
G=mengganggu/menyusahkan hidup (Constrainning); SG=sangat mengganggu/menyusahkan hidup (very
constraining)
keberadaan aset
manfaat aset
Komponen/Asset
(assets
(Assets Function)
SS LJ
LB
SB B
TT G
SG
Ruang/Tanah utk bertempat tinggal (space/land to stay)
Ruang/Tanah utk berusaha/bisnis/bertani (space/land to
generate income)
kepemilikan alat transportasi (spd, mtr, mbl dll)(transportation
tools such as bicycle, motor vihicle, car )
Kepemilikan alat komunikasi (telepon, Hp) (commubnication
tools such mobile phone)
Kepemilikan alat akses informasi Koran, Majalah, Radio, TV,
Internet)
Pendapatan/pemenuhan kebutuhan sehari-hari
(income/material for daily necessities)
Tabungan (household saving)

kualitas lingkungan (kebersihan, air, udara, tanah dll) (Quality of
8 local environment, related to air, water, soil, built env., public
space, landscape)
9

Produktivitas/kesuburan lahan (land productivity-quality)
Ketersediaan Infrastruktur Publik Transport (Availability of Public
Transport Infrastructure)
kualitas sarana prasarana transportasi publik
11 (keamanan/kenyamanan/kelancaran) (Quality of Public
Transportation)
10

12 keamanan dari bencana (alam, kebakaran, banjir dll) (Freedom
from disasteer/availability of disaster mitigation)
Ketersediaan fasilitas Pendidikan (Availability of Education
13
facilities)
Ketersediaan fasilitas Pelayanan Kesehatan (Availability of Health
14
facilities)
15 Ketersediaan Pasar (Availability of Market facilities)
Ketersediaan Sarana Pemenuhan Air Bersih (Availability of Water
16
Supply)
17 ketersediaan fasilitas rekreasi (Availability of Recreational
facilities, such as public space, art perfomace facilities, or Movie)
18 ketersediaan perpustaan umum (Lybrary)
ketersediaan jaringan internet untuk umum (Internet
19
Access/metwork)
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20

tingkat pendidikan masyarakat (community Education Level)
21 kualitas kesehatan masyarakat (community Health quality)
22

kemampuan berbahasa non lokal/asing (Communication Skill)
kreativitas dan daya inovasi mencipta produk barang/jasa
(Cerativuity and Innovation)
daya juang/ketangguhan masyarakat untuk maju (Strugling
24
Spirit/Survival Power)
23

30

kekerabatan/organisasi kegiatan sosial/budaya (Comunity
Memberships/Kindships)

31 tingkat kepercayaan antar anggota masyarakat termasuk saling
menjaga, tdk saling curang dan menjahati (Social Trust)
Gotong royong/kerja sama sosial/budaya/ekonomi (Community
32
Cooperation)
33 solidaritas (Community Solidarity)
keberadaan forum2 musyawarah (Availability of Comunity
34
Forum)
kemudahan mendapatkan kredit/pinjaman bank dll (Access to
Credits)
36 kemudahan mendapatkan pekerjaan (Access to Jobs)
kesempatan untuk memulai/menjalankan usaha/bisnis
37
(Opportunity to Set Up Bussiness)
35

38 kesempatan menyalurkan aspirasi /turut serta dalam kegiatan
pembangunan (Opportunity to Aspirate in Public Decision)
kemudahan mendapatkan barang konsumsi sehari-hari (Access
39
to Daily necessities/material Consumption)
kemudahan mendapatkan bahan baku produksi (Access to
40
Production Inputs)
kemudahan memasarkan hasil-hasil produksi (Oportunity to
41
Products Marketing)
42 Biaya Pemeliharaan Kesehatan (Health Cost)
43 Akses pada Ausransi Keshatan (Access to Health Insurance)
44 Biaya pendidikan Anak (Eduation Cost for Children)
kemampuan membeli/mendapatkan/sewa rumah Access to
45
Housing)
46 biaya transportasi (Transportation Cost)
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Example of Individual Data Compilation from Survey 3
VILLAGE

RESP
NO

SCORE OF PERCEPTION UPON ASSETS
AVAILABILITY/ACCESSIBILITY

RESP.
NAME

Y1
score

TIA

PTA

IIA

TOTAL
SCORE

AIM

SCORE OF PERCEPTION UPON ASSETS
FUNCTION
YY1
score

SIA

EIA

TIA

PTA

IIA

-1,00

204,55

40,91

1,00

0,57

0,09

0,11

282,54

56,51

1,00

0,29

0,73

-0,33

117,10

23,42

1,00

0,29

ICI

TOTAL
SCORE

LAF

-0,78

321,79

64,36

0,75

-0,67

334,63

66,93

0,79

1,00

-0,67

225,54

45,11

0,70

SIA

EIA

2,00

1,33

1,50

1,50

0,64

1,00

SUMBER ARUM

16

Muh Tarom

-2

1,00

1,55

1,50

SUMBER ARUM

17

Syamsudin

2

-0,29

2,00

1,50

SUMBER ARUM

18

Mulyono

1

-1,57

1,91

-0,50

1,00
0,50
1,67

SUMBER ARUM

19

1

-1,14

1,55

-0,50

0,50

-0,33

6,93

1,39

0,00

0,43

0,45

1,00

0,00

-0,78

110,53

22,11

0,67

SUMBER ARUM

20

Ro Kisul
Munikan
Muhadi

1

-0,29

2,00

1,00

0,67

0,22

360,32

72,06

1,00

0,71

0,45

1,00

0,67

-0,44

239,11

47,82

0,78

SUMBER ARUM

21

Badarudin

1

-0,29

2,00

-0,50

1,00

-0,67

154,76

30,95

1,00

-0,57

0,73

1,00

1,17

-0,22

210,03

42,01

0,71

SUMBER ARUM

22

Burhani

1

-1,43

1,27

1,00

0,17

1,33

234,42

46,88

1,00

0,57

0,00

1,00

0,83

-0,89

151,59

30,32

0,71

SUMBER ARUM

23

Ismail

-2

-0,29

-0,45

-0,50

0,00

-324,03

-64,81

1,00

0,86

0,27

1,00

0,67

-1,00

179,65

35,93

0,59

SUMBER ARUM

24

Sutarman

1

-1,14

1,45

-0,50

2,00
1,67

0,78

225,61

45,12

2,00

0,86

1,18

1,50

1,67

0,22

542,78

108,56

0,83

SUMBER ARUM

25

Dirhani

1

-1,57

0,82

-0,50

1,67

0,44

85,79

17,16

0,00

0,71

0,09

0,50

0,33

-1,00

63,85

12,77

0,67

SUMBER ARUM

26

Zuhdi

-2

-0,29

-1,36

1,00

0,00

-114,94

-22,99

1,00

0,43

0,09

1,00

1,33

-0,67

218,61

43,72

0,63

SUMBER ARUM

27

Achmad Rosid

1

-0,71

1,09

-0,50

0,00

-145,67

-29,13

1,00

1,00

0,27

1,00

1,50

-0,67

310,61

62,12

0,61

SUMBER ARUM

28

Subandi

-2

-0,71

-0,64

-0,50

0,50
1,33
0,00

1,11

-73,95

-14,79

1,00

1,00

1,00

1,00

1,50

-0,56

394,44

78,89

0,63

SUMBER ARUM

29

Nurokim

1

-0,29

0,55

2,00

-0,33

109,31

21,86

-1,00

-1,14

-0,36

0,50

0,00

-1,44

-245,09

-49,02

0,38

SUMBER ARUM

30

-2

0,43

-0,18

-0,50

-0,56

-80,88

-16,18

1,00

0,71

1,00

1,00

1,00

-1,56

215,87

43,17

0,64

TANGGULREJO

1

-2

-1,00

0,09

-2,00

-385,35

-77,07

1,00

0,14

1,09

1,00

1,33

0,11

367,82

73,56

0,48

2

2

0,71

0,45

1,00

1,50
1,17

0,56

TANGGULREJO

Maemun
Zubair
Agus Sri
Rohman
Muh Situn

0,83
0,00

1,11

444,66

88,93

2,00

0,29

1,36

1,00

1,50

1,00

514,94

102,99

0,97

TANGGULREJO

3

2

0,29

2,00

1,50

2,00

1,00

678,57

135,71

1,00

0,86

1,45

2,00

1,67

0,11

608,95

121,79

1,22

TANGGULREJO

4

Suwito
Diharjo
Mulyanto

2

0,14

2,00

2,00

0,83

-0,33

464,29

92,86

1,00

0,00

0,64

2,00

1,50

0,00

413,64

82,73

0,92

TANGGULREJO

5

Dolah Sukedi

2

0,71

2,00

1,00

1,50

0,44

565,87

113,17

1,00

1,14

1,27

1,00

1,33

0,00

474,89

94,98

1,02

TANGGULREJO

6

Sugeng Abadi

2

0,71

2,00

2,00

1,67

0,22

660,32

132,06

-1,00

0,71

0,55

0,50

0,67

-0,89

153,75

30,75

0,80

TANGGULREJO

7

Sumedi

1

0,57

2,00

2,00

1,17

0,44

618,25

123,65

1,00

1,00

1,45

1,00

1,17

-0,33

428,79

85,76

1,02

Examples of Data Compilation of Survey 3 in Village Groups
Village: RinginanomY
X2
X1 (Kemilikan

(Quaily of Life)

NO

NAME
B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Rahmat Saleh
Rohmat Abadi
Nurkolis
Maksudiharto
Siswadi
Sumiyanto
Ahmad
Khoerudin
Murdinah
Wawan Harda
Sumijan
Nunuk
Tolkam
Suratmi
A Supratikno
Kasim
Kuri
Nasrurohman
Khozin

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

C QoL
NS
MD
1

W

1

1

1

1
1

1

W
3
1
5
2
5
6

B
3
5
2
8
6
7

4

5
4
3
4
4
4
3
3
2

8
3
3
5
8
1
4
6
5

1
4

2
2

7
7

1

1
1
1
1

B

TIA
NS
MD
4
5
2
4
2

1

4
1
2

4
1
4
1

2
3
2
1
3
4

X3 (Kualitas

(Fas Umum)

Pribadi)

PTA
NS
MD
2
3
3

2
3
5
2
4
7
3
5
3
1

X4 (Hubungan

Manusia)

W
6
3
6
3
5
2

B

3
5
3
6
1
6

1
1

2
1
1
3

1

IIA
NS
MD
1
1
2

1

2

1
1

W
1
2
2

B
1
1
1
4
2

1
1
1
2

2
2

X5 (Peluang Dan

Sosial)

3
2

4
2

2
1

5
2

1
2

1

SIA
NS
MD
2
5
2
2
2
6
1
5
3
3
2
4
4
1
3
5
4

Jaminan Ekonomi)

W
3
3
2

B
1
1
2
2

EIA
NSM
D
2
5
3
4
4
2

5
1

3
2

3

1

1
2
5
5

1

1
1
6
5

8
3
3
3

2

5
5

1
2

2
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W
6
3
6
3
5
5
5
5
4
3
9
5
1
3
2
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NO

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

NAME

Mustolih
Ilkani
Nur Chamid
Munjaenah
Aris Masruri
Muh Tarom
Muhroni
Rokuni
Muhamad
Mukotib
Komari
Nur Khamid
Hartoyo
Wachidin
Jml Jawaban

Y
(Kuali Hidup)
C QoL
NS
B
MD
W
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

X1 (Kemilikan
Pribadi)
TindA
NS
B
MD
W
1
2
4
4
1
2
2
1
4
5
2
4
3
1
2
4
2
5
3
4

1

5
1
1
5

1
1
1
13

1
14

3

34

Village: Sumberarum
NO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
NO
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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NAME
Ahmad
Marzuki
Abdul
Rohman
M. Taufiq
Hartono
Ismaidah
Darsin
Teguh
Santoso
Bambang
Suherman
Mustakim
Khayat
Wirawan
Susilo
Samsudi
Ani
Purwaningsih
/ Slamet
Ika Fitriyana
Kadariyah
NAME
Muh
Tarom
Syamsudin
Mulyono
Ro Kisul
Munikan
Muhadi
Badarudin
Burhani
Ismail
Sutarman
Dirhani
Zuhdi
Achmad
Rosid
Subandi
Nurokim
Maemun
Zubair
Jml Jawaban

|

Y
(Kuali Hidup)
C QoL
NS
B
W
MD

X1 (Kemilikan
Pribadi)
TindA
B

9
11
11
6
11
192

6

6
1

5
69

69

X2
(Fas Umum)
TpA
NS
B
W
MD

W

1

2

5

5

1
1
1
1

6
6
7
4
5

1
1

2
8
3
5
10

2

5

5

5
4
1

1
3
2

6
6
4

5
4

2
3

9
6

3

4

2
9
6
X25
0(Fas Umum) 1
TpA
6
5

NSMD

W

B

4
1

3
6

11
10

2
4
4

9
11
11
9
2
8
7
1

1

4
2
1
4

5
3
3
6
3
5
6
3

3
3
4

4
4
3

7
3
7

2
1

3
107

2
93

5
182

2
1
1

1
1

1

4

1
1
1

1

Y
(Kuali 1Hidup)
C QoL
1
NS
B
W
MD
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

5
2
X1 (Kemilikan
Pribadi)
2
5
TindA
7
B

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
18

1
8

3

2
10

X3 (Kualitas
Manusia)
IindA
NS
B
MD
W
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1

X4 (Hubungan
Sosial)
SIA
NS
B
MD
W
6
2
2
2
5
1
4
2
3
3
3
3
2
4
3
3

2

6
5
5
4
5
92

2

NSMD

1

4

67

2
6
6
2
7
109

B
7
3
9
6
11
5
10
5

X2
(Fas Umum)
TpA
NS
MD
W
1
3
6
2
1
1
5

1
1
19

6
6

2
3
2

1
1

1
6

1

1

1
1
1

2

2
3

W

1

59

1

2

1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2

1

1
1

1
1

1
35

1
17

1
1
1
1

2
8

5
6
5
4
2

1
2

46

1

4

5

1
2
1

4
3
3
4
5

5
5
5
5
4

4

5

7

4
1

5
5
1

1

5
5

4
3

1
1

3
4

3
2

5

5
1
X4 (Hubungan
1 Sosial)
1
4
SIA
2
4
NS
B
W
MD
3
3
4
2
3
4
3
1

1

4
4

2
2
3

3

1

4
1

5
2
4

35

4
90

2
55

1
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4
3
4
4
4
102

3

5
5
5

2
3

5
5
3
5
5
122

X5 (Peluang Dan
Jaminan Ekonomi)
EIA
NSM
B
W
D

1
1

6

1

2
X3 (Kualitas
Manusia)
1
1
IindA
1
1
NS
B
W
MD
1
1
1
1

2
6
1
3
9

6
79

1

3

1
2
1

1
1
2
1
39

X4 (Hubungan
Sosial)
SIA
NS
B
W
MD

2

1

2
7
4

49

3
1

2
1
1
2

3

3
2
1
1

1
12

2
1

5
5
4

NS
MD

29

X3 (Kualitas
Manusia)
IindA
NS
B
W
MD

6
7

2
1

2

X5 (Peluang Dan
Jaminan Ekonomi)
EIA
NSM
B
D
W
6
3
7
2
2
7
7
2
1
8
6
3
1
8
5
4

2
2
1
2
6

4

3
6
5
3
1
X5 (Peluang
Dan
Jaminan 3
Ekonomi)
6
EIA
3
6
B
1

NSM
D
5
5

W
3
4

5
4
4
6
6
7
6
6

4
3
5

6
8
5

3

1
1
29

3
130

5
111

2
3
1
1

3
1
2
3

4
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